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COLLEGE PARK

FIRST-WORD

elcome to "The Criminal Mind" issue of College Park. As this magazine made its way to press

in October, those of us who live and work near the University of Maryland, and who hatched

the idea for a crime issue way back in April, were suddenly faced with a very real manifestation of

what we were writing about.

In communities all around the Washington, D.C., region, beginning on Oct. 2 and continuing

for three terrifying weeks, a shooter armed with a high-powered rifle killed 10 people and critically

injured three, including a 13-year-old boy on his way to school in nearby Bowie, Md.

Before the string of shootings began, the crime issue of College Park was for most of us writers

and editors an exercise in abstraction. While some had experienced isolated incidents of crime—

a

car or home burglary, a barroom assault or even occasional violent crime—few of us ever had to con-

sider whether our own lives, and the lives of our loved ones, were in immediate danger from crimi-

nal activity. October changed that.

As the weeks passed without an arrest, many of us began looking over our shoulders as we went

about our daily routines. Service stations and supermarket lots became places of high anxiety. Chil-

dren stopped playing outside. At the university, police cruisers took up positions

at every entrance to the campus and extra security measures were enacted to

protect students and employees as they came and went. The feeling of

being under seige, of knowing that the next attack could, indeed

would, come anywhere at any time, built until Oct. 24 when offi-

cers surrounded the vehicle of two suspects at a highway rest area

about 50 miles from College Park in the middle of the night. As

details linking the two men to the crimes trickled out through the

media over the following days, the tension over the Washington

area lifted like a dense Potomac fog.

Throughout the ordeal, our stories about crime—and particular-

ly those about our own criminology graduates and experts—took on

added relevance and immediacy. If there is a take-home lesson in this

issue’s feature stories, it is that the criminal mind—whether it belongs to a

serial killer, drug dealer, mob boss or a cheating corporate executive—is more complex,

elusive and contradictory than the average episode of “Law and Order” or "The Sopranos” suggests.

Society’s struggle to better understand crime—both to prevent it and to prosecute it—is at the

heart of a major area of scholarship at the University of Maryland. From the nationally recognized

teaching programs in the Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice to research collabora-

tives like the Maryland Justice Analysis Center, the Center for Criminal Justice Technology, and the

Center for Substance Abuse Research, Maryland faculty and students are working to make our com-

munities safer places.

We commend them for that, and hope that the stories in this issue will leave you with a deeper

understanding of the vital service these scholars provide to the university, the state of Maryland, and

to crime-fighting communities near and far. Good reading. —Daniel Cusick, editor
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PEBSPECTIUE

Higher education needs you, our alumni and

friends, to speak up as a constituency for higher

education at all levels. We must convey our

belief that a vibrant higher education system is

mandatory to the future of the state and our

citizens. Maryland—the university and the

state—now has a competitive edge, but we

must pull together to secure it.

Dear Alumni and Friends:

Higher education is at a crossroads in the

state of Maryland. I urge all alumni to

become informed about the situation and,

especially those who reside in Maryland, to

convey your views to our elected officials.

As you know, we have made tremen-

dous progress at the University of Mary-

land, College Park, and across the entire

University System. Our momentum has

given our great state the great university

it deserves and must have to compete in

today’s society. The university is an

invaluable asset to the state, serving as a

magnet for Maryland’s very best students

and fueling much of the region’s econom-

ic development.

But our progress is likely to be chal-

lenged by a $1.8 billion deficit in the state

budget over the next 18 months. No one

knows exactly how this gap will be closed,

but higher education—all public universi-

ties and colleges, the community college

system, and private colleges and universi-

ties (which also receive state support)—is

especially vulnerable. Though the Universi-

ty System of Maryland receives a relatively

small portion of the state’s General Fund

budget (14 percent), its funding is placed

in the discretionary, as opposed to mandat-

ed, part of the state budget. Hence, when

cuts are required, colleges and universities

are looked to first.

In past years, the state’s most talented

high school graduates left the state for

college. Now, thanks to the national

stature of the University of Maryland and

the quality of our sister institutions, the

brain drain has been reversed. By attract-

ing the state’s best students, we are assur-

ing a pool of talented graduates who will

enter the 21st century work force pre-

pared to meet the challenges of our state’s

knowledge-based industries. Graduates of

our colleges and universities tend to stay

in Maryland, further propelling the econ-

omy with highly educated and productive

workers and citizens. An educated work

force is critical to sustained growth for

small businesses and particularly for the

mfotechnology and biotechnology indus-

tries that are the primary growth areas for

jobs in the state.

In keeping with its land-grant mission

and leadership role as the state's flagship

institution, the University of Maryland

serves the entire state in the promotion of

economic development and the health of

small and large communities alike. A few

examples of how the university adds value:

Our faculty received $352 million in

sponsored research and outreach fund-

ing last year, most of it from the federal

government, for projects ranging from

small business development to educa-

tion to environmental assessment.

Literally every day, the discoveries in

our laboratories are leading to new

businesses, innovative practices and

technological advances that benefit

both the private and public sectors.

From our statewide Maryland Coopera-

tive Extension Program and Maryland

Fire and Rescue Institute to our work in

K— 12 education, the arts, food safety,

historic preservation, community devel-

opment and more, we are contributing

in practical and important ways to the

quality of life of all our citizens.

Funding for higher education must be

a top priority for the state. Maryland's col-

leges and universities provide opportuni-

ties that are essential for our citizens and

the future of the state. Governor-elect

Ehrlich and the General Assembly are

beginning to formulate plans for cutting

spending and identifying revenue alter-

natives to balance the budget. They face

a difficult task. Higher education needs

you, our alumni and friends, to speak up

as a constituency for higher education at

all levels. We must convey our belief

that a vibrant higher education system is

mandatory to the future of the state and

our citizens. Maryland—the university

and the state—now has a competitive

edge, but we must pull together to

secure it.

So, I am asking you to join in support

of maintaining the momentum. I urge

you to visit your legislators to speak up

for higher education as you see it, to con-

vey what it means to you, your family and

your friends. We wish to build this con-

stituency not just for the University of

Maryland, but for all public and private

universities and for the community col-

leges too. Let’s speak with a strong and

united voice. Our future depends on it.

To learn more about the Maintain the

Momentum drive, visit the Web site:

www.stategov.umd.edu or call Ross Stern,

assistant to the president for legislative

and community relations, at

301 .405.8359. —c. D. Mote, Jr., President
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MAILBOX

NO ORDINARY TOUR

Maryland family in touch with

your informative magazine.

Candy Allen '69

Accokeek, Md.

TERP-APHILIA

Kudos to Anne Turkos for

such a great idea and exhibit

and to College Park magazine

for letting all of us “turtle

fans” know about it. The “Tes-

tudo and Friends” exhibit was

great and Anne’s enthusiasm

for turtles was apparent. I was

fortunate enough to meet

Anne and have some of my
turtles in the exhibit. It was a

great feeling to be among the

University of Maryland alum-

ni who still love Testudo and

all things turtle! Thanks again

for keeping the extended

When my son, class of 01,

and I were touring colleges in

Virginia, I suggested we stop

at the University of Maryland

because it was on the way and

offered some good program

choices. He hesitantly agreed.

However, your walking tour

really sold us. The campus was

beautiful, the programs in the

sciences and engineering had

good reputations and the tour

guide made us feel that Mary-

land was welcoming and very

student-centered. Compared

to the other colleges we saw

that week, including Virginia

and Virginia Tech, Maryland

had the most to offer—and it

lived up to those offerings. My
son loved his years there. We

loved it too. Keep up the good

work, tour guides!

Paulette Obrecht

Northampton, Pa.

GUESS THE YEAR

I don’t have to guess. I have

two programs (my date

bought me the big glossy one)

and the Washington Stars

review from the following day.

It was April 24, 1966. I

remember the concert well.

The part I remember most

clearly, however, was the fast-

draw exhibition. It was a

totally unexpected moment of

bravura, and the crowd went

wild. I wouldn’t expect, or

want, to see such gun-slinging

at a concert today, but 36

years ago all that smoke and

noise from the stage really

wowed us.

Melissa Middleton '69

Silver Spring, Md.

I believe it was spring

1966, the year I was

called onstage in Cole

Field House with other

fraternity members

selected to the Kalegathos

Society. As the first

inductee, it was a very

proud moment for me

and for my fraternity,

Phi Epsilon Pi. I recall

Sammy Davis Jr. per-

forming with two pistols

strapped on his waist.

Michael L. Wiener ’66

Alexandria, Va.

Sammy Davis Jr. played

to a packed field house

and was the most incred-

ible entertainer I have

ever seen. He told jokes, sang

incredibly and even did a

demonstration with cowboy

six shooters! What I remem-

ber most about Sammy Davis

is that he truly seemed to be

having a good time entertain-

ing all of the students. There’s

no doubt about it, he wanted

to give us our money’s worth,

and he put 1 10 percent into

his performance.

Ken Waters '67

Lutherville, Md.

Editor's note: Sammy Davis Jr.

was at the pinnacle ofhis per-

forming career in 1 966 when he

appeared at the University of

Maryland, a concert that is

remembered by many for his croon-

ing style andpistol-wielding

antics. For her correct answer,

Melissa Middleton of Silver

Spring, Md., will receive a white

oxford-style shirt with the Terp

logo, courtesy of the Maryland

Alumni Association. Middleton's

name was drawn from a pool of

all the correct answers.
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Legalization: An Agnostic Look

What would actually happen if illicit drugs were legalized in

the United States? As I and my co-author Robert MacCoun

detail in our hook Drug War Heresies: Learning from other

Vices, Times, and Places , a decade of study

has convinced us that legalization of

cocaine, heroin and marijuana would lead

to large reductions in drug-related crime

and mortality but also to large increases

in drug use and addiction. Whether

American society would be better off is

impossible to predict.

Choosing the best policy for control-

ling use of illicit drugs in the United

States is not a simple matter of adding up

benefits and harms. There are two funda-

mental problems. First, the damages from

drugs and drug control come in many dif-

ferent forms. How can we weigh the

increased addiction certain to result from

legalization against the reduced crime and

corruption that it would generate? How
would we balance reductions in violence

against potential increases in accidents

and other behavioral risks of drug use?

Money is hardly a satisfactory measure.

Further complicating the picture, the

advantages and disadvantages of the vari-

ous approaches to legalization would be

unevenly distributed in society. Any sub-

stantial reduction in illegal-drug markets

will help urban minority communities,

which suffer so much from the accompany-

ing crime and disorder. That’s likely to be

true even if the level of drug use and addic-

tion were to increase in those communities.

For the middle class, however, the benefits

of eliminating black-market operations

may seem very small in comparison to the

increased risk of drug involvement, partic-

ularly among adolescents. Redistributing

the damage away from the poor may seem

desirable and even justify some worsening

of the overall problem—but not everyone

will agree with that.

What’s clear to us is that we do not

have to choose between the two extremes

that are usually presented in the American

debate: either an all-out war on drugs

with stiff penalties for possession and

sales, or a libertarian free market. More-

moderate alternatives are possible. Poli-

cies in the Netherlands and Switzerland

and, increasingly, in the United Kingdom

and Germany, demonstrate that it is pos-

sible to reap most of the benefits of prohi-

bition without inflicting the harms

caused by the punitive U.S. system. Our

government’s failure to see this is largely

traceable to the popular notion that the

only defensible goal for drug policy is to

reduce the number of users to zero. It is

equally rational, however, to seek also to

reduce the harmful consequences of drug

use when it occurs.

One size will not fit all drugs. There

is, for instance, a strong case to be made

for not only eliminating the penalties for

marijuana possession but allowing people

to cultivate the plant for their own use

—

the approach currently taken in the state

of South Australia. The downside risks

(some increase in marijuana use and relat-

ed illness) seem modest, while the gains

look very attractive: the elimination of

700,000 marijuana-possession arrests in

the United States annually and the possi-

bility of weakening the link between the

soft and hard drug markets without

launching Dutch-style commercial pro-

motion. But in the case of heroin, the

desirability of some sort of prescription

approach, on the model of the Swiss and

Dutch heroin-maintenance regimes, is

much harder to gauge. And with cocaine,

it seems that any policy that permits easi-

er access is likely to produce sizeable

increases in use.

To this end, we could take a tack

familiar from the U.S. approach to con-

trolling use of alcohol, that is to reduce

the quantity of drugs consumed by those

who won’t quit taking them. We could

also attempt to diminish harm with

efforts that draw on the model of U.S.

consumer-product safety regulations,

which focus as much on reducing the con-

sequences of accidents as on cutting the

number of them that occur. It’s true that

working out similar strategies to control

illicit drugs would not be easy or free of

risk. But such strategies are likely to be

far more humane than either of the

extreme options usually put before us.

—Peter Reuter

Peter Reuter is a professor ofpublic affairs and

criminology and an expert in drug policy at the

University ofMaryland. Before joining the

university, Reuter workedfor the RAND
Corp., where hefounded and directed the inter-

disciplinary Drug Policy Research Center. He

is the author ofseveral books and numerous

papers on drug policy. He also served on a

national task force on methamphetamine.
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Success Yields Help for Terrapins

New merchandising

agreement will direct

u
Fear the Turtle"

proceeds to restoration

efforts for the diamond -

back terrapin.

The Maryland Terrapins have met with remark-

able success over the past 12 months, laying

claims to the 2002 national championship in

basketball and a ACC conference title in foot-

ball. Things aren't as good for the Terps’ name-

sake, the diamondback terrapin. The hard-

shelled reptile's success is wholly dependent

upon whether it can return from the brink of

extinction.

Terrapin athletics may help bring about the

triumph of the terrapin, as the University of

Maryland is dedicating a portion of the pro-

ceeds from licensed merchandise bearing the

"Fear The Turtle” slogan to a fund that supports

public awareness of the terrapin's plight. The

university has also established a financial

endowment to aid in the consistent protection

of the diamondback terrapin in cooperation

with the Maryland Department of Natural

Resources through its Terrapin Station pro-

gram.

Saroyan Sajadian, a senior pre-veterinary stu-

dent in the College of Life Sciences, is one of a

number of student interns from Maryland who

spent last summer working with DNR biolo-

gist Marguerite Whilden studying, protecting,

and educating people about terrapins.

Sajadian became interested in terrapins after

she found terrapin eggs on the beach in her

Annapolis neighborhood. Whilden, who

administers the Terrapin Station program, came

out, collected the eggs and took them to a safe

place to hatch. When the opportunity for a

DNR internship came up, Sajadian applied

right away.

Besides checking nests and overseeing relo-

cation of the terrapin eggs from beach recon-

struction sites, Sajadian also acted as a terrapin

goodwill ambassador for the Terrapin Station

program. She especially enjoyed mentoring ele-

mentary school students who released 79 of the

terrapins they had raised for eight months.

Human help in the recovery of the turtles is

vital. “When turtles first hatch, they are very

vulnerable,” says Sajadian. "Guaranteed, if we

didn't help them, they’d be breakfast, lunch and

dinner for sea gulls, herons, raccoons, foxes and

crows.”

Whilden, too, remains excited about the

program. Thanks to the support of the universi-

ty, Whilden has initiated "Terrapins for Tur-

tles," a global stewardship effort to reverse the

depletion of biodiversity worldwide. "Turtles

live on every continent and are a metaphor for

global species restoration,” she says. “And

Maryland is the only university with a turtle as

a mascot. As leaders in science and international

business, not to mention athletic accomplish-

ments, going global with the Terps is the next

logical step.”—Carol Casey

A juvenile diamondback terrapin at the state-run

preserve. Terrapin Station.
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NEW HALL BRINGS WELCOME
HOUSING RELIEF

Jam-packed campus housing

with lengthy waiting lists has

been a fact of life at the Uni-

versity of Maryland for the

last nine years. But with the

opening this fall of a new 336-

person residence facility, the

university’s worst-ever housing

shortage eased slightly, though

demand for on-campus beds

remains high.

The new South Campus

Commons building is the

newest residence hall to open

under the university’s housing

contract with developer Cap-

stone Properties. The building

consists primarily of fur-

nished, four-bedroom suites

that contain a fully equipped

kitchen, common living room

area and two bathrooms. The

modern decor of the furnish-

ings, in pale slate with black

wrought iron trim, is decided-

ly more Pier One sleek than

college dorm geek.

With the construction of

South Campus Commons and

the nearby University Court-

yard, also a public-private

partnership, Maryland has

made room for 1,700 addi-

tional students to live on cam-

pus. The new residence hall "is

absolutely starting to help the

housing situation,” says

Michael Glowacki, project

coordinator for the Depart-

ment of Residence Life.

Another 570-bed complex is

due for completion in 2004.

—Stacy Kaper

2002 FRESHMEN AMONG
BEST EVER

Top-tier schools like the Uni-

versity of Maryland no longer

strive to simply attract well-

rounded individuals to study

on their campuses. Equally

important, admissions officials

say, is formulating a well-

rounded student body—one

represented by a rich mix of

interests and backgrounds.

This year, Maryland has accom-

plished both quantity and

quality with its freshman class.

"We had the most applica-

tions ever in the

entire history of the

university this year,”

says assistant director

of undergraduate

admissions Jackie

Geter-Hunter. Of the

more than 23,000

students who applied,

fewer than 10,000

were offered admis-

sion and 3,900 of

those are now attend-

South Campus Com-

mons' new 336-person

residence complex.

No. 18 and Rising

For the first time, Maryland has broken into the

top 20 among national public universities,

according to the latest rankings by U.S. News

& World Report.

Maryland ranks 18th in the magazine's

annual "America's Best Colleges" guide, one

of the most popular rankings reports for students

and parents in the United States. The university

rose three places from last year and shares the 18th

rank with the University of Georgia.

"We are on the move, and everybody sees it,"

says university president C.D. Mote Jr.

Maryland received especially high

marks from the U.S. News editors for

"Programs That Really Work." For

overall first-year experience by

freshmen, Maryland ranked

12th in the nation. For its

emphasis on "learning com-

munities" that pair students

with common interests for spe-

cialized learning, the university

ranked third. —Daniel Cusick

ing the university, she says.

What makes a well-round-

ed class? Talent, individuality,

and strong academics, all of

which abound in Maryland’s

newest class. One member of

the 2002 freshman class

climbed Mount Whitney, the

tallest mountain in the conti-

nental United States. Another

served as a mentor to a 7-year-

old homeless child and initiat-

ed food and clothing drives for

others without homes. Yet

another maintained straight

As in high school, played in

the marching band and passed

emergency responder and fire

rescue training to be an emer-

gency medical technician.

Because of Maryland’s

growing reputa-

tion and attractiveness to so

many students, the universi-

ty’s admissions office has been

forced to raise admissions

standards and place caps on

the number of students admit-

ted each year to the university.

Last year, more students than

anticipated accepted Maryland

as their school of choice,

resulting in a near-record class

size of 4,300 students.

Despite a more crowded

campus, Geter-Hunter says,

“Students get a great package

when they come here,” includ-

ing 67 undergraduate and

graduate programs that rank

in the top 25 in the nation.

—Stacy Kaper
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Sporting Signs of the Times
"AS THE WORLD TURNS," SO
TURNS MARYLAND

Students returning to the university this past fall were at first puzzled by

the signs on U.S. Route 1 bus shelters and business marquees hearing

the cryptic slogan, “Act Like You Know,” or simply “ALYK.” There was

even a pseudo campaign sign beckoning, “Vote

Act Like You Know” along one stretch of the

road. On campus, chalked sidewalk messages

directed students to a Web site that further

teased the “Act Like You Know” message.

Then, on Sept. 14, at the Florida State-Mary-

land football game, the message flashed again on

Byrd Stadium’s large video screen, accompanied

by an edgy soundtrack and a montage ofALYK
images. The

payoff came

shortly

after when

football

coach Ralph

Friedgen

announced to

the thousands in

the stands: “Act

like you know

. . .we’re cham-

pions.” The

message was a

simple one,

punctuated by

Friedgen's addi-

tional comment:

“Our champi-

onship teams

deserve champi-

onship fans.”

The ALYK
campaign,

which lasted

into the fall and generated much discussion

among students, faculty and staff, was a direc-

tive of a sportsmanship committee appointed

by President C.D. Mote Jr. last spring to

address fan behavior. Created by a group of stu-

dents and staff in the Office of Marketing and

Communications, the campaign was deliberate-

ly nontraditional, as it was meant to cut

through the clutter and tap into student

curiosity.

The $30,000 effort included t-shirts, sports-

manship videos, a two-page adver-

tisement in The Diamondback
,

Terp window stickers bearing a

“Maryland Sportsmanship”

statement, posters, flyers and

other items meant to spread

the word. In addition, the

campaign gar-

nered the sup-

port of the

owners of more

than 30 Col-

lege Park retail

stores, restau-

rants and bars

who shared

equal concerns

about fan

behavior.

Over the

past two years,

post-game

rioting follow-

ing match-ups

between the

Terps and ACC
rival Duke

resulted in

more than

$550,000 in

damages to College Park property. Previously,

the university paid between $8,500 and

$18,500 for safety, security and riot-prevention

measures during big home games. Local police

departments have additionally spent between

$30,000 and $60,000 to provide additional

officers during games. —Dianne Burch

Yellow caution tape encircled

the line wrapped around Cole

Field House like a neon fence

corralling wayward cattle. The

mass of aspiring thespians

comparing resumes and head-

shots paused occasionally to

dodge projectiles launched by

the Ultimate Frisbee team.

The prospect of stardom

danced across the faces of

those students dreaming to

take their place among the

soap opera elite, or at least to

aid Aaron, Alison and Lucy in

their flight from the law.

Both the theatrical and

athletic were on site for a

chance to appear in the CBS

daytime television drama “As

the World Turns,” one of the

nation’s longest-running

soaps. As part of a 10-school

campaign, the show’s “Catch

Us If You Can” tour chose the

University of Maryland as the

locale for one episode, holding

open auditions for student

hopefuls. The script called for

one LJltimate Frisbee Team,

two small speaking roles and a

cluster of extras.

Ben Parker, 1 9, who bears a

striking resemblance to

Spiderman star Tobey

Maguire, hustled from

his Latin class to join

in the three-hour wait

for a tryout. “I was

like, you know, I'm

not ugly, maybe

they’ll stick me
in as an extra in

the way background.

That's what I was expecting,”

he says. Parker, a theater
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major, described his reaction

to the call he received that

evening as a “high-pitched

scream.” He was chosen to

play the role of Kevin, a stu-

dent star from the university

community.

Anname Phann 01

answered an Ultimate Frisbee

club e-mail calling for women

players to appear in the

episode. Phann, 23, had

appeared in a campus produc-

tion of the Vagina Monologues

two years in a row, but was

hardly optimistic about being

chosen. “I wasn't expecting to

Kosher, Anyone?

get it at all, there were so

many people there," she says.

Phann actually found out she

got the part of Carol, the

female student lead, when the

Washington Times called her for

an interview.

Parker and Phann appeared

delighted during the shoot,

which took place on McKeldin

Mall the week after the audi-

tions. “I'm running around,

getting more makeup put on

me than I've worn in a while,"

Phann said. Parker says he was

stunned at the compensation

for a day's work on the mall

—

more than $500. “I was think-

ing, I'll probably get a half-

eaten ham sandwich, and

somebody would say ‘it’s been

a pleasure, hope to work with

you again soon.’
”

The story behind the

"Catch Us If you Can" tour

involves a central character on

the run from a small-town

arson he didn’t commit.

Accompanied by his girl-

friend who springs him from

jail and another female admir-

er, the fugitive suspect goes

on the lam, hiding out on

university campuses across the

Student actors (above, far left)

making the cut for "As The

World Turns" gather for a group

photo. Maryland graduate

Anname Phann (far left) reviews

the script with actors Jessica

Dunphy (center) and Peyton List.

Theatre major Ben Parker has

makeup applied before the

shooting of the episode.

country. It’s fictional melodra-

ma at its best.

The storyline leads the

sought-after trio to the Uni-

versity of Maryland, where

fraternity heartthrob Kevin

and his girlfriend, Carol, pro-

vide them refuge in exchange

for some help in an Ultimate

Frisbee game.

Christopher Goutman, the

show's executive producer, says

the 46-year-old soap opera cre-

ated the college-based story

line for a couple of reasons. “I

think all of television right

now is looking for a younger

audience,” he says. “The deci-

sion to go on the road was

very much story dictated, but

we’re also expanding our cast-

ing process and we’re finding

new talent. It was a multiple-

purpose adventure, and I

think it’s been succeeding on

every level.”—Frank Mauck

nder a new management agreement through Campus Dining Services, the University of

Maryland is running a campus eatery serving kosher-only foods. Located at the Hillel Center for

Jewish Life, The Sabra Deli is open for lunch and dinner every day and

offers takeout and deli catering. With 6,000 Jewish students at

; \ Maryland, more than 100 of whom adhere to a strict

• kosher diet. The Sabra stays plenty busy. The

kosher dining center is so popular during the

Shabbat, or Sabbath meal, on Friday

nights that as many as 300 students

routinely show up, prompting

Hillel staff to recommend

making reservations. Previ-

*\ ously, the kosher dining

\ center was known as

Roz's Place and was

managed by a private

vendor. —Stacy Kaper)
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maryland live

Last summer, the University of Maryland welcomed its first

class of undergraduates to participate in the Research

Internships in Science and Engineering, or RISE, program.

Funded by the National Science Foundation and the univer-

sity, RISE is an eight-week research internship for students

interested in the advancement of women in science, math,

engineering and technology disciplines. Krystle McCam, a

University of Maryland senior and “city girl ” from

Gaithersburg, kept a diary of her experience as a RISE

scholar, parts of which she shared with College Park.

6/02/02

I arrived for the RISE pro-

gram orientation excited, yet

also apprehensive, about what

I was going to encounter dur-

ing the next eight weeks. I

had never worked on a

research project as an under-

graduate and was unsure of

what would be expected of

me. After receiving our infor-

mation folders, the large

group broke up into five

research teams. My team con-

sisted of three other female

undergraduate students, one

graduate student who

was a mentor, and a

female faculty men-

tor. We talked a <

bit and found out

where everyone

was from, and I

soon discovered

that we all had

very different

backgrounds. It

was interesting

to hear the other

girls talk about

their own college

experiences. One was

from the University of

Colorado, another from Bryn

Mawr College, and the third

from Cornell.

Along with basic informa-

tion at the orientation, we

received pointers on our aca-

demic careers. This was espe-

cially important to me, as I

had given a lot of thought to

whether I had chosen the

right degree in chemical engi-

neering. As an African Amer-

ican female, I had seriously

wondered if

I even had a place in engi-

neering. The path I had cho-

sen was at times difficult and

frustrating. I felt that if this

was how it was as an under-

graduate—with people look-

ing at my appearance and

questioning if I had the

know-how for a challenging

curriculum—then what

would it be like when I final-

ly got out into the world to

pursue a career?

As I listened to the speak-

ers at our orientation, I began

to realize that RISE would be

the support system that I had

been searching for. The great-

est words of encouragement

came from Dr. Patricia Mead,

the keynote speaker. I had

known Dr. Mead since my
first semester at Maryland and

would visit her office often in

my freshman and sophomore

years when I was feeling over-

whelmed. She would tell me

that other women engineers

had started just where I was,

and that she also had to

deal with the same judg-

mental stereotypes that

come with being an

African American

woman with an

advanced degree in

engineering. Lis-

tening to her

then, as well as

now, gave me rea-

Krystle McCain takes a

dissolved oxygen meas-

urement from Fishing

Creek in Maryland's Catoctin

Mountains.

son to believe that I could

accomplish my goals.

Week 1

Our team was asked to choose

a research topic related to our

faculty mentor’s area of

expertise—our’s was geology.

We made plans to visit various

sites to determine a specific

project. One site that stands

out in my mind was the

Patuxent River. I am 21 years

old and have never been there,

and now, not only was I going

to walk along the banks of the

Patuxent and enjoy the view,

but I was also going to have

the opportunity to go canoe-

ing for the first time in my
life! Armed with water bottles

and sunscreen, we headed

down the river in our canoes

despite the blaring heat.

Though we enjoyed the view,

we felt that the intense heat

forecast for that week would

be a deterrent for the project

we had in mind, so we decid-

ed to explore other options.

Week 2

After heading back to the

drawing board, we decided to

investigate the hydrologic

characteristics of various

smaller streams in Maryland.

We wanted to visit different

sites, survey the surrounding

landscape, take geological

rock counts, record water flow

data, and then test the chem-

istry of each body of water.

For a girl who likes to stay

indoors and watch TV when

I’m not in class, I soon found
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With the confidence she gained

through the RISE program,

McCain hopes to go on to grad-

uate school.

out that I would become one

with nature.

Week 3

At first, it was a bit difficult

for me to comprehend all of

the work that went into a

large research project. This

girl” because I was so much

less familiar with forests and

streams than they were. This

helped me realize that I need-

ed to get out and experience

more of the world.

Week 6

Our group had encountered a

problem. Maryland was experi-

encing a severe heat and dry

spell, adding to what was

already a major drought. As a

result, the water level in many

of the streams we wanted to

observe was too low. We decid-

ed to travel to the Catoctin

Mountains near Frederick

where it was cooler and the

drought conditions were less

severe. After an hour and a half

assured that the presentation

would run smoothly.

The Research Symposium

The day had arrived for each

team to present its research

project. During the morning

session, our mentors and

guest speakers again gave us

words of encouragement with

regards to graduate studies.

When the afternoon session

commenced, each group pre-

sented their research and told

of their experiences with the

RISE program. By hearing

the other teams’ presenta-

tions, my own appreciation of

how much of an impact

research can have on society

was greatly enhanced.

“As I listened to the speakers at our orientation, I began to realize that

RISE would be the support system that I had been searching for.”

was an entirely different way

of looking at things for me. I

was quite used to studying

from textbooks, but working

in the field of geology was a

lot more hands-on than I had

imagined. I also began think-

ing that I had to know every

little detail of what we were

doing. Our group had to give

a final presentation during the

last week of the program, and

I was worried that someone

would ask me a question that

I might not be able to answer.

It was a lot of fun getting to

know my team members over

the weeks we spent working

together. They called me “city

drive, we arrived and set up

camp. Though it was a Code

Red ozone day, the intense tree

canopy allowed us to work

effectively on our project.

Week 8

It was crunch time for our

group. After doing some seri-

ous calculations with all of

the data we had collected, we

discussed our final plans for

the team’s presentation at the

research symposium.

Although I am a very out-

going person, I was nervous

about the idea of public

speaking. With encourage-

ment from my group, I was

When I signed up for

RISE, I was originally hoping

that it would be an extracur-

ricular program that would

look good on my resume. It

turned out to be a life-chang-

ing experience and something

that I wouldn't trade for the

world. The program has

shown me that people really

want me to excel. The whole

experience has pushed me to

pursue a master’s degree, and

possibly even a doctorate.

Most important, I hope that I

can be a mentor to others, just

like those who have been so

helpful to me. —Krystle

McCain

Maryland M.B.A. in China. The

Robert H. Smith School of Business

has formed a partnership with Bei-

jing's University of International

Business and Economics to teach

American-style graduate business

courses in China. The partnership

is one of only six with U.S. schools

that has been approved by China's

Ministry of Education. The 18-

month M.B.A. program will allow

Chinese executives to study leader-

ship, communication, entrepre-

neurship, ethics and competitive

strategies using technology.

Maryland "Zooms" lor Check-

ered Flag. Look for the Maryland

Terp zooming around Daytona

International Speedway next Feb-

ruary as the University of Mary-

land makes its NASCAR debut at

the nation's premier racetrack. The

No. 52 Chevrolet, driven by Mary-

land native Donnie Neuenberger,

will feature the "ZOOM" and "Fear

the Turtle" logos on hood, trunk

and door panels. To learn more

about Neuenberger, or to order a

die-cast replica of the car, go to

www.dgnracing.com.

Outreach through Arts Educa-

tion. The College of Arts and

Flumanities and the College Park

Arts Exchange teamed up this fall

to help area school children devel-

op a deeper appreciation for the

arts. The 10-week Arts and Human-

ities Academy program, funded by

a $10,000 grant from the Woodrow

Wilson Foundation, allowed 35 sev-

enth- and eight-graders to study

with university faculty the similari-

ties between visual and musical

arts, as well as how the arts can be

used to express emotion.
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Hate Crime Subject of First Year Book
WATERGATE REUNION FOR

WOODWARD, BERNSTEIN

"If he didn’t tape it, we would

have never known,” says Bob

Woodward, 30 years after he

and Carl Bernstein broke the

biggest political story in jour-

nalism history and set in

motion the public demise of

an American president. The

famed Washington Post report-

ing duo, whose coverage of

President Richard M. Nixon

after the 1972 Watergate

break-in revealed an adminis-

tration mired in illegal activi-

ties, made a rare joint appear-

ance at the University of

Maryland this October where

the enduring lessons of Water-

gate were offered anew.

The three decades since

Watergate have softened the

edges and grayed the temples

of the men who are print jour-

nalism's best-known personali-

ties. But the passion that

drove Woodward and Bern-

stein to pursue their Water-

gate investigation in 1972

continues to shape their views

about newsgathering, even as

the standards for what

is newsworthy have

changed.

While the two men

have followed separate

paths since their Wash-

ington Post days

—

Woodward remains in

Washington as a Post

assistant managing edi-

tor while Bernstein

lives and works in New
York—they share an

equal disdain for

today’s frenetic media

environment.

Setting aside complaints from politically conservative critics, Universe

ty of Maryland students this fall read an emotionally charged play about

the 1998 murder of a gay college student in rural Wyoming.

The Laramie Project
,
by Moises Kaufman and the

Tectonic Theater Company of New York, chron-

icles the reaction of citizens of Laramie, Wyo., to

the violent death of 2 1 -year-old Matthew Shep-

ard, a student at the University of Wyoming.

A committee of students, faculty and staff

chose the book for the 2002—03 Terrapin Read-

ing Society/First Year Book Program because of

its relevance to recent events at Maryland,

including the tragic deaths of two students in a

September 2001 tornado and isolated incidents

of hate crimes on campus. The committee also

believed students would relate to Shepard. "We
felt in many ways we could see him as someone

who would be a peer,” says Phyllis Peres, the

director of the Terrapin Reading Society and the

associate dean for undergraduate studies.

The Laramie Project was distributed to first-year

students over the summer. And for the first time

since the program was started in 1995, the book

was made available to all campus residents

through the

Department of

Resident Life.

The Depart-

ment of The-

atre also staged

the play from Nov. 8 to 23 and two readings

exclusively for students on Dec. 4 and Dec. 6.

The university withstood criticism for the

selection of the book from two national organi-

zations, the Family Policy Network and the

American Family Association. Critics claim that

The Laramie Project offers an unbalanced view of

homosexuality. Peres says the play simply pro-

motes discussion about how communities deal

with tragedy. "We’ve only heard positive feed-

back from the campus community on the choice

of the book,” she says.

While not required reading for all freshmen,

the book was assigned in introductory classes

across many disciplines, including theater,

English, and government and politics. Students

also had opportunities to discuss the play out-

side of class, including a panel discussion with

the author and Judy Shepard, Matthew Shep-

ard's mother. Kaufman also spent Nov. 5—6 as

an artist in residence at the university.

—Sofia Kosmetatos
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from time to tllllG

Legendary investigative journal-

ists Bob Woodward (left) and Carl

Bernstein reflect on the 30th

anniversary of the Watergate

break-in and the state of contem-

porary journalism.

“Certainly the emphasis on

gossip and sensationalism is

there. . .but we live in an envi-

ronment where people want

the latest, and the latest is

often wrong and often irrele-

vant,” says Woodward.

“We go around shouting

and screaming so often when

we really ought to be conduct-

ing a conversation and inter-

viewing. People start to look

at us, not unreasonably, as

mad dogs,” adds Bernstein.

Media sensationalism was

one of a number of issues dis-

cussed by the men at their

Tawes Auditorium appearance

as part of the Norman and

I Florence Brody Public Policy

Forum. They were joined in

the discussion by another for-

mer colleague, journalism pro-

fessor Haynes Johnson, who

worked as a Post editor during

the Watergate years, and 850

students, faculty and guests.

Woodward shared the story

about Nixon's

televised

interview with

British jour-

nalist David

Frost in which

he derisively

referred to

Woodward

and Bernstein

as liberals who

wrote trash.

"I did what

anyone would do in that situa-

tion. I called my mom,”

Woodward said. “She told me

not to worry. That’s Washing-

ton,’ she said. But what’s this

about you being a liberal?’
”

Bernstein told the audience

about his days as a mediocre

high school student who took

“typing with the girls” as an

alternative to woodshop. His

typing skills and a little help

from his father landed him a

job at the now-defunct Wash-

ington Star where he instantly

fell in love with the hustle and

bustle of the newsroom.

Woodward then picked up

Bernstein’s story for him, spin-

ning an anecdote about Bern-

stain showing up for his first

day as a copy boy at the Star in

a white suit, where he was

summarily sent to “wash the

carbon paper,” a prank that

humbled the eventual Pulitzer

winner. “The only other person

I know who would have done

that is me,” he said.

Although most of the audi-

ence was too young to remem-

ber Nixon's resignation, all

knew of the legacy of the two

men who were assigned to

cover a third-rate burglary and

instead exposed a criminal

Mil »1H

2002
Today's university police force is more diverse than ever. Of the

department's 78 sworn officers, 20 are women and 19 are minorities.

Pictured below is the graduating cadet class of 2001.

1930s
Whether protecting students' safety,

managing crowds or monitoring traffic,

police have always been present on

campus. In the university's early days,

Maryland State Police shared an office

with university public safety officers.

Here a state trooper hams it up for the

camera while writing a ticket.

1970s
The introduction of Cushman

vehicles helped university

JS, police respond faster to calls

A on an increasingly spread

:
V out campus. Political

? activism in the 1970s led to

the initiation of sworn officers

at the university by 1975.

conspiracy that led all the way

to the White House. "Nixon

did it and Nixon taped it, the

tapes are everything,” says

Woodward. “For those of you

who have not listened to

them, it’s better than going to

Disneyland.” —Frank Mattck
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Taking the Car Off Campus
Planners reveal a bold

blueprint to make the

University of Maryland

campus more quiet,

scenic and pedestrian

friendly.

Borrowing from urban planning approaches

known as “Smart Growth” and "New Urban-

ism,” University of Maryland campus planners

have drafted a vision for the state’s largest col-

lege campus that places increased value on envi-

ronmental and aesthetic concerns while at the

same time accommodating a growing student

body and faculty.

The university’s new Facilities Master Plan, a

blueprint for campus development through

2020, calls for dramatic changes in the way

people experience the university’s physical land-

scape. Most significantly, it calls lor a major

reduction in the number of cars allowed into

the heart of campus. Instead of parking in

dozens of surface lots scattered across the cam-

pus, commuters will park in one of several large

multi-story garages to be built on the edges ol

the campus. From there, they will walk, bike or

use shuttle buses to access classroom buildings

and offices.

The plan also calls for preserving the archi-

tectural heritage of the campus, reclaiming

open space lost to parking lots and other sec-

ondary development and enhancing a sense of

community by providing more places for people

to gather informally outside of classrooms and

offices. Finally, the plan calls for continued

cooperation between the university, the City of

College Park and Prince George’s County to

deal with issues of traffic congestion, planning

and zoning, retail development in areas adjacent

to the campus and public safety.

"We re basically, in one way or another,

going to transform almost the entire campus by

way of this plan,” says Bill Destler, the universi-

ty’s provost and senior vice president for aca-

demic affairs. Destler co-chaired the 25-person

committee that drafted the master plan and

presented its recommendations to president

C.D. Mote Jr. in early 2002. Virtually all of the

plan’s components have been endorsed by Mote,

though some, including the construction of new

buildings, will require funding approval from

the Maryland General Assembly.

To achieve the many goals of the plan,

including the siting of more than 50 new

buildings between now and 2010, university

planners completed an exhaustive review of the

university’s 4,000 acres, focusing on the 1,200

acres representing the "historic core” of the

campus. The primary challenge was determin-

ing where to site new buildings while at the
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An architect's rendering of the University of Maryland

in 2020 shows a greener and more pedestrian friend-

ly campus as dozens of surface parking lots and inte-

rior roadways are converted into building sites linked

by greenways and walking paths.

same time enhancing the university’s overall

look and feel and protecting the campus’s

streams, wetlands and forests.

After completing the review, what the plan-

ners found was a university allocating almost as

much space to automobiles as to academics.

Clearly, if officials wanted to make room for

new buildings in the historic core, they would

need to rethink the place of the automobile and

remove thousands of them from the heart of the

campus. By converting dozens of parking lots

—

some small, some very large—into developable

space, the planners found room for several mil-

lion square feet worth of expansion and new

construction. Destler calls the decision to

remove parking from the heart of campus “a

major step toward better and more responsible

use of the university's physical space."

It won’t happen overnight, he says, but

within the next two decades students, faculty

and staff will experience a very different campus

as cars are relegated to the campus perimeter

and walking becomes the main mode of transit

between classrooms, offices, residence and din-

ing halls and recreational facilities.

Steve Hurtt, dean of the School of Architec-

ture and a strong proponent of the new plan,

says the principles that guided the two-year

project were unique in that few universities

have committed to such a balance between the

aesthetic, functional and environmental aspects

of development.

From the very beginning, he says, the uni-

versity’s leaders rallied around the idea that a

top-ranked university required a campus that

reflected such excellence. That meant rethink-

ing how the campus landscape reflects the core

values of the university—those associated with

teaching, research, recreation and community

health. In the end, the planners latched on to

ideas that they believe will strengthen ties,

both physically and emotionally, between the

campus and the people who occupy it.

“There is no question in my mind that [as

the plan is implemented] what you will see and

what you will feel when you visit the campus is

a place that is more orderly, more intimate and

more connected” than the existing campus

environment, Hurtt says. —Daniel Cusick

A birds-eye view of the university reveals how the

heart of the campus will look as elements of the

Facilities Master Plan are implemented.

Landscapes 101

The College Park campus of the University

of Maryland includes each of the five

major landscape types common through-

out the United States. A trained eye can

recognize each type on a walk across cam-

pus. One of the goals of the Facilities Mas-

ter Plan is to preserve these landscapes to

enhance the beauty of the campus.

1. Natural Landscape:

Paint Branch and Cam-

pus Creek, hill behind

Comcast Center

Natural land contours,

streams, plants and habi-

tat are left in a natural

state, or restored to a natural state, for

their intrinsic beauty.

2. Rural Landscape:

The Farm on Regents

Drive near Campus Creek

Characterized by barns and

sheds, livestock fences and

agricultural fields. Land-

scapes are ordered, culti-

vated and often picturesque. Rural

landscapes represent only a fraction of

the campus today, but when the university

was founded it was the dominant type.

3. Classical Landscape:

McKeldin Mall,

Hornbake Plaza

Orderliness and clarity are

the primary features of a

classical landscape. Such

landscapes are commonly

used as focal areas at large institutions

where people can congregate for both

formal and informal activities.

4 . Romantic Landscape:

Chapel Lawn, Golf Course

Characterized by vistas

overlooking rolling lawns,

curvilinear sidewalks and

roads, and picturesque

arrangements of build-

ings, trees and other features.

5. Urban Landscape:

Engineering and CMPS
areas of campus

Buildings, streets and side-

walks dominate the land-

scape. Natural features are

often altered to accommo-

date such development.
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ETER LoJacono ’99 was looking

forward to his new assignment with

the New York field office of the U.S.

Secret Service. His second day on the job.

Sept. 1 1, 2001, had barely begun when his

office in World Trade Center 7 began to rock and

the sky filled with smoke.

“We had no idea what was happening, but we

quickly evacuated the building,” he recalls nearly a year

after the nation's most deadly terrorist attack. Just as

quickly as flame and smoke engulfed the Trade Center

towers’ upper floors, LoJacono was separated from his col-

leagues. Unfamiliar with the city, he began the arduous trek

on foot and by train back to Hoboken, N.J. There he assisted a

makeshift triage unit from mid-afternoon well into the morning

hours of Sept. 12, using his newly acquired medical emergency

training to treat those with minor burns and breathing problems.

With the New York field office of the Secret Service—second in

size only to the Washington, D.C., office—reduced to rubble,

LoJacono was assigned to help pick up the pieces. As a member of the

Photography by John T. Consoli
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Maryland graduate

Peter LoJacono, now

with the U.S. Secret

Service, holds a piece of

the World Trade Center.

His second day on the

job, Sept. 11, 2001,

enforcement.



recovery team stationed on Staten Island, he assisted in the

weeks-long search through immense mounds of debris, looking

tor remnants of vehicles, equipment or weapons and the more

disturbing evidence of human catastrophe—bodies and body

parts.

"It was a challenging assignment,” recalls Lojacono. “Day in

and day out, you had to put your shock and your emotions aside

and focus on the task at hand." Throughout the ordeal, the 32-

year-old from Washington, D.C., found himself drawing upon

the hard-nosed determination that guided him

through his undergraduate years at the Univer-

sity of Maryland, where he majored

criminology and criminal justice.

Today, Lojacono—who has a new

assignment in the agency’s Wash-

ington office as a forensic docu-

ment examiner—credits Mary-

land with providing the

knowledge, tools and discipline

that his law enforcement career

requires.

He is not alone. The breadth

and quality of Maryland’s crimi-

nology program is recognized

nationally by students, researchers

and law enforcement professionals

alike. For the last decade, the depart-

ment has been ranked number one in the

country by theJournal ofCriminalJustice Educa-

tion. The productivity of Maryland’s faculty exceeds virtually

every other program in the nation, and the department remains

one of a select few nationwide to offer a doctoral degree in crimi-

nology. As a result, growing numbers of students are choosing to

study criminology at Maryland. Today, the department claims

some 1,200 undergraduate majors compared to slightly more

than 500 in the early 80s. Graduate student enrollment is up to

150 from 90 over the same period.

Research, Scholarship at Core

"This is a department involved in criminal justice and juvenile

justice policy in Maryland, the region and the nation,” says

Charles F. Wellford, chair of the department and professor of

criminology and criminal justice. Wellford adds that the depart-

ment’s emphasis on quantitative research for undergraduate as

well as graduate students is one of Maryland’s greatest strengths.

"By providing all students with advanced research techniques, we

are giving them the tools they need to address the most critical

issues in criminal justice,” he says.

The research of Maryland faculty is cited more often in crimi-

nology research than their peers at any other academic institu-

tion, and is increasingly relied upon by policy makers in state

and federal government. In 1997, the department was commis-

sioned by the U. S. Department of Justice to prepare what would

become a groundbreaking report on best practices for criminal

justice systems. "In the study, we reviewed more than 500 stud-

ies of crime control using an index of effectiveness that is now

called the "Maryland Effectiveness Index’ and we recom-

mended those crime control strategies that work,”

says Wellford. "The report had tremendous

impact,” he says, “even as far away as Great

Britain."

Today, Maryland faculty are engaged in

research on the leading questions facing law

enforcement at home and abroad, including

the best models for crime prevention in

schools, innovations in community policing,

new sentencing reforms, the effectiveness of

boot camps in prisons and the feasibility of

separate drug courts to deal with drug-

addicted offenders. Recently the National

Institute ofJustice funded research by profes-

sor Gary Lafree to look at the patterns and fac-

tors influencing terrorist organizations and their

participants. Another faculty member, professor Ray

Paternoster, is evaluating the state’s death penalty

statute and analyzing racial profiling at traffic stops

throughout the state. His much-anticipated report on

capital punishment is due out in December.

The proliferation of important research questions,

combined with a renewed national awareness of public safety and

security in a post-September 1 1th world, has heightened interest

in the field, yet Wellford says few students enter college with an

awareness of what criminology really involves. He notes that

most students pursue the major only after sampling a course and

learning what the field has to offer. “About 10 percent of stu-

dents majoring in criminology come to the department knowing

that this is the profession for them,” says Wellford. "The other

90 percent take a course or two, get interested and realize there

will be jobs waiting when they graduate.”

Glowing Prospects

Laure Brooks ’8o, M.S. ’82
, Ph.D.

’

86, internship coordinator

and an instructor in the department, confirms the job market in

criminology is hot. "There is a tremendous need for law enforce-
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Carl Jensen, an instructor and

researcher in behavioral science

for the FBI, works on projects

relating to the future of law

enforcement, including the

role of new technology in

solving crimes.

ment officers in every department around the country,” she says.

"Qualified candidates are in high demand." From her office in

LeFrak Hall, Brooks says she has watched the quality of students

rise over the last two decades. “Our reputation for producing

high-caliber students has grown and we have witnessed an

expanding pool of agencies eager to recruit our students for

internships and ultimately for full-time positions,” she adds.

In addition to placements at national agencies such as the FBI,

U.S. Customs Service, the Environmental Protection Agency and

the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency, many students work for pri-

vate security and investigative firms, school systems, corrections

facilities or local crisis centers, domestic abuse organizations or

drug treatment centers. Brooks notes that the most popular

internships continue to be with police departments in the coun-

ties surrounding College Park, where students are assigned to

patrol squads and homicide units, among others. Students also

gain experience in the offices of public defenders and prosecutors

“It is one thing to hear about concepts and procedures while you

are sitting in the classroom,” she says. “It is another to be in the

office or in the courtroom and actually be involved in a case.”

Students are also keeping pace with the tremendous advances

in technology and its application to law enforcement through

work with computer crime units in local police departments and

the High Intensity Drug Trafficking Agency in Greenbelt, Md.
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Susan Colbert, head of security for

the Nordstrom department store in

Annapolis, says the ability to exer-

cise good judgment quickly is a key

to success in security jobs.

There, students use computer mapping to analyze and track the

illegal movement of drugs nationally and internationally. The

department’s recent partnership with Mitretech, a not-for-profit

engineering firm, has led to the creation of the Center for Crimi-

nal Justice Technology. The center is identifying technological

tools that can be adapted for criminal justice use such as a proto-

type of a hand-held, secure cell phone that allows school security

officers to immediately access information on students and visi-

tors to the school.

According to Wellford, 40 percent of the department’s gradu-

ates go into some type of criminal justice work, roughly a third

pursue law school, five to 10 percent enter graduate school, while

another 15 percent use their criminal justice degrees as a step-

ping stone to other careers.

From Cosmetics to Crime-fighting

Susan Colbkrt '86 is one of those graduates. She worked her

way into a high-profile security job via a department store cos-

metics counter. While working as a salesperson at the Nordstrom

store in Tysons Corner, Va., Colbert received a call from the

store’s security staff. An alleged shoplifter had stopped at the cos-

metics counter for a makeover and security asked for Colbert’s
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help to keep the shoplifter moving out of the store so they could

quickly apprehend her. At the time, Colbert was considering

career opportunities with federal agencies and had submitted

applications to the FBI and the Secret Service. But after watching

the Nordstrom security team at work, her career strategy shifted

and within months Colbert was a member of that team. Today,

she heads security for the Nordstrom store in Annapolis Mall.

“Our main goal is to keep our employees and customers safe

and to protect them from any harm," says Colbert, who directs a

staff of four. From customers fainting to missing children to lost

cars in the parking lot, Colbert must deal with a range of issues

quickly and efficiently. It’s not unusual for her to make several

trips to court each week to testify against shoplifters. “It would

surprise you,” she says. "From pre-teens to senior cit-

izens, shoplifters come from all walks of life

and from all socioeconomic backgrounds."

Colbert, who still makes it a point to

walk the department store every day,

greeting staff and customers, has

managed security at two other

Nordstrom stores and conducted

security training for the compa-

ny’s regional offices. “The ability

to exercise good judgment is

critical to success in this field

she says. “You have to make good

decisions in a split second." The

best thing about her job, she says, is

that “on any given day, you never know

what will happen.”

Teaching Top Law Enforcers

For Cari. Jensen, a career in law enforcement has

led to his dream job as an instructor and researcher

in the Behavioral Sciences Unit, or BSU, of the FBI

in Quantico, Va. “I am like a kid in a candy store in

the BSU because you can choose any interesting

topic in policing or criminal justice and pursue it,"

says Jensen, who is completing his doctoral degree in criminolo-

gy and criminal justice at Maryland.

Jensen explains how the Behavioral Sciences Unit has evolved

within the agency. The unit began when students in the FBI

National Academy in Quantico brought their unsolved cases to

instructors for analysis. These informal analyses evolved into for-

malized consultations and spawned the birth of a separate unit,

the National Center for Analysis of Violent Crime.

Today, the BSU concentrates on teaching and research. Four

times each year, some 270 middle- and upper-level managers

from state, local, federal and international law enforcement agen-

cies spend 10 weeks living and learning at the FBI Academy,

studying a curriculum designed to enhance their abilities as

policing managers. One ofJensen's favorite courses is Crime

Analysis and Futures Research. "We look at the future of polic-

ing and law enforcement," says Jensen, who is a member of the

Society of Police Futurists International. Jensen has contributed

to a number of white papers, including a paper on augmented

reality that illustrates the applications of new technology in feed-

ing information to law enforcement officers.

Before his current job, Jensen worked at the FBI Laboratory

Fleadquarters in Washington, D.C., as an examiner in the Racke-

teering Records Analysis Unit. “Drug dealers maintain records

just like other businessmen, but they don’t use ledgers," he

says. Jensen analyzed notebooks, scraps of paper,

envelopes—anything on which notes were written.

Fie also helped decode documents and prepared

detailed laboratory reports on his findings on the

type of drugs sold, the amount, the selling price

and when possible, the seller. “From my first

days at Quantico, I have loved every minute,”

he says. Through his teaching, Jensen empha-

sizes to his students the best practices of polic-

ing that have been identified and supported

through solid research.

“We are narrowing the gap between

researchers and practitioners,” says Jensen. "Increas-

ingly, police officers are better-educated, and more

officers are entering management with a college degree

behind them.” As a result, officers come to the job with a

greater understanding of how research can be directed at practical

situations to improve policing effectiveness.

Jensen’s doctoral thesis, which he hopes to complete this year,

will examine how police choose different strategies for investigat-

ing homicides based on their personal backgrounds. He is look-

ing at how factors like a college education and years of experience

affect decisions made in crime solving and he plans to compare

his data to best practices in the field. His thesis complements the

landmark study of homicide investigations conducted by depart-

ment chair Wellford. "The great thing about studying at Mary-

land is that you are working with the real luminaries in the

field,” says Jensen. E3^H

Nancy Grund is a freelance writer and editor who holds two degrees

front the University of Maryland, a B.A. in journalism in 1979 and

an M.B.A. from the Smith School oj Business in 1 990.
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the science of what you see

by Carol Casey
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from blood-stained urban

crime scenes to tree burials on

American Indian reservations,

Maryland forensics experts are

lending their knowledge and

investigative skills to crime

solving across the country.

photography by John T Consoli
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t's midnight and the police have

arrived at the scene of a bloody

murder in an upscale Los Angeles

suburb. The bodies of a woman and

man lie in the ground-floor

entrance of a condominium. The

police enter the residence and pick

up the phone to call the station. They

notice ice cream melting, a candle burn-

ing, a bathtub full of water. A horde of

investigators and uniformed police hap-

hazardly explore the property. They note

blood on the back gate but do not collect

a sample that night.

Meanwhile, a responding officer has

covered the woman's body with a blanket

from the house, but the hands of the vic-

tims are not wrapped to protect evidence.

About seven hours after they arrive on the

scene, police call in the medical examiner.

At the morgue, the examiner washes

blood spatters off the woman’s back with-

out photographing or documenting them.

Clothing from the second victim is

gathered up and packaged with a simple

label: “Pants, socks.” By the time crime

laboratory technicians open one contain-

“ defense attorneys call me to discover

where the police have been sloppy in

their collection and handling of

evidence,” says Mauriello.

ing a bloody shirt, mold has begun grow-

ing on the material.

A suspect is almost immediately iden-

tified. Once in police custody, the sus-

pect’s blood is taken for DNA matching.

At the trial, a defense attorney asks "How

much blood?" The technician says eight

cubic centimeters. But only 6.5 ccs were

recorded, counters the defense. Later the

technician says maybe he was wrong; now

he thinks it was 6.5 ccs. Yes, that’s right,

it was 6.5 ccs. Under defense questioning,

the technician admits he really doesn’t

have a lot of training in handling blood

for DNA testing.

The defense capitalizes on these lapses

and the doubts they raise about the sus-

pect’s guilt. The case ends with “not

guilty” verdicts on all charges.

Say It Isn’t So

Obviously, no one on this police force has

taken Tom Mauriello’s criminalistics class

at the University of Maryland. If they had,

they would have known to record the con-

dition of the ice cream and the candle, and

the temperature of the water to help

establish the times of death; to examine

the crime scene in a systematic pattern; to

gather evidence before leaving the scene;

to call in the medical examiner right

away; to leave the bodies as they were

found; to protect body parts with paper

bags, especially hands; to photograph and

record all blood spatters that will yield

important clues as to how the victims

died; to properly label, track and store

valuable articles of clothing; to record all

evidence through every step of the investi-

gation and every hand that touches it.

No one can blame the investigators for

missing Mauriello’s class. After all, they

were in Los Angeles and Mauriello, an

adjunct professor of criminalistics, teaches

in College Park. But they can be faulted

for failing to use the most elementary

crime scene protocols, techniques that are

readily at hand in Mauriello’s book, Crimi-

nal Investigation Handbook. If the LAPD
investigators read the book now, they

might not be pleased to see their work so

prominently displayed. Mauriello enumer-

ated all 32 of their gaffes in a special sup-

plement to the handbook called “The

Simpson-Goldman Murder Investiga-

tion—Analysis of the Investigative

Issues.”

"To win this high profile case against

the best lawyers money can buy, the L.A.

police department had to carefully follow
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Fingerprints have long been a staple of foren-

sic science, and they continue to be a key form

of evidence in criminal cases.

proper evidence-gathering protocols,” he

says of the 1995 O.J. Simpson murder

trial, one of the most watched and debat-

ed criminal cases in American history.

Unfortunately, the Los Angeles investiga-

tors are not alone in their failure to do the

job right. That’s one reason evidence-han-

dling experts like Mauriello are in

demand as expert witnesses in criminal

trials across the country. "Defense attor-

neys call me to discover where the police

have been sloppy in their collection and

handling of evidence,” says Mauriello.

"Not that I want anyone who is guilty to

get off, but I don't want innocent people

convicted when the evidence doesn't sup-

port the case.

“The failure of the police to adhere to

basic protocols at the onset of the investi-

gations can make the difference between a

conviction and a walk,” he adds. “And,

hard to believe, most police still don't

learn anything about evidence preserva-

tion in the police academy.” As one first-

response officer testified at the Simpson

trial, police academy training instructors

“kind of gloss over” the subject of preserv-

ing a crime scene, adding that he had

learned the subject through on-the-job

training.

Knowing What You See

Mauriello isn’t surprised. He has taught

Introduction to Criminalistics, or crime-

scene investigation, four semesters a year

for 25 years. “When my students walk out

at the end of the semester, they have

learned how to conduct strategic investi-

gations,” he says. “They know that what

they do on the scene—their input

—

directly affects the output, which is iden-

tifying, apprehending and convicting the

person guilty of the crime.”

The class is popular, in part because it

combines practicality with the fun of

deductive reasoning. No surprise that the

motto for the course is a quote from Mau-

riello’s favorite literary character, Sherlock

Holmes, whose attention to minute

detail, knowledge of forensic science and

use of deduction is a model of good crimi-

nalistics. “It is not that I see more than

you,” Holmes often told the inspectors at

Scotland Yard. “It is that I know what I

have seen.”

In class, Mauriello’s students analyze

evidence in a criminal investigation labo-

ratory—fingerprints and tool impressions,

firearms and ballistics, glass, hairs and

fibers, and handwriting. They study

forensic hypnosis and learn how to con-

duct and analyze a polygraph test. In the
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patrol officers who have studied with Mauriello will

recall the instructive words from Paragraph 7.02 in Criminal

Investigation Handbook : “Do not touch anything to alter

THE CRIME scene! Do NOT TOUCH ANYTHING!”

fall of 2002, Mauriello and Joe Coles, a

former U.S. Drug Enforcement Adminis-

tration official, introduced the latest

microscopic examining equipment and

other tools of the increasingly technology-

based discipline.

But criminal investigation involves

more than just science, so Mauriello’s stu-

dents also learn the roles of the people

who are links in the chain of justice. “You

have officers, the evidence detection peo-

ple, attorneys, judges, scientists. Lots of

people with different expectations," he

says. Some expectations Mauriello won't

teach to his students, and for which he has

little patience, are those dreamed up by

writers for T.V. investigative dramas like

the highly popular “CSI: Crime Scene

Investigation.” "In television dramas such

as ‘CSI, some of the technology just isn’t
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Tom Mauriello, adjunct professor of criminal-

istics, stresses to his students the importance

of "strategic investigations." The work that

goes into collecting evidence has a direct

impact on the outcome of the case.

accurate,” he says. “And even worse, these

shows give people a false expectation of

local criminalistics investigators. They

dramatize a profession that doesn’t exist!”

What does exist are real crimes with

real victims and real people who have to

try to ensure that justice is done. Patrol

officers who have studied with Mauriello

will recall the instructive words from

Paragraph 7.02 in Criminal Investigation

Handbook: “DO NOT TOUCH ANY-
THING TO ALTER THE CRIME
SCENE! DO NOT TOUCH ANY-
THING!” Instead, they will return to the

squad car and radio for help from trained

investigators.

When the Trail Is Cold

But what happens when the police don't

find a body until weeks, months or even

years after a death? Often, they call on

forensic anthropologists like Marilyn

London, whose background in anthropol-

ogy allows her to blend knowledge of

human cultures with human anatomy to

bring novel points of view to investiga-

tions. For instance, while she was attend-

ing graduate school at the University of

New Mexico, London worked with the

medical examiner on a case involving a

mummified baby found wrapped in blan-

kets. Suspecting infanticide, the police

thought the medical investigator should

take a look.

In the morgue, the police began to

unwind the tiny wrapped body. London,

who now teaches biological anthropology

at Maryland and also practices forensic

anthropology, stepped close to the steel

morgue table. “Wait! Stop unwrapping,”

she said. Then she asked a series of ques-

tions: “Was the baby wrapped in more

blankets than this? Did you find it on the

Navajo reservation?" Then, strangely, she

asked them, “Did you find this bundle in a

tree?" To each question, including the last,

the men nodded. “Then put it back," Lon-

don told them. "It’s a Navajo tree burial."

London explains. “The Navajo believe

that when babies are born they are pure

spirits. It is through the things you do in

life—like hitting your brother or other

worse things—that you accrue badness.

As pure spirits, you want babies around,

so they are often buried’ in trees.”

London has shared this story at confer-

ences for medical examiners, coroners and

medical investigators across the country.

After returning from a conference in

Maine, she ran into the chief medical

examiner of Virginia. “She said she was so

glad to have heard the speech, because

shortly after the conference, she received a

call about a baby found in a tree," London

says. The baby had apparently been born

with severe birth defects to a woman and

her Navajo husband. The baby died and

the father felt a tree burial was appropri-

ate. Some people became alarmed, called

the sheriff, who called the state police,

who finally called in the medical examin-

er. Her staff was impressed when the

examiner calmly told them it was a Nava-

jo tree burial and to put the wrapped

corpse back where they found it.

”1 knew from my anthropology work

that no crime had been committed,”

recalls London. "In fact, the Navajo don’t

even believe in murder; they believe that

only a witch would kill a person. A witch

is someone who is infected by evil, often

from dealing with the dead. In Navajo

culture, death is handled in a very ritual-

ized way.”

What They Know and How
They Know It

Much of London’s present work as an

anthropologist, including a project for the

Smithsonian on Native American repatria-

tion, involves the close examination of

human bones, or the science of osteology.

Forensic anthropologists are generally

called in to examine bodies that are severe-

ly decomposed, burned or “skeletonized."

“The intersection of culture and a per-

son’s individual life is written on their

bones,” London says. “And, although

everyone has the same bones, shaped basi-

cally the same, no two skeletons are exactly

alike because skeletons record what has

happened to a person over a lifetime.” For

instance, there are differences in the bones

of men and women and differences that

result from genetic inheritance and envi-

ronmental factors. “[Take] fractures for

instance. If a bone was fractured in child-

hood, there might not be a trace when the

person was an adult. But fractures that

occur later in life leave scars.” Such markers

can make help identify a missing person

whose other identifying features are gone.

When forensic anthropologists are pre-

sented with a skeleton or even part of one,

“We make no assumptions, not even that

it is necessarily human,” adds London.

“Then we go down the list: age, sex,

height, diseases, occupation.” For

instance, say someone was a waitress all

her life. “One shoulder would have been

more developed from lifting heavy trays.

And certain diseases, such as cancers,

arthritis or tuberculosis also leave behind

distinctive marks on bones.”

Although not a dental expert, London’s

training in cultural variation can also help

identify the modifications that people

make to their teeth. “For a while in Texas,

certain cultures replaced their regular

teeth, perfectly good teeth, with gold

caps. And some people file their teeth.

Even fillings can be seen as a cultural arti-

fact,” she says.
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“we make no assumptions, not even that it is necessarily

human,” adds London. "Then we go down the list: age,

sex, height, diseases, occupation.”

Making It in Forensic
Anthropology

Work tor forensic anthropologists is

sparse. That's why the 150 professionals in

the United States have other jobs. "There

just aren’t enough unidentified bodies to

make it feasible for a person to make a liv-

ing as a forensic anthropologist,” says Lon-

don. She also wants to put to rest the

myth of the lone anthropologist reaching

dramatic conclusions about life and death

through pluck and intuition. “First of all,

we’re always part ol a team. Dentists

know teeth. Pathologists know tissue.

Toxicologists know poison. Entomologists

know bugs. We know bones, we know sci-

ence and we know context. And we know

those things because we have studied and

worked for years and years.”

London likes applying her knowledge

to get at the truth, especially when it

helps to identify someone who may have

otherwise remained anonymous. But, she

says, "When we get the call, we don't rub

our hands in glee, jump up and down and

say Oh goody.’ After all, we re dealing

with someone who has died and often died

without anyone knowing who they are."

Working with skeletonized, decom-

posed or burned bodies can be gruesome.

It can also be grueling, especially after a

flood, hurricane, plane crash or other

major disaster. As a member of the U.S.

Disaster Mortuary Operational Response

Team, or DMORT, a unit of the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services, Lon-

don goes where the death toll is greater

than local resources can handle.

On Sept. 13, 2001, for example, Lon-

don and a team from DMORT arrived in

Somerset County, Pa., to identify the

remains of the crew, passengers and

hijackers of United Airlines Flight 93-

Although she had worked on several plane

crashes, this was the largest crime scene

she’d ever encountered, one where coordi-

nating the many teams collecting evidence

for the FBI would be a major challenge.

"In most plane crashes, we deal with the

National Transportation Safety Board,

which investigates why planes crash. In

this case, we already knew why Flight 93

came down,” she says.

Working with another forensic anthro-

pologst, Paul Sledzik, London began writ-

ing down a new protocol for sites like

Somerset with high numbers of fatalities

to ensure consistency throughout investi-

gations. “Our crews worked two-week

shifts at Somerset and it was going to be a

long haul,” she says. “Consistent treat-

ment of the evidence through time was

vital to keeping us on track and identify-

ing people as quickly as possible.”

London took charge of gathering the

necessary information from each team as

they worked. Pathologists, radiologists,

dentists, anthropologists wrote down each

step as they moved through the scene and

in the morgue. London then created a

working document and returned a copy to

each team for editing and approval. The

result was an unprecedented set of proto-

cols that can be used by teams working on

large-scale disasters all over the world.

So do Mauriello and London, Mary-

land's two forensics gurus, ever cross

paths? “When I found out there was a

forensics expert on campus, I called Tom
and said 'We’ve got to talk,'

’’

says Lon-

don. They share their stories and trade

tips, always with one thing in mind:

Know what you see, and if you don't know

it, document it for the next person. It may

be the clue that makes the case. E33F

Forensic scientist Marilyn London draws upon

her knowledge of anthropology to make dis-

coveries about causes of death.
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by Dale McGeehon

irst the stock value of energy-trading

company Enron evaporated, taking

with it the retirement funds of thou-

sands of employees and portfolio value for many

more investors. Next, the chief executive at Tyco

International Ltd., a manufacturing conglomer-

ate, was indicted for tax eva-

sion, evidence tampering and

looting his company’s coffers of millions. Mean-

while, the former CEO of ImClone Systems, a

drug development

firm, was arrested

for allegedly tipping off family and friends

including the empress of homemaking self-suffi-

ciency, Martha Stewart—to sell company stock

before its value plummeted.

illustration by Jennifer Paul
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These scandals of the

last year are certainly

not the first in corpo-

rate America. The

robber barons of the

late 19th and early

20th centuries rode

roughshod over law

and morality, making

a bundle of money at

the same time.

Over at Adelphia Communications Corp.,

a cable television firm, investigators were

scrutinizing $3 billion worth ot question-

able loans and transactions. Then the ven-

erable office machine giant, Xerox,

announced it had improperly reported

$6.4 billion in revenue over the past five

years. And lor what is the largest account-

ing scandal in American business history,

top executives at WorldCom, an enormous

telecommunications firm, admitted to

using faulty—some investigators believe

fraudulent—accounting practices to over-

state profits by $7.6 billion, a figure

roughly equal to the gross domestic prod-

uct of Macedonia or Chad. As the scandals

mounted and the list of discredited execu-

tives grew longer, many Americans began

asking the question: "Will there come an

end to the disclosures of mistakes, mis-

judgements and outright deceit?”

Of course, corporate scandals are noth-

ing new in America. They have represent-

ed the ugly side of free-market capitalism

for as long as capitalism has represented

the American way of doing business.

Indeed, the shock value of the past year’s

corporate scandals likely has less to do

with the mere existence of corporate

malfeasance as it has to do with the size

and scale of the corruption. Not since the

trust-busting days of the early 20th centu-

ry has the American economy experienced

such an embarrassing string of insults car-

ried out by a relatively small number of

corporate players. But given the ease with

which information travels in the new

economy, the incredible pressure on corpo-
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rate managers to ensure profitable bottom

lines, and the sweetening of CEO salaries

with huge stock options, experts say the

American business climate of the 1990s

was ripe for greed, graft and ultimately

disgrace.

A Force of Nature

Getting at the root causes ot corporate

misbehavior is never easy, particular-

ly in an age when management decisions

are more diffuse than ever and top execu-

tives surround themselves with advisers,

consultants and mid-level managers who

are adept at deflecting responsibility away

from their bosses. Nevertheless, says one

University of Maryland expert, the first

step towards fraud usually occurs when a

person in upper management follows

through on a fundamental aspect of

human nature—to get rich. “Sometimes

people are greedy,” says Stephen E. Loeb,

professor of accounting and information

assurance and also academic integrity offi-

cer of the Robert H. Smith School of

Business. “In trying to maximize their

personal wealth, they may not do the

right thing.” That kind of mindset clearly

exists in the corporate world, and, given

their powerful personalities, executives are

sometimes tempted to slip into the crimi-

nal realm.

However, David Weisburd, a professor

of criminology in the university’s Depart-

ment of Criminology and Criminal Jus-

tice, suggests that it is too easy for law-

abiding citizens to conjure up the images

of moral deviants—people different from

the rest of us—when they are confronted

with common crimes or white collar

crimes. Weisburd’s research has found

that those who participate in white-collar

crime often don’t fit stereotypes of crimi-

nality, and many have backgrounds that

are no different from people who follow

the law. His findings are published in his

2001 book, White-Collar Crime and Crimi-

nal Careers by Cambridge University

Press.

Among other things, Weisburd found

that people in positions of executive

power often get there because they have

aggressive personalities and are willing to

accept high risks in exchange for high

payoffs. While these traits can help a per-

son succeed in the business world, they

can also increase the temptation for illegal

activity under the right conditions, he

adds. In the business world, such illegal

activities often occur after deregulation,

when oversight of corporate activities is

transferred to private hands—i.e., execu-

tives and their accountants—rather than

being vested in regulatory agency or

board. "This opens up opportunities that

you didn’t have before,” Weisburd says.

As the regulatory red tape is severed, new

ways of doing business take hold, often

with the goal of increased profits to share-

holders and increased payouts to company

executives. Pursuing such goals have in

some cases led to wrongdoing.

The Good Old Days

The scandals of the last year are cer-

tainly not the first in corporate

America. The robber barons of the late

19th and early 20th centuries rode

roughshod over law and morality, making

a bundle of money at the same time. More

akin to the latest scandals, however, are

those surrounding the collapse of the

stock market in 1929- Investigations then

revealed insider trading and other self-

dealing issues that eventually sent

Richard Whitney, the president the New
York Stock Exchange, to jail for embezzle-

ment.

More recently, the savings and loan cri-

sis in the 1980s brought down many

financial institutions, costing taxpayers

$2.6 billion for the government to bail

them out. Charles Keating, an owner of a

failed savings and loan, was convicted of

fraud, conspiracy and racketeering, sen-

tenced to more than 12 years in prison

and fined $122 million for restitution.

After a 1986 investigation discovered he

was receiving inside information, Ivan

Boesky, who became one of the wealthiest

traders on Wall Street, was convicted of

securities fraud. He paid $100 million in

fines and served two years in federal

prison.

Why So Many and Why Now?

S o why have many of these companies

cooked their books all about the same

time? The principle in action is called

market mimicry, says Sally Simpson, a

professor of criminology in the Depart-
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Because she follows

responses to white col-

lar crime, Sally Simp-

son has noticed that

after scandals occur

“there is an immediate

set of policy initiatives

that says ‘Let’s get

tough on crime.’...

There’s a throw-the-

bums-in-jail attitude.”

ment of Criminology and Criminal Justice

and author of Corporate Crime, Law, and

Social Control (Cambridge University

Press, 2002). This can come about in sev-

eral ways. First, the same people often sit

on many companies’ boards of directors.

Given today’s communications and how

quickly information spreads, Loeb says,

companies can easily see how others are

operating. Market mimicry can then

become organizational isomorphism; that

is, different organizations take on the

practice of competitors so that over time

individual companies across an entire

business sector come to resemble one

another. When applied to criminal activi-

ty, this means that companies can fairly

easily learn how competing firms are

improving their bottom lines by engaging

in illegal or unethical conduct. Those

actions can then be mimicked by other

companies.

Illegal business behavior can happen

when the economy is doing well or when

it is doing poorly. In either case, Weis-

burd says that pressure on an executive or

manager starts with having to make the

company look better than it is. For exam-

ple, when the economy is weak, compa-

nies can engage in price fixing to shore

up revenues. Conversely, Simpson says,

when the economy is robust, company

executives may feel pressure to get their

cut of the expanding pie. They could
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engage in unfair advertising to try to

control distribution relationships, for

instance.

Looking at the different but intimately

related field of accounting, Ken Merchant

at Harvard Business School studied

accountants in the 1980s and found many

of them practicing in “gray” areas of

accounting, pushing bookkeeping strate-

gies beyond accepted practices. Simpson

says, “I think what they found then is

consistent with what is happening today."

Is Prison the Answer?

B ecause she follows responses to

white collar crime, Simpson has

noticed that after scandals occur “there is

an immediate set of policy initiatives

that says 'Let’s get tough on crime.’...

The policy that emerges in this context

tends not to be very thoughtful. There's

a throw-the-bums-in-jail attitude.” That

is certainly what happened to white col-

lar criminals in the past. And it hap-

pened again in the summer and fall of

2002 as Enron and WorldCom officials

were led away in handcuffs, captured on

film in what could be a poster photo of

the ignominy of getting caught in a

white-collar crime.

Getting tough on crime seems also to

have been the Congress’s mentality last

July when lawmakers overwhelmingly

approved a bill dealing with corporate

accountability, citing a strong desire to

restore investors’ trust and to stabilize a

steeply declining stock market. The U.S.

House of Representatives voted in favor

of the bill on a 423-to-3 vote, and the

Senate approved the measure 99-to-0.

When President Bush signed the meas-

ure into law, he said, “No more easy

money for corporate criminals, just hard

time.”

Simpson and Weisburd believe the

country’s response to such acts should be

more complex than putting corporate

officers in jail. "We need to have multi-

ple prongs of attack around this," Simp-

son says. After all, putting people in jail

does not usually have a permanent deter-

rent effect. For example, every few years

authorities arrest members of organized

crime at a New Jersey fish market. The

actions do not stop the illegal activity.

“Doesn’t it make more sense to change

the way business is done so that it is

harder for the Mafia to infiltrate?” Weis-

burd asks. He and other scholars believe

changing the way business is done from

the inside is the best solution to limit

illegal activity. “Will people still break

the law? Yes, but it will keep the num-

bers down," he says.

Funding’ the Research

inding what works to limit illegal

activity is a difficult task given a lack

of funding to study the phenomenon,

Simpson says. Although plenty of money

has been available to prevent and study

street crime, there is not as much interest

in funding white-collar crime research.

Researchers want to know what works at

companies that play by the rules. Is there

a mechanism for internal communication

and is it effective? Do hotlines work? Do
unscheduled audits work? The challenge

for those asking such questions is that

most corporations operate within a closed

system, making it difficult to get inside

to study how officials make decisions.

“We don’t have a good understanding of

what does work well. We have little hints

provided by empirical research . . . but I

honestly don’t think we’ve done a good

job in studying white-collar crime,” says

Simpson. In addition to multiple kinds of

interventions, Simpson says what’s also

needed is more emphasis on the ethical

dimensions of doing business. Although

ethics courses are taught at business

schools, she says those principles need to

remain alive in the business world, being

"part and parcel of all business decisions.”

What should be stopped is giving

stock options to company CEOs, where

the heads of the companies acquire mas-

sive amounts of stock at a discount. In

such situations, greed can enter quickly,

pressuring the officials to make the com-

panies’ bottom lines look attractive, a

breeding ground for shady dealings.

Simpson and Weisburd agree with a pro-

vision in the corporate accountability law

that prohibits accounting firms from act-

ing both as consultants and auditors to

the same company. Under such circum-

stances, a “cozy relationship” may tempt

an auditing firm to look the other way on

inappropriate accounting activities

because it is also hired as a consultant

whose purpose is to see that the company

does well, Weisburd says.

Loeb, however, disagrees that such a

relationship must lead to unscrupulous

activities. To behave ethically, Loeb says,

the auditing firms must remember that

they are not ultimately serving themselves

to gain riches, nor are they ultimately

serving the client. Instead, in the end,

they are serving the public. “Frankly, if

people do that, then there would be less

need for regulation.”

In the end, most people accept that

business scandals occur every so often.

And while Congress has put new measures

into place with the aim of preventing

future Enron and WorldCom debacles, it

is a safe bet that 20 years from now anoth-

er generation will find other ways to

abuse accepted business practices. Perhaps

with the research that academics at Mary-

land hope to conduct, the lessons learned

would lead to fewer scandals. The people

whose livelihoods are controlled by CEOs
looking for a fast buck and those whose

future economic security is lost in the

process probably believe it’s worth a try.

Dale McGeehon is a freelance writerfrom

Silver Spring, Md.
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John Gotti, the flamboyant head of

New York’s Gambino crime family

who in 1992 was sentenced to life

in prison on murder and racketeer-

ing charges, died this past June in a

federal penitentiary after a lengthy

battle with cancer. The day after

Gotti died, the tabloid New York

Post ran 1 3 full pages on the colorful

life and unceremonious death of the

Mafioso kingpin. Not to be out-

done, the New York Daily News

gave similar news play to the Dap-

per Don, a name bestowed on Gotti

for his preference for $2,000 Brioni

double-breasted suits and hand-

painted silk ties. Even the more

staid New York Times shared an

enthusiastic interest in Gotti s pass-

ing: The paper of record for the

United States ran a front-page

3,200-word obituary, followed by



Dubbed the "Dapper Doe" by New York's daily tabloids,

Jobe Gotti beaded the Gantbiuo crime family uetil his

couvidiou ie 1DD2 oe murder aed racketeerieg charges.

Gotti's death this past Juee brought a media respoese

more suited to a head of state thae a Mafia kiegpin.

stories throughout the week on everything

from Gotti as a fashion statement, to the

extravagant floral arrangements at Gotti’s

wake, to a Who’s Who of “wiseguys” attending

his funeral.

“To the extent that [Gotti] symbolized the

last chapter of the Mafia as we know it—at

least the Italian Mafia in New York City

—

then you could reasonably argue that it’s a

pretty big deal,” says Tom Kunkel, dean of the

Philip Merrill College ofJournalism. “Still,

3,200 words is a lot of verbiage for a thug.”

During his heyday in the late 1980s, Gotti

was regularly featured on the cover of the New
York tabloids for both his criminal exploits and

his killer fashion statements. He was arguably the

most popular gangster in the public eye since

A1 Capone reigned supreme in Chicago during

the Roaring ’20s.

“The media have always liked covering

criminal figures because they’re interesting

people,” Kunkel says. “They also tend to be

colorful people, which makes them of even

greater interest to writers and editors.” For a

long time—perhaps up until the 1970s, when

Francis Ford Coppola’s film “The Godfather”

brought the Mafia to the big screen in a big

way—organized crime was generally reported

with little fanfare, Kunkel says. Underworld

figures were usually only written about when

they were arrested or, as happens on occasion,

when they were “rubbed out.”

Most big-city newsrooms had a reporter

exclusively assigned to the mob beat, Kunkel

adds, and while these reporters generally stayed

within the basic boundaries of journalistic prin-

ciples, many of the more prolific “mob writ-

ers”—scribes like New York Post columnist Steve Dunleavy and

bestselling author Gay Talese—were known to hang out with

some of the shady characters they were writing about. From a

journalistic standpoint, Kunkel doesn’t see a problem with this.

“If you are going to write about criminals and thugs and mob-

sters, then you are going to have to consort with criminals and

thugs and mobsters to find out what’s going on,” he says. “You

can’t do it any other way—and some of these guys are terrific

journalists precisely because they’ve got the connections.”

What’s interesting, Kunkel says, is that the police, the jour-

nalists and even the mobsters all know how the media game is

played. “They all use each other,” he says, adding that there has
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always been ample discussion in the newsroom on where to draw

the line between reporting on mob activity and sensationalizing

it. “[Newspaper editors] have these discussions all the time, and

not everybody is totally comfortable with it.”

LOUD GUNS, 8IG CARS AND FAST WOMEN

T
he American public has cultivated an interest in big-name

criminals for much of the last century, probably starting with

the splashy newspaper headlines of crime-fighting treasury

agent Elliot Ness versus the Chicago mob during the early days

of Prohibition. But it wasn't until the advent of motion pictures

with sound—the “talkies” that began to appear around 1928—
that an entirely new genre, that of the “gangster movie,” became

extremely popular in American culture.

There were several silent gangster films prior to 1928, but the

new sound-enhanced movies were much more attractive to both

filmmakers and their audiences, says Myron Lounsbury, an associ-

ate professor in the Department of American Studies who has

extensively studied New York City films and filmmakers. “The

gunfire, the vernacular slang of gangsters, and the sounds—not

just the sights, but the actual sounds of urban streets—were all

well-suited to these early gangster melodramas.”

Lounsbury cites three early films as particularly noteworthy in

the gangster genre: "Little Caesar” (1930) starring Edward G.

Robinson, “The Public Enemy” (1931) with James Cagney, and

“Scarface” (1932) with Paul Muni. “The dominant theme in each

of these films was that men, through their ambition and through

their individuality, could rise to the top,” says Lounsbury. “You

see the main character start from humble beginnings, and then

rise up to attain power, money, women and cars.”

Lounsbury says an important part of what he terms “the gang-

ster melodrama syndrome," is that the higher up a person rises

—

by whatever means—the farther they will fall. "There is a com-

mentary here that says if you are too successful, then more and

more people are going to want to bump you off,” he says.

This idea resonated with the American public and with the

film writers, producers and

owners of the studios that

produced gangster films in

the 1930s. Hollywood recog-

nized that part of its audi-

ence was rooting for the

criminals—not because of a

love for criminal activity,

Lounsbury says, but because

the Depression had left a

sense of uncertainty in the

public’s mind of whether the

current status quo of a lawful

and organized society was in

fact working.

THE SICILIAN UNDERWORLD REVEALED

R
eal-life gangsters like Charles “Lucky” Luciano and Meyer

Lansky, legendary figures in New York mob circles, preferred

a much lower public profile than the boisterous, tough-talk-

ing criminals portrayed in the early gangster films. Starting in

the 1930s, Luciano and Lansky quietly helped organize a national

crime syndicate that included a ruling “Commission” made up of

nine mob bosses from across the country.

Good investigative reporting in the years following World

War II brought organized crime back into the public eye. The

former New York Sun ran a series of 24 articles by journalist

Malcolm Johnson that detailed the mob’s far-reaching influence on

the dockworkers’ unions in New York and New Jersey. Johnson’s

gripping expose of bribery, extortion, kickbacks and union-spon-

sored loan-sharking earned him a Pulitzer Prize in 1949 and

would form the basis for the 1954 Academy Award-winning film

“On the Waterfront." (Note: Malcolm Johnson’s son, Haynes

Johnson, who holds the Knight Chair in Journalism at the Uni-

versity of Maryland, won the Pulitzer Prize in 1966 for distin-

guished national reporting of the civil rights movement in

Selma, Ala. It marked the first time in

Pulitzer history that a father and son both

received awards for reporting.)

Even with rising press scrutiny, however,

the mob remained largely an unknown and

underground organization. It was turncoat

gangster Joseph Valachi ’s testimony before

The advent of talking films in the late 1920s

brought a new genre to the big screen—that of the

"gangster movie."
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Vito Genovese was a ruthless New

York gangster beloved by the local

community.
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Congress in 1963 that finally confirmed to most Americans what

for years had just been rumored or quietly talked about: that

there indeed was a secretive Sicilian crime syndicate known as

“La Cosa Nostra,” Italian for "this thing of ours. In his widely

viewed televised testimony, Valachi—a former "soldier” in the

New York family of mob boss Vito Genovese—revealed the

innermost secrets of the Mafia.

But for many Americans living in large cities, especially

those in ethnic Italian neighborhoods, there was already first-

hand knowledge of Mafia soldiers like Valachi, as well as their

capos (“crew leaders") and even the capo di tutti capo (“the boss

of all bosses”).

“Vito Genovese, he ran my town . . . whatever was going on,

he was the boss,” recalls Clem Florio, 73, a former professional

prizefighter and Baltimore horseracing journalist who grew up

in the Ozone Park section of Queens, New York. As a small

child, Florio would perform with his father on the Italian-Amer-

ican stage for audiences that were brimming with local mem-
bers of the New York mob. Later, as a teenager, he would sing

solo at banquets and Italian weddings given by the mob, earn-

ing $60 or $70 instead of his normal rate of $10 a performance.

Sometimes "things needed to get resolved," Florio says, and

Genovese and his crew would resolve them. Whether these

“things” were overdue trash collections, rent disputes or zoning

problems, “a phone call here and a phone call there and they got

things done.”

Many New Yorkers viewed the local Mafia as underdogs who

were able to overcome their lower-class ethnic background and

make something of themselves. “They came from our own neigh-

borhoods, we knew their mothers, we knew their fathers,” Florio

says. "[Genovese] was as ruthless as he had to be, but he had a

sense of propriety, and he always was keenly aware of the average

working Italian. He was fair and the people never turned him in."

It might seem that Genovese played a role more akin to a city

council member than an underworld boss, but the crime family

he oversaw—at one point having 700 "made” members and

Movie director Martin Scorsese's critically acclaimed gangster films

include (from left) "GoodFellas," "Casino" and "Mean Streets."

2,000 “associates"—was fully involved in more traditional mob
activities like loan-sharking, extortion, gambling, prostitution

and narcotics. Florio says that the community tended to overlook

the violence and killing that accompanied the Mafia turf wars for

control of these vices. "They weren't killing our families, they

were killing one another,” he says. "We figured that if you chose

that life, and most of us didn't, then you shouldn't be so sur-

prised if someone was going to try and kill you.”

"The Godlather," An Offer We Couldn't Refuse

I

n 1971, New York journalist Gay Talese published Honor Thy

Father
,
considered by many as the first nonfiction book with

a true insider’s view of the Mafia. Other manuscripts on the

mob had been published, but most dealt with mobsters who

had defected and turned government witness—a la Joe Valachi

and The Valachi Papers—or criminals who were already dead

and forgotten.

Trading upon his Sicilian ancestry and employing remarkable

reporting and research skills, Talese detailed the life of Bill Bon-

nano, heir apparent of major New York Mafia boss Joseph “Joe

Bananas” Bonnano. The book was an immense success and would

further whet the appetite for an American public eager to

embrace all-things-Mafia.

They wouldn't have to wait long.

"The Godfather” premiered in movie theaters in 1972, earning

three Academy Awards, including Best Picture, while grossing

$135 million in ticket sales. The almost three-hour film redefined

the standard for gangster movies and brought the phrase "Make

him an offer he can’t refuse” into the American lexicon.

“That’s when it really raised this whole thing to the level of

American mythology, and [members of] the Mafia themselves

started buying into this public image," says the journalism

school’s Kunkel. "Even though we understood that these guys

killed each other, there was this odd notion that there was honor

among thieves, that the guys who got it deserved it. If we never

had the 'The Godfather,’ I don’t know that John Gotti would

have been part of the American psyche."
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"The Godfather" ushered in a

new era of gangster movies

that relied heavily on the theme

of family honor and loyalty in

the quest for power. The 1972

film won three Academy

Awards, including Best Actor

for Marlon Brando in his role

ofOonVitoCorleone.

In spite of the film’s overt violence and knowledge that the

Mafia was deeply involved in racketeering and murder, "The

Godfather" became an instant film classic—and has remained

so—earning a spot in 1990 with the National Film Registry. The

film continues to be popular today, with video rental and DVD
sales totaling almost $100 million.

Coppola’s film and its two sequels capped an unrelenting fas-

cination for the Sicilian mob that reaches far beyond the daily

news to include books, films, made-for-TV movies, and most

recently, “The Sopranos,” the hit HBO television series that pre-

miered in its fourth season to a record 13.4 million viewers.

“A lot of these gangster movies at their very core basically

say 'crime does not pay,’ ” notes film expert Lounsbury. Crime

does not pay is a decent kind of a message to give to filmgoers,

he adds, but on the other hand, people pay to see a film that for

two or more hours visualizes and romanticizes these same vices

and violence. “There is a dimension that these criminals are

doing things that we don’t dare to do—they’re risk-takers,” he

says. "These films, the better ones, are a fascinating study of

control and power.”

Lounsbury also appreciates the work ol Martin Scorsese, con-

sidered the other major director of Mafia films and whose works

include “GoodFellas” (1990) and “Casino” (1995). Fie adds that

perhaps one ol the best gangster films "that seemed to get lost”

in all ol the attention given "The Godfather," was Scorsese’s

"Mean Streets” (1973).

Scorsese has a remarkable talent for showing the common lives

ol the lower-level hoods, Lounsbury explains. "These are people

who are flawed, and there is not much redeeming in their sense

of values,” he says, whereas what Coppola did in “The Godlather”

was to offer an extravagant, epic, almost romantic view of the Mafia.

"These characters in The Godfather’ are major players in the

Mafia,” Lounsbury concludes. “And it was different from the

early gangster films because it ushered in the sense of the Mafia

code of honor and a sense of family dynamics. From The Godfa-

ther’ on, there was a code of what is right and wrong, as defined

by your community ... an eye for an eye.” KH9I
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For Schools, Nontoxic Pest Control

Public schools have traditionally used chemicals

to control pests on turf grass, ornamental

plants, playgrounds and parking lots. But with

the passage of a Maryland law requiring schools

to cut back on pesticide use, a team of Mary-

land researchers is working to find new nontox-

ic methods of pest control that kill weeds and

bugs without draining school budgets.

The approach, called Integrated Pest Man-

agement, or IPM, involves methods like hand-

weeding and manually removing bugs from

plants. Before now, IPM hadn't been tested

thoroughly in school settings, where the likeli-

hood oi children being exposed to chemicals is

high, but it isn't a new concept, says Paula

Shrewsbury, a professor in the university’s ento-

mology department and the primary investiga-

tor on the project.

Some school systems are already incorporat-

Protecting school-

children from toxic

chemicals is the focus

of a new university

research project.

ing some 1PM techniques, but almost none

have been able to rid themselves completely of

chemicals. Shrewsbury's three-year project,

funded by the U.S. Department of Agriculture,

will gather data on which integrated pest man-

agement practices work best for schools.

One obstacle to integrated pest management

is cost, says Michael Raupp, a professor of ento-

mology whose research involves controlling

ornamental plant pests. Schools could be look-

ing at a tenfold increase in groundskeeping

costs by fully implementing IPM programs, he

says. The team’s job is to find out which non-

chemical methods are feasible and use that

information to train school officials and grounds

management personnel.

One of Raupp’s projects deals with a cater-

pillar called the bagworm that feeds on decora-

tive conifers such as junipers and spruce trees.

The worm spends its whole life in a silk-like

bag, usually camouflaged by the leaves and bark

of the host plant. "People don’t even notice

them until they walk outside one day and the

tree is completely defoliated,” Raupp says. Julie

Loseke, a student researcher on the project,

recently spent time with Howard County

schools staff handpicking thousands of bag-

worms off trees to test the efficacy and cost of

handpicking.

Barbara Thorne, an associate professor in the

entomology department, is working on a lice-

control aspect of the project. Schools themselves

don’t treat lice, but rather make recommenda-

tions to parents about what to do when their chil-

dren become infested. Thorne’s usual field of

study is termites, but she became interested in

lice control when her son was treated at a summer

camp with the prescription medication Lindane.

Even with the strong chemicals, many

strains of lice have become resistant to the

chemicals, Thorne says. Her son came home

with hundreds office on his head even after the

treatment. Thorne is testing a special comb she

developed to physically remove lice from hair.

It has loose comb teeth to detangle hair, and

fine teeth to clean lice out of hair before they

can lay new eggs. The comb is much cheaper

than chemical treatments, and Thorne believes

it will be just as effective.—Matt Boyd
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ENGINEERS EXPLORE

FUTURE OF FLIGHT

Researchers from the A. James

Clark School ot Engineering

are propelling the future of

flight and space exploration

through the recent establish-

ment of a University Research,

Engineering and Technology

Institute, or URETI, awarded

through NASA and the

Department of Defense.

Maryland’s URETI is one

of seven such institutes across

the nation committed to serv-

ing the long-term strategic

interests of the federal agencies.

Maryland will receive $3 mil-

lion for the next five to 10

years to support the institute’s

research. The University of

Michigan, the University of

Washington, North Carolina

A&T University and the Johns

Hopkins Applied Physics Lab

are the university’s academic

partners in the initiative.

"The institute is focused on

developing a practical, third-

With new funding from NASA

and the Department of Defense,

researchers in the Clark School

of Engineering are developing

hypersonic vehicles that will fly

at speeds of Mach 5 or higher.

generation launch system by

2025,” says Mark Lewis, a

professor in the Department of

Aerospace Engineering and

director of the initiative. To

accomplish this, engineers are

turning to the emerging field

of hypersonic flight, which is

flight above five times the

speed of sound, or 3,600 miles

per hour.

The interdisciplinary team

brings together researchers

from aerospace engineering,

mechanical engineering, mate-

rials and nuclear engineering

and fire protection engineer-

ing to develop a hypersonic

vehicle that is powered by an

air-breathing engine.

“Instead of using onboard

oxygen to combust the hydro-

gen fuel, the engine will swal-

low oxygen in the Earth’s

atmosphere for the combus-

tion system," explains Lewis.

"A vehicle using this engine

could do everything today’s

space shuttle does, but it

would do it with greater relia-

bility and flexibility at a frac-

tion of the operating cost.”

The LJRETI’s research into

hypersonic launch vehicles

also has the potential to trans-

form military and commercial

flight. "The technologies that

are being developed could be

used to design air-breathing

space planes that fly passen-

gers anywhere in the world in

two hours and high-speed spy

planes that could be used for

global reconnaissance and

offensive military missions,”

says Lewis. —Megan Michael

research briefings

Maryland Joins Aerospace Institute

NASA has chosen the University of Mary-

land as one of seven academic institutions

making up the nation's first National Institute

of Aerospace, a research and teaching facili-

ty that will offer master's and doctoral pro-

grams in advanced aerospace fields. The

main campus of the new institute will be in

Hampton, Va., adjacent to NASA's Langley

Research Center. The institute will conduct

aerospace and atmospheric research,

develop new technologies and help educate

future generations of engineers and scien-

tists. The institute will draw upon the

innovations and offer distance-learning

programs for students.

CDC Funds Violent Death Database

Brian Wiersema, of the Department of Crimi-

nology and Criminal Justice and the Mary-

land Population Research Center, was award-

ed a $1.3 million grant from the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention, or CDC, to

establish a comprehensive statewide violent

death reporting system to be located within

the Maryland Department of Health and

Mental Hygiene. The project, with an initial

five years of funding, links violence-related

data from death certificates, medical examin-

er reports, police departments and crime lab-

oratories. Maryland is one of the first states

in the country to receive National Violent

Death Reporting System funds from CDC.

Smith School to Study

Time-sensitive Commerce

The Smith School of Business has received a

$2 million grant from the National Science

Foundation to study electronic markets for

time-sensitive goods and services.

Researchers, which include faculty from the

Smith School and the university's economics

and computer science departments, will ana-

lyze a variety of e-markets with particular

focus on those markets where buyers and

sellers must make quick decisions to close

deals. Goods that fall into the time-sensitive

category include tickets to sporting and

entertainment events, airline tickets, hotel

room reservations, and landing time slots

at airports.
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From Dot-Com to Dot-Gone
Archiving the bewildering boom-and-bust

business cycle of the American dot-com econo-

my over the last few years is David Kirsch's pet

project and commissioned work. Kirsch, an

assistant professor ol entrepreneurship in the

Smith School of Business, is attempting to

archive the business documents of failed dot-

coms as well as capture the “flesh and blood"

behind the bygone Internet companies.

"We believe that if you don’t collect these

materials digitally, there won’t be any archive at

all. These companies were born digitally, lived

digitally and died digitally. There’s no signifi-

cant paper trail,” says Kirsch. "Without some

digital record of these companies, it will be as if

they didn’t exist.”

The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, a nonprofit

philanthropic organization, and the Smith

School are funding the endeavor. It begins with

Kirsch and webmergers.com, a San Francisco-

Mdryland-based

electronic archive will

document life and

death of Internet

startup companies.

based Internet business broker, creating an

archive of business plans and documentation of

the deceased dot-coms.

Among the unique aspects of Kirsch’s project

is that it relies on Internet technology—the

same tool that created the dot-com business

boom of the mid-1990s—to digitally document

history, and it is being done with the broad par-

ticipation of those who were directly involved.

Kirsch’s research so far indicates that fall 1998

was the peak of the dot-com economy, a period

marked by a flood of new startups and a signifi-

cant movement of workers from more traditional

business sectors into the dot-com sector. More-

over, he says the intense “work hard, play hard”

lifestyle associated with Internet startups drew

many young professionals who enjoyed existing

in the blur between their professional and per-

sonal lives.

By April 2000, however, the boom cycle had

ended, and Kirsch notes that the following

months ushered in the most accelerated period of

"crash-and-burn" for the dot-coms. It was a diffi-

cult time for thousands of dot-com entrepreneurs

and their employees, including some who saw

once valuable dot-com stock portfolios plummet

to near worthlessness. Despite the turmoil, Kirsch

has found that many who were affected by the

bust remain sentimental about their dot-com

experience. “Not a single person would refuse

the chance to do it over again,” Kirsch says of

the former employees he has interviewed.

Kirsch hopes to assemble as comprehensive

an archive of the dot-com era as possible,

including a mix of economic data along with

personal accounts of the boom-and-bust cycle

that largely defined the American economy at

the end of the 20th century. All of the paper

documents he collects will be housed at the

university and available to scholars and the

public in the Hornbake Library’s Maryland

Room. Once the digital archive is up and run-

ning, Kirsch says he may write a book about

the rise and fall of the dot-coms. Information

about the project, including an electronic

depository for people with information about

dot-com companies, can be found at

www.businessplanarchive.com. —Stacy Kaper
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NEW LIFE FOR APPALACHIAN

MOUNTAIN WILDFLOWER

Scientists at the University of

Maryland are examining the

impact of forest fires on the

resurgence of a rare species of

lily in the Appalachian moun-

tains called mountain aspho-

del (Xerophyllum asphodeloides)

or turkeybeard. The flowering

plant, listed as state-endan-

gered and rare in portions of

the Appalachian range, rarely

Turkeybeards bloom on a fire-

cleansed mountainside.

blooms in undisturbed, closed-

canopy forests. But Norman

Bourg, a Ph.D. candidate in

biology, has documented mass

flowerings in several study

populations after fires burned

through sites in Virginia’s

George Washington National

Forest in 1996 and 1 999-

Bourg ’s advisor, Douglas

Gill, a professor in the Depart-

ment of Biology, began tag-

ging the plant in the early

1990s at a site in the national

forest; this provided baseline,

pre-fire ecological data on the

species. Now Gill and Bourg

are collaborating to study the

benefits of fire on the turkey-

beard habitat. While running

counter to widely held beliefs

about the destructive nature of

forest fires, biologists have

found that in many places, fire

is a beneficial factor in the

health of ecological systems

because it clears forests of

overgrowth and duff that

smothers newly emerging

plants.

“Fire appears to be the key

ingredient in stimulating

mass flowering of the flower,"

says Bourg. “It’s important for

reproduction because a turkey-

beard that receives pollen from

another plant produces more

fruits and seeds than self-polli-

nated turkeybeards. Distur-

bance by fire increases the

chances for outcrossing and, in

the long term, may influence

the abundance and distribution

of the species over the forest

landscape.” —Megan Michael

Sunlight Brings Light, Life to "Solar City" on National Mall

1.1 I l i

Light radiates on the National

Mall from a solar-powered

house designed and built by a

team of undergraduates from

the University of Maryland.

October's Solar Decathlon

pitted students from 14 univer-

sities in a team-based competi-

tion aimed at raising awareness

about the viability of solar

power for residential use. Mary-

land placed 4th overall while

winning both the heating and

energy balance competitions

and ranking in two other cate-

gories. For a wrap-up of the

competition results as well as

links to a journal kept by the

Maryland students, go to

www.solartech.umd.edu.
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EXPLORATIONS

Continental Drift

A University of

Maryland biologist is

using DNA to map

the rnigration of early

humans across the

African continent.

Some of the most important pieces of the puzzle

explaining the route of ancient humans from

the African continent into other parts of the

world may be sitting in Sarah Tishkoff’s Uni-

versity of Maryland lab.

They’re small white pellets containing

DNA samples from more than 1,700 people

from remote areas of East Africa. They’ve come

to College Park by way of dusty, unpaved roads

in the African bush, and by Tishkoff’s personal

hand-carrying through airports in cities from

Nairobi, Kenya, to Yaounde, Cameroon, to

Washington, D.C.

When Tishkoff, an assistant professor of

biology, and her team finish analyzing the

genetic history embodied in the DNA samples,

she hopes to know a good deal more about how

we all got where we are today.

“There's a lot of evidence that modern

humans had their origins in East Africa,” says

Tishkoff, “and that they moved from East

Africa into Asia and Europe, possibly in multi-

ple migrations and as recently as 100,000 years

Sarah Tishkoffs travels throughout East Africa have

helped to identify genetic links between people who

share ancient ancestry. Tishkoff is pictured at top

right and bottom left (in hat and khaki shirt).

ago. That would imply that we have a recent

common ancestry. I’m hoping the information I

find in the DNA will give us more clues about

who our ancestors were and how they moved

around."

As a molecular anthropologist, Tishkoff

studies the most basic elements of our physical

makeup—DNA—to find out how we’ve

evolved. By looking at the lineup of genes in

the African DNA, Tishkoff says she can see

genetic beginnings, detours, merges and changes

that, if they had been orchestrated by a plan-

ning committee, might be considered brilliant.

Take Tishkoff’s discovery last year about

genetics and malaria, the world’s number one

killer. Many people who live in areas where

malaria is prevalent have a genetic mutation

that helps them survive malaria. Tishkoff’s

study of the DNA of people in several malaria-

prone regions shows that the mutation first

appeared near the time that malaria became a

threat to man, about 10,000 years ago.

Unlike many genetic mutations that even-

tually are eliminated by natural selection,

Tishkoff says this anti-malarial one has thrived

through the generations. “By giving its carriers

increased resistance to malaria, the mutation

has been perpetuated,” she says. "It’s a striking

example of how infectious disease can shape the

path of human evolution.”

Tishkoff has always been around people who

look for answers to big questions. The daughter

of two university professors, she calls herself a

“college brat." She did her undergraduate work

at the University of California, Berkeley, where

she became interested in anthropology and

especially how genes can unveil secrets of man's

history. She earned her master’s and doctoral

degrees at Yale Medical School and did postdoc-

toral work at Penn State before joining Mary-

land's biology faculty in 2000. Still in her 30s,

Tishkoff already has a resume brimming with

honors. She was one of two Maryland faculty

and only 24 nationwide to receive the presti-
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gious Packard Fellowship in 2001.

A miniature Land Rover safari vehicle sits on

the windowsill of Sarah Tishkoff’s office in the

Biology-Psychology building. It’s a long way

from the African bush where Tishkoff spent the

past two summers collecting DNA, but it’s an

appropriate reminder of the complexities of

hunting for scientific data in remote and primi-

tive regions.

Far off the beaten paths of tourists, among

grass-roofed huts and African savanna, Tishkoff

set out in the summers of 2001 and 2002 to ask

the descendents of ancient East Africans if she

could draw their blood or scrape the insides of

their cheeks to collect their DNA.
Like a large immigrant neighborhood, East

Africa is made up of people who speak different

languages, look different and appear to have

different origins. But Tishkoff thinks that the

DNA samples will prove that some of these

people are more similar than they appear. By

comparing genetic histories, she hopes to track

the times and routes of the different groups’

immigration through and out of East Africa.

DNA in a slow, thorough way that produces a

clean and stable sample. “We’re isolating about

an eighth of each person’s DNA for this stage of

the research and saving the rest for future stud-

ies, when new techniques become available,”

she says. “I hope to be able to use this DNA for

the rest of my career.”

Tishkoff has learned that it takes wits and

grit to make the most of even the best technolo-

gy in primitive field conditions. Her team was

on the road almost every day, navigating Land

Rovers long distances, sometimes on rough,

unpaved roads that threw up thick coats of

dust. Housing wasn’t much easier. Accommoda-

tions often meant a tent or foam bed and bucket

showers in a local guesthouse. Because there

was no electricity in many locations, the field

centrifuge had to be run by a generator powered

by the Rover’s battery.

Collecting DNA requires informed consent

from volunteer subjects. That meant finding

translators who could explain what Tishkoff was

doing. Before setting out last summer, she was

concerned that some populations would be

Like a large immigrant neighborhood, East Africa is made up of people

who speak different languages, look different and appear to have differ-

ent origins.

Tishkoff’s summers of collecting DNA
brought together two very different worlds

—

the lab world of scientific technology that

Tishkoff operates in daily and the African bush

where the night’s meal for many still depends

on hunting skill.

For instance, to process the DNA that

Tishkoff and her team of Maryland graduate

students and African associates collected, she

used a centrifuge in the field and in borrowed

labs in Africa to separate the white blood cells,

which contain the DNA, from the red cells.

The white cells, with a preservative buffer

added, were whirled into hard white pellets

that could survive African heat and rugged

travel conditions.

Back in the university lab, Tishkoff’s team

has been breaking the pellets back down to

reluctant to give samples, especially blood.

Turns out “that wasn’t the case at all,” says

Tishkoff. "Almost everyone was willing to let

us take blood samples. When I returned this

year, everyone remembered me. They pulled out

the photos we had given them on my first visit.

They want to learn about their history too.”

Even with high-tech computers to analyze

and map the DNA, it’s a slow process. It has

taken a year to compile the genetic tree from

the first summer’s 500 African samples. But

Tishkoff hopes the DNA in her lab may lead to

answers to other big questions for years to

come. ‘It’s a big mystery, and I think we might

have some exciting clues here,” she says.

—Ellen Terms

Title: Assistant Professor,

Biology

Education: B.A., Anthro-

pology/Genetics, University

of California, Berkeley;

M. Phil., Ph.D., Genetics, Yale

Medical School

Philosophy: To live life to the

fullest, to always be learning

and to not be afraid of new

challenges.

The book I'm reading now:

Interpreter of Maladies by

Jhumpa Lahiri

Greatest satisfaction: I have

many including my family,

making new scientific discover-

ies, and finishing a day of field-

work in the African bush.

Favorite scientist in your

field: As an undergraduate

student at UC Berkeley, I was

inspired by the late Allan Wil-

son who was a creative and

interdisciplinary scientist and

was one of the founders of the

field of human evolutionary

genetics.

If I weren't an immunologist.

I'd be: A documentary film-

maker.
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MARYLAND STAGE MEETS

NEW YORK STREET IN

"ASPHALT"

PORTFOLIO

Elephis Presley: How Great Thou Art

Like the cow sculptures that decorated the streets of Chicago and the

“Fish out of Water” in Baltimore, elephants and donkeys took over

the avenues of Washington, D.C., last summer, and one of the

animals owes its origin to the University of

Maryland.

Greg Metcalf’s “Elephis Presley,” a four-

legged pachyderm bearing the likeness of Elvis

Presley, was displayed in the Grand Hyatt

Washington Hotel near the Convention Center

as part of the D.C. Arts Commission’s “Party

Animals” public art

exhibition. The

exhibit included

100 donkeys and

100 elephants,

the respec-

tive sym-

bols ol

the

Democ-

ratic and

Republican

parties.

Metcalf, an adjunct professor of

art history, English and American

Studies, says the “Elephis Presley”

sculpture “just seemed obvious” for

an exhibit celebrating the political

parties. He also thought up the idea of

“Donkey Hotey,” but it seemed so

obvious he did not suggest it;

another artist did and it too

was one of the Party

Animals. “I have a bad

case of punning,” says

Metcalf, attributing his

witty word choice to his

political cartooning past.

Metcalfs wide-ranging artistic talents

include sculpture, snow domes (also known as

snow globes), political cartoons and designing

children’s clothing. Despite his versatility and

proliferate artistic output, he says he has “no

idea” why the D.C. Arts Commission sought

him out for sample sketches of donkeys and

elephants.

Decorating the four-and-a-half foot “trunk a’

trunk of burning love” was no simple task.

After searching a day and a half for enough

material to create Elephis Presley’s suit, Metcalf

located nine yards of white vinyl in Fort Meade,

Md. Obtaining sufficiently large rhinestones

was another hurdle to creating the proper look

for Presley’s 1960s Las Vegas comeback

style. Eventually more than

1 ,000 gems for Ele-

phis’s ensemble were

shipped from Nia-

gara Falls, Canada.

According to the

artist, a “poofy

plastic bouffant”

rounds out Ele-

phis’s look.

The Washing-

ton, D.C., Arts

Commission under-

took the exhibit to

encourage interest

in public art and

generate

funding for

future proj-

ects. “Elephis

Presley” and his

199 party companions

were on display through

September before they hit the

auction block to raise proceeds for

other public art projects. —Stacy Kapur

Elephis Presley, a sculpture by adjunct art professor

Greg Metcalf, took to the street last summer as part

of the "Party Animals" outdoor art exhibit in the

nation's capital.

A streetscape of New York

City harmonizing with the

throbbing vibrations of a disc

jockey’s playlist is the opening

backdrop of the new dance/

opera production “Asphalt,”

making its Maryland debut at

the Clarice Smith Performing

Arts Center Jan. 31—Feb. 1.

More than just a backdrop for

an opera, however, the set is an

open stage where audience

members can mingle and

dance before the curtain rises

on a hopping club scene in the

Big Apple.

It’s all part of the produc-

tion by Jane Comfort and

Company, a New York-based

troupe dedicated to blending

dance and opera into a stories

with contemporary social and

cultural issues.

“Asphalt” tells the story of

a hopeful DJ, Racine, who was

abandoned as a child and finds

himself in New York where he

relies on a mix of jazz, classical

and hip hop beats to escape his

reality. In Poets Cafe, a run-

down tenement building

filled with squatters and rave

partygoers, audiences are

introduced to Couchette, a

daydreaming dancer with her

eyes set on Paris. Racine and

Couchette are evicted from the

building together and

“Asphalt” carries us through

their experiences and evolving

relationship.

“Asphalt” is characterized

by a variety of song, music

and movement that stir up the

usual opera tempo. Rose Ann
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Cleveland, the center’s associ-

ate director of programming,

says she hopes “Asphalt” will

attract a new kind of audience

to opera. Comfort refers to the

production as an “experimen-

tal musical, one that would

satisfy people like me who

never go to Broadway shows.”

— Stacy Kaper

ON STAGE, AS IN BOOK,

LARAMIE PROJECT EVOKES

EMOTIONAL RESPONSE

Sixteen actors. Sixty-four char-

acters. One horrible moment

that changed a small town in

Wyoming forever. This was

the scene for 16 days this past

November at the Kogod

Theater in the Clarice Smith

Performing Arts Center.

The Department of Theatre

staged a sold-out, three-week

performance from Nov. 8 to

23 of The Laramie Project, the

acclaimed play by Moises

Kaufman and the Tectonic

Theater Project of New York.

The play, directed by Adele

Cabot, an assistant professor of

theater, examines the town of

Laramie, Wyo., following the

hate-fueled murder of 21 -year

old Matthew Shepard in 1998.

Shephard was a gay University

of Wyoming student.

In addition to the unusual

and difficult situation the play

examines, the production is

unique structurally in that it

requires a small cast to play a

large number of roles

—

including the townspeople of

Laramie, news reporters who

converged on the town follow-

ing the murder and even

members of Kaufman’s theater

Student cast members filled the

roles of 64 characters in Moises

Kaufman's The Laramie Project.

project that interviewed

townspeople for the play.

Also, the play uses a struc-

turalist technique Kaufman

developed called “moment

work,” which means there are

no traditional scenes in the

play—only moments. On the

stage, this translates to just

minutes of dialogue between

characters. The spotlight shifts

frequently, painting, with just

a few words and minimal set

and costume changes, a pic-

ture that consists more of feel-

ing and reaction than time

and place.

“It’s a very human and inti-

mate play,” says Cabot.

The performance of The

Laramie Project coincides with

the play’s selection as the uni-

versity’s 2002-03 First Year

Book and a number of other

events, such as the weekend in

residence Kaufman spent in

College Park in early Novem-

ber and the October screening

of an HBO movie based on

the play.

About 40 people were

involved in the performance.

In addition to the student

cast, there were stage man-

agers, assistants and techni-

cians who handled lighting

and sound. Three M.F.A.

design students created the

set, costumes and lighting. A
professional video production

company owned by University

of Maryland alumnus Bryan

Ashby did the videography

for the performance.

—Sofia Kosmetatos

San Francisco Poets at Clarice Smith Center

_ wo distinctive poetic voices from San Francisco will be heard in College

1 Park this spring as acclaimed poet Thom Gunn and poet/essayist August

Kleinzahler come east to read from their work. The April 9 appearance at the

Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center is part of the "Writers Here and Now"

series, co-sponspfed by the Department of English.

Author of 12 volumes of poetry, Gunn is acclaimed for his skilled

use of poetic forms—iambic pentameter, free verse and syllabic 4

stanzas—in service of a freely roaming poetic vision. His work has 3 ..

been characterized as "a debate between the passion for definition

and the passion for flow." Gunn was born in Britain and has lived in

San Francisco since 1954. The University of Maryland holds a collec- |K

tion of his manuscripts. New Jersey native Kleinzahler has written ||B;
seven books of poetry and is a frequent contributor to many literary

journals. He also writes a weekly music column for the San Diego

Reader. One reviewer wrote of his work, "The caffeinated momentum IS 1

of his lines and his surprising associative vectors make for exhilarating
""

reading." The 7 p.m. event is free and open to the public.
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PORTFOLIO

creative & performing arts calendar

THE ART GALLERY

Thursday, Jan. 30-Saturday,

March 22

Selections from the David C.

Driskell Collection

HORNBAKE LIBRARY

EXHIBITION GALLERY

January-June '03

Treasures of Special

Collections

Rare books, literary manuscripts and

materials pertaining to the history of

broadcast and the state of Maryland in

rhis tribute to the impressive special

collections of University Libraries.

Monday-Friday, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.;

Saturday, noon—5 p.m.

Thursday, January 30

The Mystery of Sesame Street

Historian Robert Morrow makes sense

of Big Bird's success.

Lecture, Broadcasting Archives

Reading Room, 3rd Floor, 5:30 p.m.

Reception, 3rd Floor Lobby, 6:30 p.m.

Saturday, March 1

Vox Pop Goes to War
The highlights of popular 1930s

"voice of the people" radio show

includes Vox Pop’s World War II

morale-boosting activities; travels to

military bases, hospitals, war plants

and interviews with service men and

women.

Lecture, Broadcasting Archives

reading Room, 3rd Floor, 1:30 p.m.

Reception, 3rd Floor Lobby, 3:30 p.m.
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Sharecropper, a wood engraving

on paper by Elizabeth Catlett, is

among 40 pieces celebrating the

African diaspora on display at

the Art Gallery Jan. 30-March 22.

CLARICE SMITH PERFORM-

ING ARTS CENTER EVENTS

Sunday, Dec. 15

The Christmas Oratorio
University of Maryland
Chamber Singers and
Chamber Orchestra
Bach’s masterwork of six cantatas per-

formed by students and distinguished

faculty artists with music director

Kenneth Slowik.

Dekelboum Concert Hall, 7 p.m.

$20

Rick Miller in

"MacHomer"

Tuesday December 10

Take Five on Tuesdays

Robert Gibson & Chris Patton

The latest in Music Technology

Lecture Hall, Room 2200, 5:30 p.m.

Wednesday, December 11

Winter Jazz Showcase
University of Maryland
Jazz Ensemble
University of Maryland
'Monster" Jazz Lab Band
The swingingest ensemble on campus

joins its super-sized sibling to cele-

brate the close of the semester and the

approach of Winter Break. An ener-

getic and joyful program of jazz stan-

dards. Chris Vadala, Music Director

Kay Theatre, 7:30 p.m.

$15 / $5 student

Friday, December 13

Annual Kaleidoscope of Bands
University of Maryland Symphonic

Wind Ensemble

John Wakefield, Music Director

University of Maryland Concert Band

and Marching Band

L. Richmond Sparks,

Music Director

Foot-tapping is conta-

gious in this rousing

showcase for wood-

winds, brass and percus-

sion, including holiday

selections and half-time

highlights from the

2002 Terrapin Football

season. A presentation of

the LIM School of Music.

Dekelboum Concert Hall,

8 p.m.

$15 / $5 student

Friday, Jan. 24

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
Concert featuring jazz saxophone great

Branford Marsalis. Guest conductor

Thomas Wilkins and music director

Yuri Temirkanov.

Dekelboum Concert Hall, 8 p.m.

$20-$40

Monday & Tuesday, Jan. 27 & 28

Rick Miller

"MacHomer”
Back by popular demand. Miller takes

us through Macbeth using all 50

voices of the Simpsons.

Kay Theatre, 8 p.m.

$25



Bang On A Can" All-Stars

Wednesday, Jan. 29

Rick Miller

“Slightly Bent"

A multi-media extravaganza featuring

more than 150 characters from

Miller’s extensive repertoire.

Kay Theatre, 8 p.m.

$25

Friday & Saturday

Jan. 31 & Feb. 1

Jane Comfort and
Company
“Asphalt”

In its area pre-

miere, this urban

dance/opera work draws from the

worlds of club raves, DJ sampling,

jazz, and Latin/African rhythms.

Kay Theatre, 8 p.m.

$25

Saturday, Feb. 1

“Hippolytee et Aricie”

The Violins of Lafayette

Orchestra and Chorus
Opera Lafayette merges groundbreak-

ing music with extraordinary' artistry

and attention to period detail in this

performance ofJean-Philippe

Rameau’s first opera.

Dekelboum Concert Hall, 2 p.m.

$20-$40

Saturday & Sunday Feb. 1 & 2

Happy Birthday, Mozart
The University of Maryland School of

Music's 20th anniversary celebration

of Mozart.

Gildenhorn Recital Hall,

Saturday, 8 p.m., Sunday, 3 p.m.

$20

Sunday, Feb. 2

Ars Nova
Nordic Voices

Early and contemporary Scandinavian

music in the American debut of Scan-

dinavia's foremost chamber music

choir, an a cappella 12-voice choir

with conductor Paul Hillier.

Dekelboum Concert Hall

Pre-performance discussion, 6:30 p.m.

Performance, 7:30 p.m.

$30

Monday, Feb. 3

Wycliffe Gordon Ensemble
Power, intelligence, passion from jazz

trombonist Wycliffe Gordon, veteran

member of Wynton Marsalis’ septet.

Kay Theatre

Performance, 8 p.m.

Post-performance Q & A
$25

Sunday, Feb. 9

Yungchem Lhamo
"The voice of Tibet” and internation-

ally acclaimed diva sings a cappella.

Gildenhorn Recital Hall

7:30 p.m.

$25

Friday, Feb. 14-Saturday, Feb. 22

“Blue Window"
What happens right before these

young adults set off for a dinner party

makes for an affecting, funny, kaleido-

scopic urban comedy of manners.

Kogod Theatre, call for times

$15

Friday, Feb. 22

Ensemble Wien-Berlin
Former members of the Vienna Phil-

harmonic Orchestra and the Berlin

Philharmonic make beautiful music

with the mixed tone of woodwinds.

Gildenhorn Recital Hall

Pre-performance discussion, 7 p.m.

Performance, 8 p.m.

$25

Friday & Saturday, Feb. 28 & March 1

Split Britches Company
“Double Agency”
Fabulously fun feminist theater from the

award-winning, Split Britches Company.

Kogod Theatre

Performance, 8 p.m.

Post-performance Q & A
$25

Sunday, March 2

Terei.l Stafford Quintet
Maryland grad Terell Stafford has

worked with Herbie Hancock, Wynton

Marsalis and McCoy Tyner, who called

him “one of the great players of our

time." Don't miss this evening of jazz

from one of its brightest young stars.

Gildenhorn Recital Hall

Performance, 7:30 p.m.

Post-performance Q & A
$25

Tuesday, March 4

“Bang on a Can" All-Stars

with Meredi th Monk
The cutting-edge contemporary-

ensemble teams with composer, singer,

choreographer and creator of new

opera, films, and musical theater.

Dekelboum Concert Hall, 8 p.m.

$20-130

Thursday, March 6-Saturday,

March 8

Short Stories

M.F.A. candidate Connie Fink shares

the stage with other graduate students

of the Department of Dance.

Dance Theatre, 8 p.m.

$8

Friday, March 7-Saturday, March 15

“Romeo and Juliet”

In this full-scale, true-to-the-period

production, directed by Carey Upton,

the star-crossed lovers meet once again.

Kay Theatre, call tor times

$20

Sunday, March 9

Honoring the Life and Works
of Moi.lee Kruger
Reading and reception recognize

Maryland author and alumna Mollee

Kruger. The program will include her

work for campus publications in the

1940s, excerpts from plays, short sto-

ries and poetry.

Kogod Theatre,

3 p.m.-5 p.m.

Thursday, March 13

Sarah Chang &
Lars Vogt
Youthful vitality com-

bined with technical

maturity characterize

the work of violinist Sarah Chang

and pianist Lars Vogt in this

classical presentation.

Dekelboum Concert Hall,

8 p.m.

$20-$40

Friday & Saturday,

March 14 & 15

Danny Hoch
“Jails, Hospitals and Hip-Hop”

In this in-your-face, bitingly funny

power performance, Danny Hoch

becomes a teen obsessed with gangsta

rap, a heroin addict with AIDS and a

Harlem street vendor, among others.

Kogod Theatre, 8 p.m.

$25

Sunday, March 16

Dana Hanchard
In a concert of music by Ecuadorian

composer Diego Luzuriaga, soprano

Dana Hanchard presents an evening of

personal musings and meditations on

love and life.

Gildenhorn Recital Hall

Performance, 7:30 p.m.

Post-performance Q & A
$25

Thursday & Friday, March 20 8< 21

“Love Fear Surrender"
Visiting dance artist Maurice Fraga

tackles all three in an evening of dance

and theatre.

Dance Theatre, 8 p.m.

$12

Friday, March 21

Squonk Opera
“Bigsmorgasbordwunderwerk"
Let in a blast of refreshing weirdness

with Squonk, described as a cross

between avant-garde theater, per-

formance art, physical comedy and

modern dance.

Kay Theatre,

Performance, 8 p.m.

Post-performance Q & A
$20

Saturday, March 22

“Native Trails"

Derrick "Suwiama"

Davis, dancer
Robert “Tree"

Cody, flautist

Xavier Quijas

Yxayoti,

ancient

instruments

Fast-paced,

visually exciting illumina-

tion of the colorful, textu-

rally rich music and dance

of American Native tribes

and their cultural similari-

ties to indigenous cultures

of Mexico.

Kay Theatre

Pre-performance discussion,

7 p.m.

Performance, 8 p.m.

$20

Danny Hoch
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Comcast Center Shines in Debut
The long wait is over.

Maryland’s gleaming

new arena opens
,
com-

bining the amenities of

a modern sports venue

with a heavy dose of

Maryland sports history.

Old-tashioned charm combined with virtually

every amenity of modern sports arenas. That’s

the theme oi the new Comcast Center, and

that's just what fans experienced as they entered

the building for the first time this fall.

suites that provide enhanced viewing and enter-

tainment capabilities, plus the multi-purpose

Nextel Heritage Hall, a 200-seat pre-game

restaurant that overlooks the arena floor. The hall

is also equipped to host banquets, press confer-

ences, post-game gatherings and large meetings.

Then come more basic amenities that Cole was

never designed to accommodate: 12 food-and-

merchandise-packed concession stands and 37

restrooms, compared with four of each at Cole,

and a modern heating and air-conditioning sys-

tem. Parts of Cole became frigid during the win-

ter months and steamy during the summer.

Amenities aside, the 17,950-seat Comcast

Center provides an unobstructed view of the

game from every seat, whether in the upper

deck, the lower deck or on the floor. The build-

ing also has 3,000 more seats between the bas-

kets than at the 14,500-seat Field House, a

bonus because people traditionally prefer

watching games from the sides of the court

than from behind the backboards. The Comcast

seats are also several inches wider than those at

Cole, and fans have much more leg room.

"We worked very hard to make the arena as

tight and intimate as possible,” says project

manager Joe Hull, Maryland’s senior associate

director of athletics for external operations.

"That’s what college basketball is all about.

This is a great in-your-seat experience, [just] as

Amenities aside, the 17,950-seat Comcast Center provides an unob-

structed view of the game from every seat, whether in the upper deck,

the lower deck or on the floor.

The new home of the Maryland basketball

team features a bevy of conveniences that make its

predecessor, hallowed Cole Field House, appear

ancient: 35 television sets that allow fans to watch

the game while strolling through the main con-

course; a state-of-the-art, eight-sided video screen

above center-court that displays game high-

lights and up-to-the-minute statistics of players

on the floor; and a booming sound system that

will answer long-voiced complaints about an

undersized public address system at Cole.

Other features include 20 corporate luxury

Cole was a great in-your-seat experience."

Four thousand of the seats are reserved for

students in 10 rows that ring the court and in

the steeply pitched west end of the arena. The

west goal is where the Terps’ opponents will

attempt to score in the second half of games,

where “it looks as if you’re shooting into a

wall of people,” Hull says. Knowing that stu-

dents stand for most of the game, he says their

floor seats are positioned low enough so the

students won’t block fans sitting in the first

few rows of the lower deck.
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Terp senior guard Steve Blake (right) prepares to

take the court at Comcast Center for the first time

in uniform at October's "Midnight Madness"

scrimmage. Besides great basketball, the arena

offers box seating for fans (below left) and a

Maryland Athletic Hall of Fame (below right).

The new arena is also much easier to navigate

than Cole, or as Hull put it, to “move from point

A to point B.” Comcast’s main concourse is 22

feet wide, compared with 10.5 feet at Cole. Due

to scrupulous planning, the concession stands are

several feet off the main concourse, allowing peo-

ple standing in line to watch the game on video

monitors without backing into the concourse.

Comcast is also designed to accommodate

people with physical disabilities, and it exceeds

accessibility standards required under the

Americans with Disabilities Act. Street-level

elevators lead to the main concourse, and some

seats are removable so people in wheelchairs can

watch the game. Assisted listening devices are

available for those with hearing disabilities.

But basketball is only one of the Maryland

athletics programs to call the Comcast Center

home. A 1,500-seat gym serves as home to the

Terps volleyball, gymnastics and wrestling teams.

And student-athletes from all teams have access

to the building’s ultra-modern training facilities

and enlarged locker rooms. The arena also serves

as a student activities building that can hold

graduation ceremonies, job fairs and concerts. For

such events, a large loading dock allows vehicles

to haul equipment onto the main floor.

The Comcast Center, too, is a prime place for

alumni and fans to share their common Terps

spirit. Visitors can learn about the noteworthy

Maryland student-athletes as they stroll through

the dramatic Terrapin “Walk of Fame and His-

tory” in the arena’s east end, where plaques

commemorate last season’s Terps national cham-

pionship basketball team. And the Terrapin

Team Store, located just off the soaring three-

level atrium lobby, allows fans to outfit their

pride with the black, gold, red and white of

Maryland. —Michael Richman

Michael Richman is a freelance journalist and 1 985 grad-

uate ofthe University ofMaryland College ofJournalism.
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ABOUNDS

Maryland, Navy to Resume Rivalry

2005 game at Ravens

Stadium in Baltimore

will be first meeting in

40 years.

Ralph Friedgen was a stocky, 190-pound fresh-

man taking his first licks on a college gridiron

the last time Maryland met Navy on the foot-

ball field. The Midshipmen, still glowing from

the Heisman Trophy magic of Roger Staubach,

were perennially chasing national titles.

The year was 1965. The rivalry between

Maryland and Navy was hot, perhaps too hot,

Maryland and Navy's last meeting in 1965 ended in a

loss for the Terps and a decision by Navy to discon-

tinue the series.

and it ended conspicuously on a sour note for

the Terrapins—a 19-7 loss at Navy-Marine

Corps Stadium.

Now, after nearly four decades of polite avoid-

ance, the state’s two Division I-A football schools

have scheduled 2005 for their 21st meeting.

Navy leads the series, which dates to 1897,

15-5. The game will be played at the Baltimore

Ravens’ 69,000-seat stadium in Baltimore.

“This game has been anticipated for years by

many of the Terrapin faithful,” says Maryland

Athletics Director Debbie Yow, who had been

negotiating with Navy for a resumption of the

game for several years.

Her counterpart at Navy, Chet Gladchuk,

adds that the game “will be an event for the

state of Maryland [and] will be a wonderful way

to kick off the 2005 football season.”

Officials at both schools say they expect the

game to be a sellout, which could result in a

$1.2 million payout to each program, money

Yow says is critically important to the contin-

ued success of Maryland's emerging football

program.

In-state rivalries have traditionally produced

some of college football’s greatest games, but

also some of its uglier incidents involving fans

and occasionally players. It was just such an

incident in 1964 that may have initiated the

long cooling-off period between Maryland and

the Naval Academy.

After a scuffle broke out on the field during

the ’64 game in College Park, a Maryland player

reportedly made a rude gesture toward the

Navy Corps in the stands. Maryland went on to

win the game 27-22, but the series ended the

following year in Annapolis with a Navy victory.

Many attribute the schools’ parting of ways to

Navy’s chagrin about the gesture.

Needless to say, athletics officials and fans

hope that 40 years is enough time for old wounds

to heal. The 2005 game is not part of a larger

series, however, but rather a single event. Yow

says any plans to play again would be part of a

separate negotiation. —Daniel Cusick
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TAR HEEL TURNED TERP

TURNS SUCCESS INTO

HALL-OF-FAME INDUCTION

Shannon Higgins-Cirovski,

the fourth-year head coach of

Maryland women’s soccer, has

been inducted into the

National Soccer Hall of Fame

in Oneonta, N.Y. The 34-year-

old former midfielder was rec-

ognized for her outstanding

playing career at both the col-

legiate and professional levels

and is the youngest person

ever inducted into the hall of

fame. "My life has been cen-

tered around soccer since 1 was

6 years old,” she says. “I am
passionate about the game and

have been fortunate enough to

make it a successful career."

As a starting forward at

North Carolina from 1986 to

1989, Higgins-Cirovski

helped lead the Tar Heels to

four national championships,

scoring the game-winning

goal in the final three title

games in which she played.

She received the prestigious

Hermann Trophy Award as the

nation’s top Division I player

in 1989, and also earned the

Honda Award as the top

female athlete in the nation

that same year.

As a member of the U.S.

Women’s National Team in

1991, Higgins-Cirovski was

one of the stars that helped

win the first Women’s World

Cup, bringing starpower to a

previously unknown sport that

claimed among others Mia

Hamm, Brandi Chastain and

Michelle Akers.

She retired as a player after

the World Cup title game,

foregoing a professional career.

“I chose to go another path

and retired early," she says.

“I wanted to coach young

adults—not only on their soc-

cer skills—but also who they

are, and what they can accom-

Shannon Higgins-Cirovski

plish academically.”

Higgins-Cirovski entered

the coaching ranks in 1991 at

George Washington and led

the Colonials for seven seasons

before coming to Maryland in

1999. She has twice been

named "ACC Coach of the

Year” at Maryland and has led

the team to NCAA berths in

1 999 and 200 1 . —Tom Ventsias

Two Maryland Sports Icons Tell Their Tales

r-p he genius of Gary Williams's playbook combined with the instantly 1TOY

1 recognizable voice of play-by-play announcer Johnny Holliday Mfw

embody the electrifying phenomenon that is Maryland basketball. Now, six jtLy
'

months after the final buzzer of the Terps' first national championship, the

excitement continues with the release of two books revealinq the lives of
* * Gary Williams

David .flfc'is*

these giants of Maryland sports history.

Sweet Redemption: How Gary Williams and Maryland

Beat Death and Despair to Win the NCAA Basketball Championship recounts

Williams's 13 seasons of coaching at Maryland, culminating with the 2002

NCAA championship victory over Indiana. Williams co-wrote his story with

David A. Vise, a best-selling author and Pulitzer Prize winning journalist with

the Washington Post.

Holliday, a 45-year veteran of broadcasting, co-wrote his autobiography

with journalist Stephen Moore. The book, Johnny Holliday: From Rock to

Jock, details Holliday's career from his early days as a Top 40 disc jockey to

his 24-year stint as the unmistakable radio voice of the University of Mary-

land's basketball and football teams.

HOIUOM

on the

sideline

Maryland Sports Rank with SI.

Recent championships in basketball

and football, combined with top-

notch facilities and strong athletics

administration, netted the Universi-

ty of Maryland a No. 24 ranking in

Sports lllustrated’s recent survey of

"America's Best Sports Colleges."

The magazine also noted Mary-

land's perennially strong women's

lacrosse and field hockey teams.

Maryland Gets Voice on Gender

Equity Panel. University of Mary-

land Athletics Director Deborah Yow

will serve on a national blue ribbon

panel to help evaluate the effective-

ness of gender equity measures in

college athletics. The Commission

on Opportunities in Athletics, named

by U.S. Secretary of Education Rod

Paige, will evaluate Title IX, a land-

mark 30-year-old law aimed at

achieving parity between men's and

women's athletics.

Terp Wrestlers Among ACC's

Best. Ten of 50 members of the

ACC's "50th Anniversary Wrestling

Team" went to the mat wearing a

Terrapin uniform. Among those

named to the team were Marshall

Dauberman <'62—'64), Tim Geiger

C63-'65), Jim Guzzio <'95—'97),

Gobel Kline <'67—'69), Bob Kopinsky

('63—'65), David Land ('95-97), Tom

Miller C95-'97), Steve Peperak

('85-'87), Tom Reese C86-'88) and

Mike Sandusky C55-'57).
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ASPIRATIONS

Driskell Center Draws Acclaim

As the glitter and glamour from the Sept. 29 gala for the David

C. Driskell Center for the Study of the African Diaspora fade,

the center itself shines as it moves forward with new funding,

a new executive director and new pro-

grams. Building upon a gift of art and

archival material valued at $2.5 million

from Distinguished University Professor

Emeritus David C. Driskell, other

donors have stepped forward to help the

center galvanize the next generation of

artists, scholars and citizens.

Thanks to C. Sylvia and Eddie

Brown, the Driskell Center now has

three endowed funds to support its mis-

sion to bring new insights from artists

and researchers on the African diaspora

and its influence on modern culture.

Drumming was one of the cultural traditions

celebrated at the grand opening of the David

C. Driskell Center for the Study for the African

Diaspora.

Eileen Julien

The three funds will help purchase

works of art, fund a scholarship and pro-

vide discretionary funds for the new

executive director.

The C. Sylvia and Eddie

Brown Arts Acquisition .

Fund will provide

$400,000 to pur-

chase artwork lor

use by students,

faculty, researchers

and the broader

university commu-

nity. It will comple-

ment the center’s Arts

on View program that

brings African American

art into the community.

The program features

from two to four works each year that are

studied by graduate students for their his-

torical context and their place in the

artist’s overall body of work. Each gradu-

ate student prepares a presentation on the

selected works to be shared with elemen-

tary, middle and high school students in

Prince George’s County. Area teachers will

be encouraged to prepare their own cur-

riculum materials in conjunction with the

piece of art. The program is designed to

bring African American art into the class-

room with enough supplementary

research and context to make it meaning-

ful to young people. The students will be

invited to view the original work at the

center, and high quality reproductions

will be made available to classrooms and

through the Driskell Center Web site.

A second endowment will fund the

C. Sylvia and Eddie Brown Driskell

Scholars Advancement Fund. With this

funding, the center hopes to recruit fel-

lows from art and art history programs

who will work on interdisciplinary proj-
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ects that address aspects of the African

diaspora from the 15th century to mod-

ern times. The Advancement Fund will

be eligible for matching funds from the

state of Maryland.

The Brown’s third gift will offer sup-

port to the center’s first executive direc-

tor, Eileen Julien, who comes to Mary-

land from Indiana University, where she

was a professor of French and compara-

tive literature and founder of the West

African Research Center. Julien

holds an undergraduate degree in

French from the Xavier University

of New Orleans and a Ph.D. in

French from the University of

Wisconsin. Her research and

teaching have focused on 20th-

century literature and culture, espe-

cially the literatures of Africa; the

African diaspora; and the relationships

between Africa and Europe. She is a Ful-

bright senior scholar, Guggenheim fel-

low, and a Bunting Institute fellow at

Radcliffe College. She is married to Sene-

galese artist Kalidou Sy.

In addition to the Arts on View pro-

gram, Julien has planned two other center

initiatives, the Driskell Center Summer
Arts Institute and the Driskell Center

Gift to Bring Journalism Under One Roof

She says the center also plans “an annu-

al artists collaborative workshop where we

can bring artists together to work on a

common theme and use that theme to

talk about the significance of art in social

policy.” Selected participants would spend

a month at the Driskell Center working

together to create one or more themed

pieces. The works would be exhibited at

the Driskell Center with a roundtable dis-

cussion focusing on the display.

With the arrival ofJulien and the

institution of these new programs, the

center will move closer to its goal of

becoming the preeminent venue for the

exploration and explication of African

and African American society and cul-

ture. Recognizing its roots in a universi-

ty-wide commitment to diversity and

African American culture, the center has

become catalyst for connecting and

expanding the substantial resources in

the study of African diasporic culture on

this campus. —Lisbeth Pettengill

Artists’ Forum. Designed for college jun-

iors, the six-week Summer Arts Institute

curriculum will encourage graduate stud-

ies in the arts and humanities. ‘‘When you

put into motion supple and inquiring

minds that have been

exposed to a great

variety of places and

ways of thinking, they

come up with very

broadening ideas,”

Julien says.

Comedian Bill Cosby

(third from left) joins

Sylvia and Eddie Brown

(left) university presi-

dent C.D. Mote and his

wife, Patsy, (center) and

Distinguished University

Professor David Driskell

and his wife, Thelma, at

the Driskell Center Gala.

The Knight Center will feature state-of-the-art

facilities to support the College of Journalism.

he Miami-based John S. and James

HI L. Knight Foundation capped the

university's Bold Vision • Bright Future

campaign with a $3 million gift to estab-

lish the John S. and James L. Knight Jour-

nalism Center at the Philip Merrill College

of Journalism. This lead grant will help the

Merrill College and the university raise an

additional $6 million from private sources.

The infusion of funding could help univer-

sity officials win faster approval for the

construction a new journalism teaching and research complex on campus.

The Knight Journalism Center, to be housed in a wing of the future $30 million

building, will bring under one roof several programs now scattered across campus.

The center will house the college's national magazine for journalists, American Jour-

nalism Review, double the space for the Knight Center for Specialized Journalism

and include a state-of-the-art conference room and training facility for working jour-

nalists. The Knight Journalism Center will also become home to the Casey Journal-

ism Center on Children and Families, the international Hubert Humphrey Journalism

Fellows program, the college's Journalism Fellowships in Child and Family Policy

program and the Knight Chair in Journalism. —Lisbeth Pettengill
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'61
Phillip A. Cole A&S, was recently

named a “Super Lawyer” by Minnesota

haw & Politics magazine. Cole works

for Lommen, Nelson, Cole & Stage-

berg P.A. in Minneapolis. The

"Super Lawyer" list is an annual

guide to honor the best lawyers in

the state of Minnesota.

'62
Donna Drevenak Mitroff

ARHU, has been named president of

Mediascope, a national nonprofit

research and education organization

working to promote social issues

through media. Mitroff will oversee

Mediascope ’s current campaigns and

develop new business proposals, in

addition to managing daily func-

tions at the organization's headquar-

ters in Studio City, Calif. Before

joining Mediascope, Mitroff served

as a senior vice president at Fox

Family Worldwide. She is also an

adjunct professor teaching issues in

children’s media at the Annenberg

School of Communication at the

University of Southern California.

'63
Neal D. Thigpen, EDUC, B.A.,

66 BSOS, M.A., '70 BSOS, Ph D.,

will be honored by the Francis Mari-

on University Foundation by the

creation of an endowed chair in his

name. Thigpen is a long-time facul-

ty member of Francis Marion Uni-

versity in Florence, S.C. The Neal D.

Thigpen Chair in Public Affairs will

be awarded to a senior faculty mem-
ber in the Department of Political

Science and Geography.

'64
John K. Fisher, EDUC, Ed. D. has

been named to “Who’s Who Among
America’s Teachers, 2002." Fisher is

dean and professor of mathematics at

Norwalk Community College in

Connecticut. In addition to adminis-

trative duties as academic dean,

Fisher has taught mathematics in

the college’s evening division for the

past 10 years.

71
John Gribbin, A&S, has joined

Argonaut Insurance Company in San

Antonio, Texas, as resident vice pres-

ident for major account opportuni-

ties. Gribbin has more than 28 years

of experience in the insurance field

with Reliance Insurance Company,

serving as chief underwriting officer,

senior vice president and head of the

large account division.

Kathryn Waters. A&S, M.C.P. ’73,

has been named the new vice presi-

dent of commuter rail for Dallas

Area Rapid Transit. Previously,

Waters worked for Maryland Transit

Administration in Baltimore as chief

operating officer of the Maryland

Rail Commuter Service for seven

years. Waters has served as chair of

the American Public Transportation

Association Commuter Rail Com-
mittee, and also has held positions

on the Rail Safety Advisory Com-
mittee of the Federal Railroad

Administration and the Maryland

Chapter of the Conference of Minori-

ty Transportation Officials.

OBITUARIES

Alumni Center Namesake Sam Riggs Dies

'50
Samuel Riggs IV, BMGT, an 11th generation

Maryland farmer and University of Maryland

benefactor, died Sept. 30, at University of Mary-

land Medical Center in Baltimore of extensive

injuries from an automobile accident near his

home in Olney, Md.
Riggs is remembered as a gentleman who

unwaveringly committed himself to God, family,

friends and community throughout his life. His

commitments also extended to Maryland, the land

that sustained his ancestors since 1649, and the institutions that support it.

In 1988, Riggs endowed the University of Maryland’s new alumni center to

be built near Byrd Stadium where Maryland’s faithful can congregate. Riggs

was a registered Angus cattle farmer as well as a strong supporter of adult

and youth agricultural groups and clubs.

Under the GI Bill, Riggs attended the University of Maryland, College

Park, where he earned his degree in business administration. For the next 30

years, he worked at Ligon & Ligon, a Baltimore-based construction compa-

ny, from which he retired as secretary-treasurer in 1981. He also served on

the board of Sandy Spring National Bank from 1959 to 1990, including as

chair from 1978 to 1990.

Riggs is survived by a nephew, Gordon C. Keys, and a niece, Mary Stew-

art Brusnigham. He is also survived by three great-nephews and tour great

nieces; four great-great-nieces and four great-great-nephews.

'66
David Tapper, BSOS, of Seattle, Wash., died at his home July 23, of kid-

ney cancer. He was 57. Tapper was chief surgeon at Children's Hospital and

Regional Medical Center, and professor and vice-chairman of surgery at the

University of Washington School of Medicine.

Tapper's interest in kidney diseases led to his international reputation for

the surgical treatment of kidney failure and high blood pressure. He started

the kidney transplant program at Children’s Hospital and performed more

than 50 successful transplants. He also treated hundreds of newborns who

had life-threatening defects. Tapper was president of the American Pediatric

Surgical Association as well as president of the Seattle Surgical Society. He
maintained leadership roles in numerous other surgical societies and organi-

zations. Tapper is survived by his wife of 34 years, Susan; their four children,

JoEllen, Erica, Jacalyn and Aaron; mother Sylvia; sister Martha Benesch; and

brother Jeffrey.

78
John J. Klocko III, CMPS. an Anne Arundel County Councilman who

was just one month short of completing his second term, died Oct. 5 in an

automobile accident near Cedar City, Utah. He was 45.

Klocko represented District 7, including the area where he grew up,

Crofton, Md. He was recognized for his legislative work on telecommunica-

tions issues and his efforts to preserve the rural character of southern Anne

Arundel County.

After graduating from Maryland with a bachelor's degree in geology,

Klocko attended the Cieveland-Marshall College of Law at Cleveland State

University in Ohio where he earned a J.D. in 1985. Beyond his work on the

county council, he maintained a private law practice and was an enthusiast

of mountain biking and downhill skiing.

Klocko is survived by his wife, Karen Marie Hancock Klocko LFSC

’78, whom he met at the University of Maryland, and three daughters,

Caroline, Mary Katherine and Elizabeth.
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72 guess the year

High-tech learning '70s style.

Lee Joyce Richmond. EDUC,
Ph.D., professor of education at Loy-

ola College in Maryland, has

received the “Eminent Career

Award" from the National Career

Development Association, a division

of the American Counseling Associa-

tion. The Eminent Career Award is

NCDA’s highest honor, awarded

annually to a leader in the career

development profession. Richmond is

a national career counselor, a certified

professional counselor and a licensed

psychologist. She is a past president

of both the American Counseling

Association and the National Career

Development Association.

74
Lambert Boyce, Jr.. BMGT, a tax

partner at Clifton Gunderson, has

been elected to the Planned Giving

Advisory Committee of Catholic

Charities. For 27 years, Boyce has

worked in the accounting industry

where he specializes in individual,

estate and commercial tax planning

and employee benefit plans.

76
Patrick J. Maney. ARHU, recent-

ly published the second edition of

Young Bob: A Biography of Robert Af.

La Follette, Jr. Maney is chair of the

history department at University of

South Carolina in Columbia. He has

also written two biographies about

Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Albert Ross McCausland.
AGRI, of Glyndon, Md., has been

promoted to associate at Hord
Coplan Macht, a Baltimore-based

architectural, landscape architecture

and land planning firm. McCausland

has more than 1 7 years of construc-

tion management experience on

projects ranging from courtrooms,

hospitals and fire stations to large

housing projects. His latest projects

at HCM include the Northwest

Hospital Center in Baltimore; Atri-

um Village, a senior housing facility

in Owings Mills, Md.; and the

Reserve at Ballenger Creek, a multi-

family housing unit in Frederick, Md.

The cries came from college students here and across the country:

"End Apartheid." "Divest in South Africa." At Maryland, student

members of the South African Divestment Coalition besieged the

president's office in Main Administration, calling for $7.2 million in

university holdings to be withdrawn from the country whose poli-

cies were brutally discriminatory toward black Africans. Before the

end of the year, the university did just that, proving that student

voices can still shape policy at major institutions.

Can you name the year? Correct answers will be included in

a drawing for a red fleece throw with the Maryland Alumni

Association logo.* Send your answer to Name the Year

Contest, c/o College Park magazine, 2101 Turner Building,

College Park, MD 20742-5411, or e-mail to cpmag@accmail.

umd.edu. Please include your name, address and phone

number. If you like, give us your own recollection of the

event for possible publication in our next issue.

*Prize courtesy of the Maryland Alumni Association.

78
Susan Souder. ARHU, has been

appointed associate judge on the cir-

cuit court for Baltimore County,

Md. Gov. Parris Glendening

appointed Souder in April. Souder is

an active member of the Maryland

State Bar Association and has

served as president of the Fed-

eral Bar Association, the Bal-

timore Women's Bar and

the Women’s Bar Associa-

tion of Maryland.

in Vermont. Building on his long-

term interest in energy policy, Eidlin

is leading the firm's business devel-

opment efforts. He comes to Solar

Works from the United Nations

Environment Programme, and has

held positions with New York City

government and the engineering

firm ofCH2M Hill.

Kenneth Jedding, ARHU, of

New York City, has established a

publishing company called Double

Rose Books. The company will focus

on books that provide advice to col-

lege graduates. Jedding has recently

published a book titled Real Life

Notes: Reflections and Strategies for Life

After Graduation, as a mentoring aid

for people in their 20s. Real Life

Notes has been included in the stu-

dent development curriculum at

Hiram College in Ohio.

Richard Eidlin, BSOS, is vice pres-

ident of sales and marketing for

Solar Works Inc., a full-service

renewable energy

firm based
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Painting Is Passion for ’63 Grad

oward Behrens would be lost with-

out his paints. At 69, the University

of Maryland alumnus has led a distin-

guished career as an artist. It is rare that he

skips a day of painting. On average, he

completeslOO paintings per year.

A dedicated painter from childhood, by

his early college days in the late 1950s Behrens had already

gained a small market for his art. On weekends, he sold his paint-

ings from a self-made wooden stand in a vacant lot on New

Hampshire Avenue. He used the money he earned to buy art

supplies and pay tuition for his classes at Maryland. He graduat-

ed with a bachelor's degree in fine arts in 1959 and completed an

M.A. in 1963.

Behrens credits a basic design course he took at the Universi-

ty of Maryland, taught by the late John Lembach, as having a life-

long influence on his relationship with art. "It opened my eyes,"

says Behrens. "As a kid I used to look at all different forms of

crazy art, and I

wouldn't know what

to really make of it,

or how to under-

stand it."

Today Behrens's

paintings are show-

cased in 1 1 muse-

ums and dozens of

galleries around the

country, including

his own gallery in

Monterey, Calif.

Owners of his work include former President George H.W. Bush,

singer Neil Diamond and actors Loni Anderson and Burt

Reynolds.

Behrens is known as a master of the palette knife, a tool used

to mix paint. He actually applies paint to his canvases using the

palette knife, creating an effect that is visually distinctive and

widely recognizable. Travel is one of Behrens's undying passions.

Lake Como, Italy, is a favorite place, where Behrens manages to

discover new gardens to paint with each trip.

"You can't paint a masterpiece every time, but you try to," he

explains. "Whatever I am painting I get wrapped in. Once I get

started I just get completely sucked into what I am working on ...

You lose yourself in the painting, no matter what it is."

—Stacy Kaper

'82
Darlene R. Davis, BSOS, is

returning to private practice as an

attorney with Ober/Kaler's Balti-

more office. Davis will resume her

representation of borrowers, lenders,

and lessors in commercial lending

and leasing transactions. Davis is a

frequent lecturer and speaker on

issues concerning commercial

finance. She is active in the Mary-

land State Bar Association’s con-

sumer credit committee and the

section on business law.

Lawrence Gramling, BMGT, has

been appointed chair of the Con-

necticut Society of Certified Public

Accountants Meritorious Service

Committee for 2002—2003- The

Meritorious Service Committee

identifies and presents candidates for

the “Meritorious Service Award,” the

CPA Society's highest recognition.

Gramling is a professor in the

accounting department at the Uni-

versity of Connecticut School of

Business Administration.

'84
Lisa Clough JOUR, has become

the director of communications at

the American College of Cardiology

in Bethesda. Since graduating,

Clough has pursued a career in

health communications and public

relations. Clough has been recog-

nized for her work with national

awards from the Public Relations

Society of America.

'85
E. Scott Johnson, has been recog-

nized for his work in entertainment

law and intellectual property at the

law firm Ober/Kaler. Johnson was

named in the 2003-2004 edition of

“The Best Lawyers in America,” a

nationwide survey based on a peer-

review evaluation.

'87
Mark A. Vargas, ARHU, has

become the new director of the

Byrne Memorial Library at Saint

Xavier University. Vargas will lead

all aspects of library operations,

including budgeting, strategic plan-

ning, policy development and per-

sonnel management. He will over-

see the collection development.

bibliographic instruction, reference

and research services. Vargas will

also serve as a liaison to professional,

state and national networks and

organizations.

'88
Daniel Friedman, BSOS, has

joined the litigation department of

Saul Ewing LLP in its Baltimore

office. Friedman concentrates on

commercial litigation and state and

local government law. Friedman is

also a lecturer and adjunct faculty

member at the University of Mary-

land School of Law, where he teaches

state constitutional law, torts and

appellate advocacy. An author of sev-

eral articles on Maryland constitu-

tional law and history, he is currently

completing work on a book. The

Maryland State Constitution: A Refer-

ence Guide. Friedman has also served

as chief of litigation for the Balti-

more City Department of Law.

'89
Patricia Lynn Tomsko, BSOS, has

been appointed vice president of

medical affairs and medical director

of the Hebrew Home of Greater

Washington. She is board-certified

in family practice, and in hospice

and palliative medicine. Tomsko
will supervise an in-house staff of

full-time physicians caring for the

nursing home’s 558 residents. Tom-
sko will continue her position as a

deputy medical examiner for Mont-

gomery County, Md.

'90
Terence Perkins, BMGT, of

Upper Marlboro, Md., was recently

named internal auditor of GE1CO,
the country’s fifth-largest private

passenger insurer. Perkins joined

GEICO in 1985 and has experience

in the financial and operational

auditing, information technology

auditing and investigation, and spe-

cial audits divisions of the Internal

Audit Department of GEICO.

Edward C. Smith, ENGR, M.S.

and Ph.D., ’92, has been named the

2002 recipient of the Lawrence Sper-

ry Award by the American Institute

of Aeronautics and Astronautics.

The award was given “for extraordi-

nary research in aeroselasticity of

composite rotors, and for dedication
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Nobel Prize Goes to Maryland Physics Alumnus

KM ay Davis Jr. '37 B.S., '39 M.S., may not look like the sun-wor-

shipping type. But for more than half a century, his work has

involved studying the star of our solar system—the sun. His years of

dedication to discovering how the sun generates energy recently

earned Davis an award of astronomical distinction—the 2002 Nobel

Prize for Physics.

"I didn't expect that at all," Davis, now retired from the University of

Pennsylvania physics department, told Newsday after winning the prize.

Davis's work has centered on unlocking the mysteries of the

sun's energy. For centuries it was believed that solar energy resulted

from gravitational collapse within the sun. Davis had another idea

—

neutrinos. Neutrinos are tiny, subatomic particles that are produced

in the core of the sun and travel to the earth by the billions at the

speed of light. Davis is credited as the first scientist to devise a

detector that could observe the sun's neutrinos from Earth, a feat

some have likened to locating a specific grain of sand in the Sahara

Desert.

The 615-ton device is housed a mile underground in a South

Dakota gold mine, where for four decades it has allowed scientists to

make important discoveries about the sun. One such discovery was

that neutrinos can transform into other neutrino species, leading to

the theory that the sun's power stems from the

fusion of hydrogen nuclei into helium nuclei.

"Ray Davis has done a difficult and truly pio-

neering experiment before anyone believed that

such an experiment could be done, and he stuck

with it for more than 35 years," says Jordan Goodman, professor and

chair of the University of Maryland's Department of Physics.

After completing his doctoral work at Yale University, Davis dedi-

cated four years to military service and went on to become a chemist

for two years at Montsanto Inc. In 1948, Davis took a job with the

U.S. Department of Energy's Brookhaven National Laboratory, where

he delved into the mysteries of solar neutrinos. At age 69, he

became a professor of astronomy and physics at the University of

Pennsylvania.

Over the course of his career, Davis has distinguished himself in

the discipline of physics. He is a member of the National Academy of

Sciences and has won numerous awards, including the National

Medal of Science presented by President George W. Bush in 2001

.

He is also a recipient of the Boris Pregel Prize of the New York Acad-

emy of Sciences and the Comstock Prize from the National Academy

of Sciences. —Stacy Kaper

to aerospace engineering education.”

Smith is the director of the Penn

State Rotorcraft Center of Excellence

and is a faculty member in aerospace

engineering at Penn State. His

research and teaching interests involve

aspects of helicopter dynamics.

'91
Andrew D. Morton, BSOS,
M.P.M., was named the “Pro Bono
Lawyer of the Year” for 2002 by

the District of Columbia Bar

Association. The award acknowl-

edges a lawyer's achievement in

bringing pro bono legal services

to the poor and disadvantaged in

the Washington area. Morton is

an associate at the D.C. office of

Latham & Watkins, which special-

izes in legislative and regulatory

projects in communications and
health care.

Happy 1977 grad toots his own horn

'92
Dan Blandford.

BSOS, has been

promoted to bank-

ing officer at BB&T
in Knoxville, Tenn.,

after working there for

one year. BB&T is the

nation’s 13th largest finan-

cial holding company and

operates more than

1,100 banking offices in

the United States.

'93
Anna M. Leahy,

ARHU M.F.A., has

accepted a position

teaching English

at North

\

Central College in Naperville, 111.,

following two years teaching cre-

ative writing, literature of gender

and ethnicity, and contemporary lit-

erature at Missouri Western State

College. The author and poet

has also taught at

Knox

College, Ohio University and at the

University of Maryland.

Ward Gaines, has co-written a new
book titled Blues With a Feeling: The

Little Walter Story published by

Routledge. The story is
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about legendary blues harmonica

player Little Walter, who began

appearing with Muddy Waters in

the early 1950s.

'95
Jayme Sollod, PERU, has joined

the Owings Mills, Md. -based adver-

tising firm MGH as an assistant

account executive. Sollod will work

with clients from the education and

health and fitness fields. Previously,

Sollod held an account associate

position at Trahan Burden & Charles.

'96
AdoLisa Joan Anarado. LFSC,

received a law degree from the Uni-

versity of Tulsa's College of Law. She

also received the Order of Barristers

award for excellence in mock court

and mock trial activities.

'97
Joanne Tait, LFSC, has contributed

to the book The Insider's Guide to

Political Internships. Tait is the execu-

tive coordinator and director of the

intern program for the Sierra Club.

She has also worked for the non-

profit group Clean Water Action.

'98
Noelle L. Piscitelli. JOUR, of

South Plainfield, N.J., has been pro-

moted to senior account executive at

MCS Inc., a health care public rela-

tions agency. She began working for

MCS in April 2000 as an account

representative and was promoted to

account executive last year.

'99
Ian H. Jardine, BMGT, recently

departed on a six-month deployment

to the Mediterranean Sea and Arabi-

The goal is that way! 1992

an Gulf as part of the 24th Marine

Expeditionary Unit, based in

Camp Lejeune, N.C. While

on deployment, Jardine will

participate in joint-service,

multinational operations. He is

one of the more than 4,000 Atlantic

Fleet Sailors and Marines aboard the

ships of the USS Nassau Amphibi-

ous Ready Group.

Shannon A. Bowen. ARHU,
M.A., has been honored as the recip-

ient of the Outstanding Dissertation

Award from the International Com-
munication Association's Public

Relations Division. Bowen is an

assistant professor of issues

management and public rela-

tions in the University of

Houston School of Communi-
cation. The ICA recognizes exem-

Nancy

Kevin

Rob
lots to

f
I

chat about
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plary work in the field of communi-

cation every two years. Bowen's

dissertation is titled "A Theory of

Ethical Issues Management: Contri-

butions of Kantian Deontology to

Public Relations' Ethics and Deci-

sion Making."

Megan Stalgaitis, JOUR, of

Branchburg, N.J., has been appoint-

ed account executive at MCS Inc., a

health care public relations agency.

Before her appointment at MCS,
I Stalgaitis served as a public relations

I manager for St. Mary's Hospital in

I Passaic, N.J.

Kathleen Tappaan Cray. JOUR.
I was recently named account execu-

I tive at Morgan Marketing & Public

Relations (MMPR), in Irvine, Calif.

I Prior to joining MMPR, Cray was in

I account management for the Wash-

ington, D.C., office of FitzGerald

Communications. At MMPR, Cray's

ft responsibilities include news release

I copy writing and coordination, plan-

i ning special events, creating direct

mail promotions and overall account

management and client service.

'01
Dong H. Kim, ENGR, recently

I graduated from the Basic Civil Engi-

neer Corps Officer School in Port

Hueneme, Calif., where he studied

I engineering management, network

I analysis, financial management and

||
the Navy’s organization. Kim's

I training also included military and

||
civilian personnel management and

|! administration. Navy industrial

|
funding, shore facility planning and

|
construction battalion operations.

Sarah Pulaski. ARHU, BA, has

I joined the Owings Mills, Md. -based

j
full-service advertising firm, MGH.,

||
where she will serve as a media assis-

|
tant. Pulaski was previously employed

|

by Eisner Communications.
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29.95

99.95 ^0* ^ *

and Alumni Association £4
*

Discover American Express

I $20 (5-YEAR) TAX DEDUCTIBLE ^0 -"/

AMEX CID NUMBER V

Present Building Future
\
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River rocks, each varied in

shape but all inscribed with

"9/1
1
" in gold ink, were

available to members of the

campus community who

came together on McKeldin

Mall to participate in the

Sept. 11 memorial service.

Rock-Solid Comfort
A year to the day from the infamous terrorist attack that shook our nation,

we gathered as a community to commemorate the solemn occasion and to

seek solace. Thousands of students, staff and faculty read hand-written mes-

sages on white sheets that were penned during a McKeldin Mall memorial

service on Sept. 12, 2001 . At the close of the remembrance, saxophonist

Christopher Vadala played a mournful melody from the middle of the mall

near the ODK Fountain, as each of us, in turn, picked up a river rock

inscribed with "9/11." The cool, solid presence in the palm of one's hands

provided tangible comfort. —Dianne Burch
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Hail Alma Mater: Wear

# It WithfSPride!

THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION is pleased

to present “Homecoming,” (left) a 32x32 inch, 100 percent silk twill

woman’s scarf. “Homecoming” depicts a parade of school spirited Terp fans

decked out in their finest shells. We continue to offer “Testudo’s Dream,”

(above, right) our premiere, 36x36 inch scarf that features many familiar state

symbols. Our men’s ties complement both scarves and are available in either a

red tortoise shell stripe or a black “Varsity M” motif. The scarves and ties repre-

sent a series of exclusively designed fashion pieces. Order now to receive these

alumni association originals and wear them with pride!

For more information, contact the alumni association at 301 .403.2728 ext. 16 or

800.336.8627 or visit our Web site at www.alumni.umd.edu

Supplies are limited. Orders are filled on a first-come, first-served basis.

Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery.

Full Name:

UM Class Year (if applicable):

Home Address:

City, State, Zip:

Home Phone:

Work Phone:

E-mail Address:

PRICE FOR SCARF:

Alumni Association Members $65

Non-members $75

PRICE FOR TIE:

Alumni Association Members $50

Non-members $60

Join the Maryland Alumni Association

today and pay the member price.

ORDER:
Alumni Association Membership, Annual Single @ $35 = $.

“Homecoming” Silk Scarf Quantity @ $ = $.

"Testudo’s Dream” Silk Scarf Quantity @ $ = $_

Red Tortoise Striped Silk Tie Quantity @ $ = $.

Black "Varsity M” Silk Tie Quantity @ $ = $.

SUBTOTAL: $

Sales Tax: (Ml) residents only) x .05 =$

Shipping and Handling: $ 3.00

TOTAL: $

Method of Payment: (please check one)

Check made payable to the University of Maryland

Alumni Association

Credit Card: MasterCard Visa AMEX Discover

Card Number: Exp. Date:

Signature:

Fax to: 301.403.2736

Or mail in a stamped

envelope to:

University of Maryland

Alumni Association

7100 Baltimore Avenue,

Suite 510

College Park. MD 20740

Attn: Allyson Yospe

o_

MARYLAND

ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION



Become an Officallv "Licensed" Terrapin

SHOW YOUR MARYLAND PRIDE
WITH A UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

LICENSE PLATE

Drive your pride home. The

official plate features the

Terp logo.

You asked for it, and now it could be

yours! The Maryland Alumni Association

is accepting applications for the Terp

license plate in Maryland and Virginia.

The Terp license plate is available in

Maryland now!

The Virginia Department of Motor Vehi-

cles needs 350 applications to move for-

ward on the Terp license plate in Virginia.

To receive an application for a Univer-

sity of Maryland license plate, call the

Maryland Alumni Association at

301.405.4678 or 800.336.8627.

The Terp plate is available only for vehicles registered

in Maryland and Virginia. Please allow four to six

weeks for processing.

/ffltk UNIVERSITY OFW MARYLAND
Division of University Relations

College Park, Maryland 20742-8724

Forwarding Service Requested

xxxxxxxx**# ECRLOT 0058A#R-007

MAR'MR?
2
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9
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<*90 SOUTH RIVER LANDING
EDGEWATER MD 21037-1551
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Dear Alumni and Friends,

The Maryland Alumni Association kicked off the fall season with record numbers in mem-

bership! I am encouraged and inspired by the pride alumni like yourself have for your alma

mater. Maryland momentum is sweeping the nation, thanks to academic stars, athletic talent

—

and alumni involvement.

So many of you were on hand to build the Terrapin Spirit at our tailgate at the Meadow-

lands in New Jersey prior to the Maryland vs. Notre Dame football game.There will be many

more opportunities to catch up with fellow Maryland fans when we take our tailgate on the

road to West Virginia, North Carolina and Virginia. Plus, we will host a tailgate before every

home game. Join us!

Be sure to save the date for Homecoming Weekend 2002. Beginning on November 7, the

weekend is full of fun and enriching activities for all ages—from our Alumni College series to

. the Class of 1952 Reunion to our Annual Homecoming Festi-

val. (See page 1 6 for all of the details.) The grand finale is the

football game against NC State on November 9. 1 look for-

ward to cheering theTerps and fellow alumnus Coach

Ralph Friedgen 70, 72 to victory!

In this issue, Coach Friedgen and his wife, Gloria 73,

share how they met at Maryland and what makes them a

good team today.We also feature classmates Doug Gardner

'89 and Rich Gergar '89 who got their start at the university.The t-shirts they sold from dorm to

dorm helped launch what is now a successful business operation.

Jody Olsen 79 is making Maryland proud as deputy director of the Peace Corps. Nomi-

nated by President Bush last year she will help lead recruitment efforts for the organization.

Olsen need look no further than her alma mater. Our graduates have consistently answered

the call to serve—with record numbers applying in 2002. It won't be long before the Terrapin

Spirit is felt around the world.

Danita D. Nias ’8

1

Executive Director

PS.Thousands of graduates have registered for theTerp Alumni Network, our online alumni

community. Update your profile, establish aTerp e-mail address and search the directory.

Register at www.alumni.umd.edu. It's free!

PUBLISHER
University of Maryland

Alumni Association

Danita D. Nias '81

Executive Director

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

Cynthia Flanders '82, '88 M.B.A.

President

Alan Cason '80

President Elect

Paul Carey '82 M.B.A.

Immediate Past President

Jody Olsen '79 Ph.D.

Past President

MAGAZINE STAFF

Beth A. Morgen

Editor

Jennifer Paul '93

Art Director

Patrick Beasley 01

Michael Richman '84, '85

Renee Zemanski

Contributing Writers

John T. Consoli '86

Lisa Helfert '92

Mike Morgan '99

Allison O'Brien '85

Contributing Photographers

Maryland Alumni is published twice a

year for members of the University

of Maryland Alumni Association. It is

a supplement to College Park magazine.

Letters to the editor are encouraged.

Please send to Editor. University of

Maryland Alumni Association, Rossbor-

ough Inn, College Park. MD 20742 or

e-mail to Terp_Alum@umail.umd.edu.

Inquiries regarding alumni affairs may

be sent to Alumni Association. Rossbor-

ough Inn, College Park, MD 20742 or

e-mailed to Terp_Alum@umail.umd.edu.

To contact the alumni association staff

by phone, call 301.405.4678 or

1 .800.336.8627. For the latest events

calendar, visit our Web site at

www.alumni.umd.edu.

"M" photo by Cameron Davidson; left photo by John T. Consoli
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60 SECONDS
Catch up with USA Today Columnist

DeWayne Wickham 74, airline Captain

Beverly Burns 7 1 and entrepreneurs Doug

Gardner '89 and Rich Gergar '89. Plus,

Ralph 70, 72 and Gloria Friedgen 73 tell

us what makes them a good team!

GOING PLACES
Maryland Alumni caught up with

Stephanie Tadlock, director of alumni

travel and continuing education, to

explore alumni travel in 2003. Whether

it's Russia's ports of call, Italy's lake region

or the lands down underTravel 2003 has

something for everyone.

PARTNERSHIPS
Several city students now have the

chance for a college education thanks to

the Baltimore Incentive Awards Program.

The program would not be possible with-

out the generous contributions of alumni.

Hear why they wanted to help.

CLUBBING
Alumni clubs and chapters are building

the Terrapin Spirit by hosting cultural,

social and athletic events around the

world. Mark your calendar for upcoming

activities, including our Cultural Event

Program—now in its third season!

AND, FINALLY ...

Homecoming 2002. . .Come Together!

Expand your mind through our Alumni

College. Catch up with classmates during

the Class of 1 952 Reunion. Spread the

Terrapin Spirit at our Annual Homecom-

ing Festival before theTerps tackle the

Wolfpack of NC State.

As deputy director of the Peace Corps,

Jody Olsen 79 works to enlighten fel-

low Americans about the nationalities,

cultures and religions around the globe.



Byrd Exhibit Kicks Off

Showcase Series

USA Today Columnist DeWayne
Wickham '74 will explore the

changing face of racism in his

upcoming book.

months, he became the mag-

azine’s principal reporter

assigned to cover the Water-

gate cover-up trial.

Still, Wickham and many

of his black colleagues were

distressed about the lack of

opportunities for black jour-

nalists and sought a forum to

address their grievances. By

1975, Wickham was a found-

ing member of the National

Association of Black Journal-

ists.

The NABJ is a member-

ship organization that aims

to strengthen ties among

black journalists and to sensi-

tize all media to the impor-

tance of diversity in news

reporting and the fair treat-

ment of black journalists. In

1987, Wickham ran for presi-

dent of NABJ and won by

the largest margin in the

organization's history. Of his

two years as president, Wick-

ham is most proud of dou-

bling the organization’s

membership—from less than

1 ,000 to nearly 2,000—and

for pressuring the industry to

take diversity seriously.

S
tudent. Athlete. Coach. Politician. Visionary. All describe Harry

Clifton Byrd, the man many consider the father and builder of

the modern University of Maryland. This month,The Friends of

the Libraries celebrated the opening of From Vision to Reality.The

Life and Career of Harry Clifton Byrd, an exhibit highlighting the

legacy of this legendary leader.

The exhibit chronicles Byrd’s life and career, beginning with his

early childhood in Crisfield, Md„ and concluding with his accom-

plishments following his resignation

from the university’s presidency to

run for political office.

Byrd was a 1908 graduate of the

university (known then as the Maryland Agricultural College) with

a degree in civil engineering. He returned to his alma mater in

1912 as a football coach and English and history instructor. Byrd

rose up the administrative ranks to become president of the Uni-

versity of Maryland, serving the university from 1934 to

1953.

The Bryd exhibit, compiled by Univer-

sity Archives, is the first in The Friends of

the Libraries Hornbake Showcase Series.

The Showcase will unfold through a sched-

ule of events that include the Gala Series,

major events such as the Byrd exhibit, and

the Spotlight Series, smaller events like The

Mystery of Sesame Street, a lecture scheduled

for next January. For a complete list of

events, see www.lib.umd.edu/

HBK/showcase/.

The Byrd exhibit will remain

on view in the Maryland Room

of the Hornbake Library

through December 20. For

more information, contact

Anne Turkos, university

archivist, at

301.405.9060 or

at 1 7@umail.umd.edu

The Byrd Exhibit chronicles

the life of legendary leader

Harry Byrd, including his days

as a Maryland student.

E
ven though DeWayne

Wickham’s career

spans 30 years and

includes countless articles

and four books, a fear of

unemployment is what

drives this author, advocate,

columnist and reporter.

"I always felt that it was

right around the corner, so I

have been up on my toes in

a defensive posture, running

hard,” he says. “I still try

mightily to shake things up,

and that puts me at risk.”

Today, most people know

Wickham as a columnist for

Gannett and USA Today. In

his three weekly columns

Wickham takes on social

and political issues from

boxer Mike Tyson’s behavior

outside of the ring to Presi-

dent Bush’s plan to privatize

social security.

Wickham’s journalism

career began in 1974 when

he graduated from what is

now called the Philip Mer-

rill College of Journalism. It

was a good time to be a

journalist, a time when the

nation was fixed on the TV,

watching the Watergate

hearings. “J -school

majors were waiting

like raw recruits

ready to join the

fight,” says Wick-

ham, who, after

graduation, went

to work immedi-

ately for U.S.

News & World

Report as a

capitol hill

correspondent.

Within

Wickham Works to Keep 1

by Beth Morgen

2 MARYLAND ALUMNI/ALL 2002 Byrd Exhibit photos courtesy of University Archives. DeWayne Wickham photo courtesy of USA Today



Burns Shatters Airline Barriersream Alive

“If you’re an editor of a newspaper

and you don't get your paper to bed on

time, you lose your job. II you’re a pub-

lisher and don’t make a profit, you lose

your job,” he says. “Diversity, generally,

is one of those goals that everybody says

is important but for which no one pays

the ultimate price for missing.”

Today, Wickham considers blacks’

status in the industry a “mixed bag.”

There have been significant gains, he

says, naming Gerald Boyd, managing

editor of The New York Times ,
and Curtis

Riddle, publisher of The NewsJournal in

Wilmington, Del. However, the number

of blacks working at daily newspapers

has declined.

Wickham stays involved with NABJ
and received its Community Service

Award this year. “I try to work in what-

ever capacity they ask me to serve to

keep the dream alive,” he says. These

days, he encourages a new generation to

help fulfill NABJ’s mission. This year he

and his wife sent six students to NABJ’s

convention and paid the cost of their

participation.

In between writing his column and

volunteering for NABJ, Wickham has

found time to write several books. His

most recent, Clinton and Black America
,

was published this year by Ballantine

Books and attempts to explain why the

former president is so popular among

blacks. He is also the author of Wood-

holme: A Black Man's Story of Growing Up

Alone
,
Fire at Will and Thinking Black:

Some of the Nation’s Best Black Columnists

Speak Their Mind.

The subject of Wickham’s next book

is the changing face of racism. While

there is no publication date yet, rest

assured, Wickham is certain to “shake

things up” with his latest endeavor.

Join DeWayne Wickham on campus on Nov.

9 when he moderates a discussion on the repa-

rations movement. See page 1 6 for details.

by Beth Morgen

F
or Beverly Burns only the sky is the

limit— literally. Once told she was “too

old, too weak and too short" to fly

commercial planes, this Boeing 777 captain

persisted, paving the way for others who

dream of flying.

"I always wanted to be an airline captain,

but that was so out of reach at the time, I

didn’t think it would happen,” remembers

Burns.

Burns graduated from Maryland in 1971

and became a flight attendant for American

Airlines.When she learned that American

had hired its first female pilot, she was

intrigued. But it wasn’t until a male first offi-

cer commented that women were not smart

enough to be pilots that Burns' mind was set.

“That was the sword that got me mov-

ing," she says. "The next day I was in the yel-

low pages and on the phone with the local

flight school."

Burns started flying at Hinson Airways at

Baltimore-Washington International Airport

and earned her private pilot's certificate in

1 976.When she wanted to pursue a com-

mercial certificate, her flight instructors

balked and referred her to Robert Burns.

"When he said that I could be a captain

in three years, I was almost in tears,” says

Beverly. “He was the first person who

thought I could do it.”

Robert himself was trained by Jean Rose,

a Woman Airforce Service Pilot orWASP
During World War II, WASPs flew bombers

over to male pilots who then flew them into

warThough fully qualified, WASPs were

snubbed by the airlines after the war

"Through Jean's knowledge, I was able to do

it,” says Beverly.

Today Burns is a pilot for Continental Air-

lines. She has captained the Boeing 727, 737,

747, 757 767 and 777, the DC-9 and DC- 1 0.

On July 1 ,
1 984, she made history by becom-

ing the first woman to sit in the captain's

seat of a Boeing 747.

In June, the state of Maryland honored

Burns with a ceremony at BWI Airport.

Robert Burns, who she married in 1 982, was

at her side. Over the years, Burns also has

been congratulated on her successes by

presidents, senators and mayors.

The best award? “When I get to fly the

airplanes,” says Burns.

Beverly Burns ’71 made history in 1984 by

becoming the first woman to captain a 747.

Today she sits in the captain’s seat of a 777.

Photo courtesy of Beverly Burns MARYLAND ALUMNI FALL 2002 3
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A Match Made at Maryland
by Michael Richman

R
alph Friedgen 70, 72 and

his wife, Gloria 73, are as

pure as a couple can

come to being Maryland Terrapins.

Both Friedgens are Maryland

graduates, each one works for

the university, andTerps para-

phernalia decorates their home

in Olney. Plus, both are instru-

mental in elevating the visibility

of the football program, Ralph as

its coach and Gloria as one of its

key supporters.

While Ralph works to repeat

the success of last season, when

he led the Terps to an Atlantic

Coast Conference championship

and an appearance in the Orange

Bowl, Gloria organizes extrava-

gant tailgate parties at home

games that each attract up to

200 people.This season, she

threw her first party at the Terps

game against Notre Dame on

Aug. 3 1 in East Rutherford, N.J.

"It comes from my training of

being an Italian woman,” says

Gloria, whose maiden name is

Spina. "I say that because we

always had great gatherings at

our house or cousins' homes.

There was always hospitality. It

was like an open door. My kids

say I would talk to a wall until it

talked back. I invite everybody,

including my students.”

Gloria is an instructor at

Maryland in the College of Edu-

cation and Ralph was hired as

the Terps coach in November

2000 .

Ralph has been in football

coaching, and Gloria in the teach-

ing profession each for about

three decades, a period when

they have met, educated and

counseled many young people.

Another similarity is their experi-

ences competing in sports, Ralph

when he played football at Mary-

land from 1 965 to 1 969, and

Gloria when she ran track in high

school. Personality-wise, they are

quick-witted, self-confident native

New Yorkers who can both dis-

play an emotional side.

The Friedgens met in 1971.

Ralph, who earned a bachelor's

degree in physical education at

Maryland the year before, was

then in the second and final year

of his master’s program in RE. He

was also a graduate assistant

with the football team. Gloria

was in the first year of her mas-

ter's program in what is now the

College of Health and Human

Performance, and doubled as a

teaching assistant.

They crossed paths in classes

and other circles. Once, when

both were studying in Cole Field

House, Ralph asked Gloria out

on their first date. He was 24,

and she was 20.

The Freidgens at home at Mary-

land today. Gloria is an intructor

and Ralph, head coach of the foot-

ball team.

“I had about a half hour,” he

recalls. "So I asked this good

looking girl if she wanted to go

to the Student Union for a cup

of coffee. After that, she knew

the way to my heart was

through my stomach, so she

cooked me dinner and things

started rolling from then on."

Married in 1 973, they will cel-

ebrate their 30th wedding

anniversary next year on June 1 7.

"Ralph wasn't the size he is

now when we met, but when I

look in his eyes, I still see a 25-

year old guy,” Gloria says. “I

thought he was really cute. He

was very decisive, knew what he

was doing, where he was going.

He was just a good guy. I had

‘Fridge Fever' before it was fash-

ionable.”

Football season is well underway!

Come on out to Byrd Stadium to

cheer on the 200 1 ACC Champion

Terps and fellow alumnus Coach

Ralph Friedgen.

Join us at an alumni associa-

tion tailgate prior to the game.

(See page 1 2 for details.) For a

complete football schedule and

tickets, visit umterps.com or call

301.314.7070.

“I had ‘Fridge Fever’ before it was fashionable.”

4 MARYLAND ALUMNI FALL 2002 Left photos courtesy of Ralph and Gloria Friedgen, Top photo by JohnT. Consoli
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Two Guys and a Shirt
by Renee Zemanski

Take two students

with entrepreneurial

spirits and put them

in a math class together. Add

a pinch of innovation and a

desire to make money, and

you have a recipe for success.

That success is G&G Out-

fitters, a company founded

1 2 years ago by Maryland

classmates Doug Gardner '89

and Rich Gergar ’89- G&G
provides promotional prod-

ucts, screen-printed and

embroidered apparel, inven-

tory control and fulfillment

services.

"There was a little bit of

intuition and a lot of sweat

equity,” says Gergar of their

humble beginnings.

When Gardner and Ger-

gar were sophomores, they

wanted to make money for a

spring break trip. Gardner

came up with the idea of pro-

ducing and selling t-shirts.

They hired an artist, bro-

kered the printing, and sold

144 shirts from dorm to

dorm in less than four days.

They soon expanded their

business by selling fraternity,

sorority and intramural team

shirts. By senior year, their

business had grown signifi-

cantly.

Today, with its headquar-

ters in Lanham, Md., G&G
Outfitters is 130 employees

strong. "I never thought the

business would grow to this

degree,” says Gardner. “It

doesn't seem long ago that

we were looking at a build-

ing that was 6,000 square

feet and now we re in a

building that’s 93,000 square

feet.”

The t-shirts that Doug Gardner ’89

and Rich Gergar ’89 sold as students

helped to launch what is now G&G
Outfitters, a successful business

operation.

“I think what keeps us

focused is that we’re sur-

rounded by a great group of

people,” adds Gergar, noting

that many of G&G’s employ-

ees are Maryland alumni.”

Success also lies in Gergar

and Gardner’s business rela-

tionship. Their different skill

sets complement each other

with Gergar in charge of

administration and sales and

Gardner in charge of com-

pany operations.

“Doug and I are the best

of friends,” says Gergar. “We
have an extremely good

working relationship. We
have a lot of respect for one

another.”

As successful as they are,

you won’t catch them boast-

ing about it. “We’re just

modest guys who work

hard,” says Gergar.

Flanders Focuses on Membership
In May, the Maryland Alumni

Association Board of Governors

elected Cynthia Flanders presi-

dent of the board for 2002-2003

As president, Flanders seeks to

capture the momentum Mary-

land has gained in its academic

and athletic programs to grow

the alumni association.

“I consider myself an ambas-

sador for the university

and the alumni asso

ciation when I am

out in the com-

munity or with

clients and

other associ-

ates," says Flan- «
ders ’82, '88

*

M.B.A. "All of us

have the responsibility

to try to find ways to help the

university achieve the status it

deserves. Membership in the

alumni association is an impor-

tant attribute to that success.”

Flanders is senior vice presi-

dent and commercial market

executive for Bank of America's

Greater Maryland area. She has

nearly 30 years of experience in

strategic financial management

and commercial banking. As an

alumni association board mem-

ber, Flanders played an instru-

mental role in developing a

strategic plan for the alumni

association. An overriding goal of

that plan is to increase member-

ship in the alumni association.

Flanders will also focus on

developing the Samuel Riggs IV

Alumni Center. The future

center will serve as a

meeting place for

alumni returning to

campus, a venue

for special events

and headquarters

for the alumni

association.

Flanders received

both her bachelor's and

master's degrees from Maryland's

Robert H. Smith School of Busi-

ness and has been an alumni

board member since 1999. In

addition, she serves on the

boards of the Robert H. Smith

School of Business Alumni, First

Tee of Greater Washington and

Boys and Girls Clubs of Greater

Washington.

Photos by Mike Morgan MARYLAND ALUMNI FALL 2002 5



GOING PLACES

BOOK AN ADVENTURE IN 2003

D aily Stephanie Tadlock explores new lands, talks

with experts in international relations and stud-

ies ancient ruins and modern museums. Globe-

trotting? No, Tadlock, director of alumni travel and contin-

uing education, is researching alumni tours.

I
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|
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TRAVEL 2003

Alumni College in Madrid

March 19-26

New Zealand and Australia

March 26—April 8

Canals of Holland and Belgium Cruise

April 18-28

Alumni College in Italy’s

Magnificent Lake District

May 12-20

Alumni College in Provence

May 20-28

Alumni College Aboard the

Danube River

June 24-July 2

Alumni College in Scandinavia

July 1-9

Passage of Peter the Great

July I 1-23

Spain and Portugal

Sept. 22-Oct. 6

China Passage

Oct. 5-19

French Impressions: Paris to Dordogne

Oct. 1
6-30

Alumni College in Sicily

Nov. 8-
1

7

Maryland Alumni caught up with her to

learn more about the association’s travel

program for 2003-

What are the advantages of taking an

alumni tour?

Travelers have a common link with every-

one on the trip. They have a love of

Maryland and an interest in educational

experiences. Most tours take place

between high and low season; the weather

is pleasant, but there is not a horde of

tourists. The association works with

travel operators who have great buying

power, so travelers get deluxe and first-

class accommodations at a price they

might not be able to get on their own.

When did Maryland faculty

join the tours?

This will be our third year

including faculty on trips.

The alumni association is

dedicated to the diffusion of

knowledge, and one way to
’

accomplish that is to send the

university’s own on our tours

Maryland faculty provide a

context to the trips. Profes-

sor Shu Guang Zhang from

the Department of History

will accompany our trip to

China. He grew up in China, is

an expert in Chinese-American rela-

tions and was a distinguished guest pro

fessor at the University of Shanghai.

Most of the 2003 tours are in Europe.

What is special about them?

The places we visit and stay make our

European tours unique. The Italian Lakes

are a beautiful part of Italy that is popu-

lar with Europeans but unexplored by

Americans. On our tour of the Iberian

Peninsula, travelers stay in the small inns

of Spain’s paradores and Portugal’s pou-

sadas, medieval monasteries and restored

convents. To tour Russia, we chose a

cruise. The ports of call include tradi-

tional cities, Moscow and St. Petersburg,

but we also visit Yaroslav, considered the

Florence of Russia,’ and Goritsy, a

charming farm town.

What about other destinations in the

travel program?

In addition to China, we have “Under

the Southern Cross,” which com-

bines the very best of New
Zealand and Australia. New
Zealand has wonderful land-

scapes—green forests, moun-

tain ranges, glaciers and water-

falls. Australia is exactly the

opposite with exciting wildlife

—

from koala bears to kangaroos. We
also cruise Sydney Harbor, view

the Great Barrier Reef and

study the art of the Aborigines.

„* This tour truly has something

for everyone.

For a 2003 travel catalog, complete with itineraries,

contact Stephanie Tadlock at 301 .403-2728 ext.

14, 800.336.8627 or stadlock@terpalum.umd.edu.

View the catalog online at www.alumni.umd.edu
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PARTNERSHIPS

OPPORTUNITY OPENS DOORS FOR CITY STUDENTS
by Renee Zemanski

T here’s an old saying, "For every door that closes, a new door

opens.”The recipients of the Baltimore Incentive Awards Pro-

gram at the University of Maryland have seen many closed

doors—until now. Thanks to the contributions of Maryland alumni and

friends, they have a chance to fulfill their dream of a college education.

Arnold ’69 and Alison Richman con-

I tributed to the Baltimore Incentive

j
Awards Program. “When Dr. Mote [Uni-

l versity of Maryland president] explained

j
this program, we thought it was terrific,"

I says Arnold, chairman of The Shelter

j
Group, a national real estate development

\
and property management company

! based in Baltimore. “After meeting the

j
students, I believe that they have great

I potential for leadership and a willingness

l to take on significant responsibility."

j

The Baltimore Incentive Awards Pro-

I gram, now in its second year, endeavors

I to provide new opportunities for personal

i growth for its students. Launched as a

I pilot in Baltimore City, the program cel-

;

ebrates the resilience and tenacity of the

: human spirit. It is designed to recognize

\
and promote achievement, community

i responsibility and leadership among stu-

: dents who have faced adverse life circum-

\
stances and prevailed. Students who have

;
demonstrated uncommon persistence,

: maturity and ingenuity are selected and

; rewarded with total financial support for

l matriculation at the university,

j

One student per year from each of the

j
nine participating schools is identified as

! an Incentive Award recipient. While

j

there is a generous scholarship compo-

I nent to the Baltimore Incentive Awards,

l it is anything but a traditional scholar-

;
ship program.

I “The students may or may not have

: the highest grade point average or test

i scores, but they demonstrate the potential

i to be successful and the rugged determi-

l nation to realize their dreams," says

Jacqueline Wheeler, program director.

“Success for these students means success

for their communities. It’s an opportunity

for the university to encourage more city

students to view a four-year college edu-

cation as a real possibility."

In fact, Baltimore Incentive Award

scholars embrace a spirit of giving by

regularly returning to their schools to

serve as exemplary role models for

younger students—to motivate others to

persist through high school, pursue

higher education and achieve despite for-

midable challenges.

Many of the program’s contributors,

like the Richmans, have strong ties to

Baltimore. Barry Gossett, chairperson of

the Board of Trustees for the University

of Maryland College Park Foundation,

says that his lead donation is just his way

of giving back to the community he has

worked in for over 30 years.

“How better to

invest in the commu-

nity than through the

young people," says

Gossett, chairman-

emeritus of Williams-

Scotsman, a mobile

office company in Bal-

timore. “This program

The Baltimore Incentive

Awards Program recognizes

and rewards young people

who want to better their

opportunities through a

college education. Pictured

here, the Class of 2006

scholars.

gives really promising young people in

disadvantaged situations the opportunity

to accomplish something on their own.

In turn, these kids will realize that there

are people who are willing to give back

to the community, and we hope they will

follow in the same footsteps.”

Though Murray Valenstein ’40 lives

in New York, he is an alumnus of City

College of Baltimore, one of the high

schools participating in the program. He
and his wife, Suzanne, also contributed

to the program’s success and hope to do

more in the future.

“As ex-Baltimoreans, my wife and I

realize the great need for a closer bond

between the university and Baltimore,”

says Valenstein, an advertising and mar-

keting consultant. “This program serves

two purposes— it benefits the students

and it brings the city and university

together.”

In a way, two more doors have

opened.

For more information about the Baltimore

Incentive Awards Program, contactJacqueline

Wheeler at 301 .405.9024 or

jwheeler@deans, umd. edu.
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By Michael Richman Photo by John T. Consoli

Olsen Encourages More to Serve

Jody Olsen’s career resembles a mosaic of fascinating, multicultural

experiences. She has traversed the globe to more than 100 countries,

where barely any religion, ethnicity or language has escaped her intellec-

tual treasure chest. What is the basis for her insatiable curiosity?

She calls it “cultural enrichment.”

“It comes down to opportunities to see and hear songs that are unfamiliar to you,”

says Olsen, who earned her doctorate degree from Maryland. “Look at how people

dress that are different from how you dress, what and how they eat, how they take

care of children, how they put a home together, how they think about religion,

how they have conversations, how they establish trust in one another. Then you ask

yourself, 'How does that enrich you so you can enrich others?’”
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“The Peace Corps has become one of the

ways for people to serve their country. It’s

a chance for people to say, ‘Let me re-think

what’s really important to me and what

service is all about.’”

That question forms the backbone of a

primary objective of the Peace Corps, the

venerable humanitarian organization

where Olsen serves as the deputy director.

The Peace Corps calls upon its volun-

teers—most of whom are fresh out of col-

lege, yet many others these days are join-

ing at the twilight of their careers—to

enlighten fellow Americans about the

nationalities, cultures and religions that

become entrenched in their own lives.

Olsen, 59, is adroit at doing just that.

She lived in Tunisia as a Peace Corps vol-

unteer from 1966 to 1968 teaching Eng-

lish to the young and old, and sharing

health tips with mothers and children. At

the same time, she learned about Islam in

the Muslim-dominated country, where

she listened to the reading of the Koran

and the call to prayer that occurs five

times a day.

"Hearing that gave me the gift of

understanding a community that was

having a common feeling and a peace that

praying brings,” she remembers. “I now

try to help bring that sense of community

into the work and activities I do in the

United States.”

Olsen’s stay in Tunisia was a personal

seminal moment, lor it launched what is

now a 36-year career dotted with experi-

ences in educational and social settings.

Through it all, the Peace Corps has been

a cornerstone. She served as director in

the African country of Togo (1979 to

1981); regional director of North Alrica,

the Near East, Asia and the Pacific (1981

to 1984); and chief of staff (1989 to

1992).

President Bush nominated Olsen to

serve as deputy director ol the Peace

Corps in November 2001. When the U.S.

Senate confirmed her appointment in

February, she felt as if she were coming

home.

"I can’t tell you how thrilled I was to

receive this appointment," she says. "I

feel an extended family here with former

staff and former volunteers who have been

all over the world with Peace Corps expe-

riences."

Olsen is helping lead the Peace Corps

at the most ambitious juncture in its 41-

year history. In his State of the Union

address in January, President Bush called

for the organization to double in size over

the next five years to 14,000 volunteers,

the same number when enrollment

peaked in 1966. Olsen says the Peace

Corps is working to meet the president’s

goal in at least two ways: increasing the

diversity ol volunteers serving and

expanding the current list ol more than

70 countries that accept Peace Corps vol-

unteers. About 25 nations have invited

the Peace Corps, including Afghanistan,

where the transitional government sent

overtures to the Peace Corps for the first

time since 1979-

Applications, Olsen says, have already

increased about 20 percent since Presi-

dent Bush’s announcement, as American

patriotism in the wake of last September’s

terrorist attacks continues to swell. She

compares the nation’s renewed sense of

pride to that when President Kennedy

sounded the call, "Ask not what your

country can do lor you, ask what you can

do for your country,” in 1961, the same

year he lounded the Peace Corps.

"The Peace Corps has become one of

the ways for people to serve their coun-

try,” she says. “It’s a chance for people to

say, 'Let me re-think what’s really impor-

tant to me and what service is all about.’

It’s important that we provide that inter-

national opportunity.”

Olsen has held executive roles for

other organizations besides the Peace

Corps. They include Youth for Under-

standing, through which young people

can live with a host family in another cul-

ture; the Council for International

Exchange of Scholars, which administers

the renowned Fulbright Scholarships; and

the Academy for Education Development,

which provides health, education and

environmental assistance to communities

in the United States and abroad.

Olsen also worked in the vanguard

while pursuing her Ph.D. at Maryland
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from 1974 to 1979- While majoring in

human development with a concentration

in gerontology, she directed the Univer-

sity of Maryland Center on Aging.

Of the faculty that supported her pur-

suits, Olsen reserves laudatory remarks

for her advisor, Charles Flatter, then dean

of the College of Education. She praised

him for helping her maintain self-disci-

pline so she could excel in her studies

while simultaneously running the Center

on Aging. Once, Olsen said she wanted

to finish her dissertation while working

for the Peace Corps in Togo. Flatter

thought otherwise.

“He encouraged me to finish before I

left,” she says. “He made himself avail-

able when I needed him and checked in

with me every week. As I think back 23

years ago, I know that il I had not fin-

ished before going to Togo, I would never

have finished.”

Olsen says she has applied knowledge

from her doctoral program to her current

endeavors at the Peace Corps, most

notably the intricacies of running a suc-

cessful volunteer program. She has also

gleaned valuable direction on volun-

teerism from her work with the Maryland

Alumni Association Board of Governors

on which she has served since 1996,

including as president in 2000—2001.

Olsen helped to create a strategic plan

for the board of governors that has

increased the number of association vol-

unteers.

“Working with volunteers at Mary-

land definitely is connected to my work

at the Peace Corps,” she says. “Here, it’s

recognizing that Americans who sign up

to be with the Peace Corps, particularly

young Americans, are volunteering.

They’re taking two years out of their lives

to do something but have very little idea

what that’s going to be, and how they

will change. Without the volunteers,

none of us would be here."

Maryland Poised for No. 1 in Service

Jody Olsen wants her alma mater—the University of Maryland

—

to soon become the nation’s top college in the number of alumni

serving in the Peace Corps.

And for an institution ranked 23rd among the approximately

3,000 colleges and universities that produce Peace Corps volun-

teers, she is confident Maryland is primed to become No. I.

“Maryland is a terrific university for the Peace Corps,” Olsen

says. “The university has a lot of international programming and

respect for a broad world view, which is naturally attractive for

people who think about being Peace Corps volunteers. One of the

truly exciting aspects of the university is the pride it has in its

diversity.The experiences Maryland students have in leadership,

community and academic development also make them excellent

candidates for the Peace Corps.”

Efforts continue to buoy the program’s visibility at Maryland. In

July, the Peace Corps hired a recruiter on campus who works 20

hours per week and is based in Symons Hall with the College of

Agriculture and Natural Resources. The Peace Corps and the univer-

sity also plan to begin a lecture series this fall in which noted schol-

ars, diplomats and experts will discuss critical development issues.

Plus, the Peace Corps is expected to participate in the university's

“International Week” in November.

Interest in the Peace Corps has already surged on campus. Sixty

Maryland graduates were nominated to serve in the Peace Corps in

2002, nearly double that of the prior year. Moreover, 59 Maryland

students submitted applications in 2001, compared with 43 alone

from Jan. 1 , 2002, until mid-July, a 68 percent increase.

More than 800 Maryland graduates have lived and worked as

Peace Corps volunteers in I I I countries over the last 40 years, and

44 volunteers are now serving overseas in 26 countries working in

the education, health, business, environmental, agriculture and urban

youth development sectors. Forty-three Maryland faculty members

are Peace Corps graduates, too.
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School of Architecture

Last June, School of Archi-

tecture alumni gathered at

the University of Maryland

Golf Course for their I Ith

Annual Architecture Alumni

GolfTournament A cloud-

less sky and warm weather

provided ideal playing con-

The Best are Back at Byrd
2001 ACC CHAMPIONS

Cheer the Terps on to victory with

the Maryland Alumni Association

at our Terrapin Football Tailgates.

Festive fun for everyone!

SEPT. 28 vs. WOFFORD

OCT. 5 at WEST VIRGINIA

OCT. 1 7 vs. GEORGIA TECH

NOV. 2 at NORTH CAROLINA

NOV. 9 vs. NC STATE—HOMECOMING*

NOV. 23 at VIRGINIA

NOV. 30 vs.WAKE FOREST

Home tailgates begin two and a half hours prior to each Maryland football

game in the picnic area near the Byrd Stadium Tower Entrance.

*Homecoming tailgate begins three hours prior to the game. For ticket information,

call the Terrapin Ticket Office at 30 1.3 1 4.7070 or visit umterps.com.

ditions for the 80 partici-

pants. The "best ball"

tournament-winning

team finished the course

at 1 7 under par. Follow-

ing the tournament,

guests enjoyed a barbe-

cue on the clubhouse

patio while awards for

the best teams and

donated raffle prizes were

distributed. For more infor-

mation, contact Allyson

Yospe '94 at 301.403.2728

ext. 1 6 or ayospe@terp

alum.umd.edu.

Robert H. Smith

School of Business

This month, the chapter

held its 1 3th Annual Golf

Tournament at the Univer-

sity of Maryland Golf

Course.The tournament

raised funds for scholarship

and other business school

alumni programs. On June

1 8, the chapter hosted

"Ethics and Investing" at the

City Club ofWashington

for more than 80 alumni

and friends.The panel dis-

cussion emphasized the

power of investing for the

future. Earlier in June, the

chapter co-hosted “Genera-

tion Gap" with the New

York Alumni Club at the

Rihga Royal J.W. Marriott

Hotel. More than I 1

0

Business school alumni min-

gle before listening to a dis-

cussion on “Ethics and

Investing.”

alumni attended a discus-

sion by several PepsiCo

representatives on the best

means of talking to the

new generation. Among the

PepsiCo panelists was Al

Carey '74, senior vice presi-

dent for sales and retail

strategy. For more informa-

tion, contact Francena

Phillips-Jackson '87 at

301.405.3709 or

Francena.RJackson@terp

alum.umd.edu.

A. James Clark School

of Engineering

Once again, the A. James

Clark School of Engineering,

the Robert H. Smith School

of Business and the Univer-

sity of Maryland Alumni

Association teamed up to

host FallFest, an informal

career fair and tailgate

party. On Sept. 2
1 ,
more
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than 1 ,500 business

and engineering stu-

dents, alumni and friends

attended with local, regional

and national corporate

recruiters collecting

resumes.The event, which

preceded the Maryland vs.

Eastern Michigan football

game, featured free food,

exhibits of student projects

and displays from corporate

sponsors. Last May the

chapter hosted two net-

working receptions in San

Diego and San Francisco.

Special guest Nariman Far-

vardin, dean of engineering,

talked about the school’s

enhanced academic and

research programs as

alumni enjoyed food and

special prizes. For more

information, contact Cor-

nelia Kennedy '82 at

30 1 .405.2 1 50 or ckennedy

@terpalum.umd.edu.

lowed by an exciting victory

of the Baltimore Orioles

over the Seattle Mariners.

Attendees also participated

in a silent auction of sports

memorabilia with all pro-

ceeds being donated to the

Young Alumni Mitertek

Scholarship. For more infor-

mation, contact Jan Desper

'86 at 301.403.2728 ext. 17

or Jan3thetanu85@terp

alum.umd.edu.

Northern Virginia

Alumni Club

The club is encouraging

alumni and friends living in

Virginia to apply for aTerp

license plate.The Virginia

Department of Motor Vehi-

cles needs 350 applications

to move forward on the

Terp license plate in Virginia.

Local
Alumni
Clubs

Baltimore Alumni Club

Last June, with the help of

the Young Alumni Club, club

members hosted a double-

header evening at Camden

Yards, featuring a pre-game

party in the bullpen fol-

Become an officially

“licensed” Terrapin! The
Northern Virginia Alumni

Club is pleased to present

the Terp license plate.

Encouraging Virginians to

drive their pride home are

(left to right) Football Coach
Ralph Friedgen ’70, ’72; NoVA
Club Leaders Dan McGuire
’76 and Brewer Lister ’97;

Basketball Coach Gary

Williams ’68 and Athletic

Director Deborah Yow.

Save the Date
HOMECOMING WEEKEND NOV. 7-9

Homecoming 2002...Come

Together! Reunite with

classmates during the

Class of 1952 Reunion.

Expand your mind

through the Maryland

Alumni Association

Alumni College. Spread

the Terrapin Spirit at our

Annual Homecoming Fes-

tival. Cheer on the Terps as

they tackle NC State. See page 16

for a complete list of activities!

To receive an application,

contact Robin Chiddo, at

301.405.0014 or

800.336.8627 or

robin9@terpalum.umd.edu.

Prince George’s

County Alumni Club

On May 10, alumni and

friends joined the Prince

George's County Alumni

Club at the Montpelier Cul-

tural Arts Center in Laurel

for a Wine Tasting and the

Goddard Medal Awards

Ceremony. Participants

were delighted to sample

international wines byVini

Rossi and select foods. Fol-

lowing the wine tasting, club

members met the 2002

recipients of the Goddard

Medal Awards that are pre-

sented to a graduating male

student and female student

from Prince George’s

County in recognition of

superior scholarship, leader-

ship and community ser-

vice. For more information,

contact Jan Desper '86 at

30 1 .403.2728 ext. 1 7 or

Jan3thetanu85@terpalum.

umd.edu.
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Setting the Stage
Cultural Season 2002—2003

An Evening at the Opera
FEB. 22,2003

Headquarters for the Daughters of the

American Revolution

The alumni association's annual "Evening at the

Opera" features a cocktail hour; guided tour of

the Daughters of the American Revolution

headquarters before dinner and lecture by a

Maryland opera professor on the production

of Aida. Following the lecture, proceed across

the street to Constitution Hall and enjoy the

Washington Opera's opening night perfor-

mance of Aida.

ture from June Har-

grove, Degas expert

and chair of the Art

History Department.

Happy Birthday Mozart

FEB. 1,2003

Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center

Back by popular demand! The Clarice Smith

Performing Arts center celebrates Mozart's

Birthday. Attend a pre-concert lecture given by

Suzanne Beicken, music professor; about

Mozart and his music. Alumni and friends will

have a chance to meet Beicken at a reception

following the performance.

Degas and the Dance

MARCH 2003

Philadelphia Museum of Art

Join us at the Philadelphia Museum of Art for a

private viewing of the exhibition Degas and the

Dance. Delight in the elegant surrounding of

the museum's Great Hall while enjoying heavy

hors d’oeuvres and cocktails followed by a lec-

Join the alumni association for a private viewing of

Degas and the Dance, an exhibit at the Philadelphia

Museum of Art, featuring The Ballet Class (above).

they have had on our understanding of the city

and the social conditions during the 1 800's.

Afterwards, enjoy dinner at the Paca House

with a treasure hunt of the archeological items

for children in the famous Paca gardens.

For more information about the alumni associa-

tion's cultural and continuing education programs,

contact Stephanie Tadlock at 301 .403.2728 ext

14, 800.336.8627 or stadlock@terpalum.umd.edu.

Technology and

Tolerance

APRIL 2003

SiteTBD

Maryland's College of

Information Studies in

conjunction with the

Shoah Visual History

Foundation has

embarked on a

research project that

consists of digitized

interviews in 32 lan-

guages from 52,000 survivors, liberators, res-

cuers and witnesses of the Nazi Holocaust.

Join us, along with Doug Oard, professor of

information studies, as he presents a solution

for how our cultural heritage can be archived

in this form and, ultimately, fulfill the Shoah

Foundation's goal of tolerance through techni-

cal research.

Historical Annapolis

JUNE 7, 2003

SiteTBD

Tour historical Annapolis with Mark Leone,

chair of the Anthropology Department, as he

explains his excavation fndings and the impact

Regional
Alumni
Clubs

Atlanta Alumni Club

The club hosted its Third

Annual Crab Feast on Aug.

17 at Blackburn Park More

than 1 00 alumni, family and

friends enjoyed crabs,

games and entertainment.

For more information,

contact Allyson Yospe '94

at 30 1 .403.2728 ext. 1 6 or

ayospe@terpalum.umd. edu.

New York Alumni Club

On June 4, the club, along

with the Robert H. Smith

School of Business Acade-

mic Chapter hosted a net-

working reception at the

Rihga Royal J.W. Marriott

Hotel for 100-plus alumni

and friends. In August the

club hosted a Summer

Send Off atTratorio Dopo

Teatro for incoming fresh-

men and newly graduated

alumni from the New York

area. For more information,

contact Francena Phillips-

Jackson '87 at 301.405.3709

or Francena.RJackson@terp

alum.umd.edu.

San Diego Alumni Club

On May 7, alumni visited

the historic Del Coronado

Hotel for a special net-

working reception with
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food, fun and prizes.The

special presenter of the

evening was Nariman Far-

vardin, dean of the A. James

Clark School of Engineering.

For more information, con-

tact Deirdre Bagley at

30 1 .403.2728 ext. 1 3 or

dbagley@terpalum.umd.edu.

San Francisco Alumni

Club

In May, engineering alumni

in the San Francisco area

were treated to a network-

ing reception and presenta-

tion at the Mark Hopkins

Intercontinental. Alumni

mingled and met Nariman

Farvardin, dean of the A.

James Clark School of Engi-

neering, who shared the

exciting progress and

advances made by the

school's academic and

research programs. For

more information, contact

Deirdre Bagley at

301.403.2728 ext. 13 or

dbagley@terpalum.umd.edu.

Special
Interest

Alumni
Clubs

Black Alumni Club

The club will kickoff Home-

coming weekend with a

Happy Hour from 4-7 p.m.

on Nov. 8 at Jasper’s in

Greenbelt, Md. On Nov. 9,

the club will host "Repara-

tions:The Socio-Economic

Effects of Slavery,” a panel

discussion moderated by

USA Today columnist

DeWayne Wickham 74

from I I a.m.-
1

p.m. in the

Stamp Student Union's Hoff

Theater Later, the club joins

the Nyumburu Cultural

Center in hosting an Annual

Family Picnic from I I a.m-

I p.m. at Nyumburu. Con-

tact Llatetra Brown at

30 1 .403.2728 ext. I I or

Llatetra@terpalum.umd.edu.

MARYLAND
BASKETBALL

Own a real piece of

Maryland basketball history!

Floor memorabilia from

Cole Field House and the

Final Founfloors!
www.ColeFieldHouse.com

or call toll free 866.357.8636

A portion of the proceeds will help fund

University of Maryland athletics.

last seen in Math 1 10

caught up with friends at the

Student Union

spent long hours studying at

Hornbake Library

found
Terp Alumni Network,

an online

community featuring

a searchable Alumni

Directory and Permanent

TERP Email

Register for FREE at

www.alumni.umd.edu

MARYLAND

ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION

The Terp Alumni Network is available only to University

of Maryland, College Park, graduates and members of

the alumni association.
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and, finally...

Homecoming
November 7—9

Connect, discover and celebrate

—all during Homecoming
weekend. Join us!

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7

Alumni CollegeiWomen in the 21st Century

6 p.m. Cocktail Reception 7 p.m. Program

$15 alumni association members, $25 non-

members

UMUC Inn and Conference Center

Learn about Professor Suzanne Bianchi’s

groundbreaking research on the effects that

working women have had on family dynamics.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8

Emeritus Luncheon

I 1 :30 a.m.-l :30 p.m.

UMUC Inn and Conference Center

$35 alumni association members, $45 non-

members

Gather with classmates at this special lun-

cheon to award 50th reunion medallions to

members of the Class of 1952.

Narrated Shuttle Bus Tour of Campus & Down-

town College Park

2-4 p.m. (Bus departs from the front of UMUC)
FREE

Includes a stop at the Comcast Center and

Team Store and the Space Simulation and

Ice Cream Alumni College Programs.

2002: Come Together

Alumni College: Space Simulation

Space Systems Laboratory

Maryland faculty explain how this fascinat-

ing laboratory develops and tests robots used

by NASA.

Alumni College: We All Scream for Ice Cream

!

Dairy Processing Plant

Learn how the university uses its research to

assist the ice cream business and enjoy a treat

after the tour!

Von Munching Hall Dedication & Class of 1952

Dinner Dance

6 p.m.

Van Munching Hall

$45 alumni association members, $55 non-

members

Enjoy great food, wonderful music and an

opportunity to explore the newly expanded

Van Munching Hall. Special cocktail recep-

tion for Class of 1952 Reunion attendees.

Black tie optional.

Happy Hour Hosted by the Black Alumni Club

4-7 p.m.

Jasper’s in Greenbelt, MD
Kickoff Homecoming weekend and mingle

with fellow alumni.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9

Alumni College. The Sleepless Market and Society

7-9:45 a.m.

Van Munching Hall

$10 alumni association members, $20 non-

members

Join Russ Wermers, associate dean and direc-

tor of financial markets for the Robert H.

Smith School of Business, for an entertaining

lecture on today’s financial world.

Maryland Alumni Association Annual Homecoming

Festival

10 a.m.-l p.m. (or 3 hours prior to kickoff)

Picnic area outside of Southgate Entrance to

Byrd Stadium

FREE

Enjoy live music, free food and beverages,

visits by Testudo and the Maryland March-

ing Band, special gifts for members, a tail-

gate competition and more. Includes Long

Live Testudo, Physics is Phun and An Apple

a Day? Alumni College programs.

Alumni College: Long Live Testudo

Meet a few members of the terrapin family

and learn how you can help preserve our

state reptile and its habitat.

Alumni College: Physics Is Phun

Watch as a pencil is shot through a piece of

wood without breaking its point and marvel

at how much weight an egg can take with-

out cracking.

Alumni College:An Apple a Day?

Friends from the College of Health and

Human Performance enlighten us on nutri-

tion, fad diets and what you can do to pro-

mote a healthier and happier life!

Reparations: The Socio-Economic Effects of Slavery

I I a.m.-l p.m.

Stamp Student Union, HoffTheatre

Is the reparations movement about money or

justice? USA Today Columnist DeWayne

Wickham 74 moderates a thought-provok-

ing panel discussion.

Annual Family Picnic

I I a.m. -6 p.m.

The Nyumburu Cultural Center

Bring your family for a day of food and fun

at Nyumburu hosted by the Nyumburu
Cultural Center and the Black Alumni Club.

Homecoming Football Game Against NC State

I p.m. (subject to change)

Byrd Stadium

$20/person

Call 1 .800.IMA-TERP or 30 1 .3 1 4.7070.

From Rock to Jock On the Radio with Johnny

Holliday

5:00 p.m.

Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center

$10 alumni association members, $15 non-

members

Honorary alumnus Johnny Holliday, the

“Voice of the Terrapins” talks about writing

From Rock toJock , his autobiography.

For more information about Homecoming

contact the alumni association at

301.405.4678, 800.336.8627 or

terp_alum@umail.umd.edu. Or visit

www.alumni.umd.edu.
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Hail Alma Mater:

# WearltWith#Pride!

THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION is pleased

to present “Homecoming,” (left) a 32x32 inch,

100 percent silk twill woman’s scarf. “Homecoming” depicts a parade of

school spirited Terp fans decked out in their finest shells. We continue to offer

“Testudo’s Dream,” (above, right) our premiere, 36x36 inch scarf that features

many familiar state symbols. Our men’s ties complement both scarves and are

available in either a red tortoise shell stripe or a black “Varsity M” motif. The

scarves and ties represent a series of exclusively designed fashion pieces. Order

now to receive these alumni association originals and wear them with pride!

For more information, contact the alumni association at 301.403.2728 ext. 16

or 800.336.8627 or visit our Web site at www.alumni.umd.edu

Supplies are limited. Orders are filled on a first-come, first-served basis.

Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery.

Coming soon-get your exclusive Maryland Alumni Merchandise

online at www.alumni.umd.edu

Full Name:

UM Class Year (if applicable):

Home Address:

City, State, Zip:

Home Phone:

Work Phone:

E-mail Address:

PRICE FOR SCARF:

Alumni Association Members $65

Non-members $75

PRICE FOR TIE:

Alumni Association Members $50

Non-members $60

Join the Maryland Alumni Association

today and pay the member price.

ORDER:
Alumni Association Membership, Annual Single @$35 = $.

“Homecoming" Silk Scarf Quantity @ $ = $_

“Testudo's Dream" Silk Scarf Quantity @ $ = $_

Red Tortoise Striped Silk Tie Quantity @ $ = $_

Black "Varsity M" Silk Tie Quantity @ $ = $_

SUBTOTAL:
Sales Tax: (MD residents only)

Shipping and Handling:

TOTAL:

Method of Payment: (please check one)

Check made payable to the University of Maryland

Alumni Association

Credit Card: MasterCard Visa AMEX Discover

Card Number: Exp. Date:

Signature:

$

x .05 =$

$ 5.00

$

Fax to: 301.403.2736

Or mail in a stamped

envelope to:

University of Maryland

Alumni Association

7100 Baltimore Avenue,

Suite 510

College Park. MD 20740

Attn: Allyson Yospe

MARYLAND

ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
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Join US UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Call 301.405.4678, 800.336.8627 or visit www.alumni.umd.edu. See page 16 for a list of activities!
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